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2. Boundaries of survey Area 
The boundaries of the survey area are those of modern Dorchester County. The 
county is bounded by Charleston County to the southeast, Colleton County to the 
southwest, Orangeburg County to the northwest, and Berkeley County to the 
northeast. (See Appendix One, "Map Showing Boundaries of the Survey Area.") The 
section of Dorchester County that is inside the incorporated City of North 
Charleston was included in the Statewide Inventory during the City of North 
Charleston Historical and Architectuzal Survey (1994-95). That area was notre-
surveyed .. 
The section of Summerville that is inside Berkeley County was surveyed in 1989 
with the Berkeley County Inventory. Only a few properties, mostly along Highway 
17A east of I-26, were inventoried. None of them were found to be eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Places. Field work and research undertaken 
during the Dorchester County Survey supports the determination of non-eligibility 
for those properties. 
3~ Number of Properties Surveyed 
The South Carolina Statewide Inventory includes Dorchester County Sites #1 
through 1101. #1 through 7 are properties individually listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places before 1996; #8 is the Summerville Historic District; 
#9 through 22 were assigned during a federal compliance project, "A Cultural 
Resources Survey of the Trolley Road Widening Project, Summerville, Dorchester 
County, S.C." 
1079 site numbers were assigned during the Dorchester County Historic Resources 
Survey: #23 through 1101. Including separately-inventoried properties that are 
parts of complexes, a total of 1186 sites were inventoried. Of these, 23 are 
components of National Register-listed properties; 1163 sites were inventoried 
that are not listed in the National Register. 
1172 Statewide Survey Site Forms were prepared. 23 of these are for National 
Register properties; 1149 are for historic properties not listed in the Register. 
4. Number of Square Miles Surveyed 













6. Beginning and Ending Dates of Survey 
February 1996 to December 1996 
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1. Objectives of Survey 
The Dorchester County Historic Resources Survey is part of the survey program of 
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), a division of the South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History. The Statewide Survey of Historic Places is 
the foundation of South Carolina's historic preservation program. The primary 
objectives of the survey are to identify historic resources, record their 
locations, and evaluate their significance in the context of South Carolina' a 
history. The SHPO uses the Statewide Survey for preservation planning, and as an 
evaluation tool to establish National Register eligibility. The survey enables 
the SHPO to work effectively with local communities in their historic 
preservation efforts, On the local level, survey information is a tool for 
planning, zoning and economic development programs. The information can also 
serve as a basis for publications, tours, and educational projects. Dorchester 
County will use the Historic Survey as a resource for the South Carolina Heritage 
Corridor and for the county's Centennial Celebration in 1997. 
8. Methodology and Products of Survey 
The Dorchester County Historic Resources Survey was conducted in accordance with 
the SURVEY MANUAL: South Carolina Statewide Survey of Historic Places (revised 
edition June 1990), slightly modified to suit local needs. There were five 
stages, as outlined in the Manual: 1) background historical research; 2) 
reconnaissance survey; 3) intensive survey: 4) research on individual properties; 
5) production of survey report. For this project, survey-eligible properties were 
defined as above-ground cultural resources that retain their physical integrity: 
buildings, sites, structures and objects (including landscape features) that were 
originally built before 1941 and those that were constructed after 1940 but are 
significant for design or historical associations. In qeneral 1 properties 
constructed between 1941 and 1950 were not intensively surveyed, but their 
locations are marked on the survey maps. 
survey Products are provided in duplicate to the Department of Planning and 
Zoning and to the SBPO. They are 1) Statewide Survey Site Forms and Continuation 
Sheets; 2) b1ack-and-whi te photographs (attached to Continuation Sheets); 3) 
photographic negatives and negative logs (housed at SBPO); 4) Compiled Inventory 
of survey sites (included with this report, and provided on diskette to the 
Department of Planning and Zoning); 5) maps; 6) color slides; and 7) this Survey 
Report, including Narrative History and Bibliography. 
Copies of photographs and Survey Site Forms for properties within the Town of 
Summerville, and the survey maps that include Summerville, were provided to the 
to~~·s Department of Planning and Annexation. 
Historical Researqh 
The historical narrative provides an overview of Dorchester County's history and 
interprets the circwnstances under which its built environment developed. The 
history is organized thematically, with each section including examples of 
related sites. A list of libraries and sources consulted is included with the 
bibliography. 
Field Work 
Two kinds of field survey were employed in the Dorchester · County Historic 
Resources Survey: reconnaissance and intensive. During the reconnaissance 
survey, every street and road was driven, and properties that should be surveyed 
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intensively were noted on maps. During intensive survey, field workers assigned 
site numbers, completed site forms, and photographed the resources. 
Reconnaissance of the towns of Summerville and St. George was undertaken early in 
the project as a basis for scheduling field work. In other parts of the county, 
reconnaissance and intensive survey were carried out simultaneously. The 
reconnaissance identified a large number of resources originally built between 
1940-1950. Those that retain integrity of design and material are noted on Topo 
Maps as "1940s" but were not photographed or included in intensive survey 
reporting. Those without integrity are circled on the maps. Interesting 
properties that were not surveyed - cane mills, barns, pecan orchards, tenant 
houses - because of date or structural integrity are annotated on the maps as 
appropriate. 
Survey Site Forms and Maps 
Each form provides location, architectural description, and date of construction 
or other historical data for the resource surveyed. Photographs are attached to 
the continuation sheet. The site number begins with a three-digit number 
corresponding to the USGS Topographic Map Quadrangle that includes the site. 
Most survey properties were treated as individual sites, with a separate site 
number, photograph and site card. Related sites and buildings in complexes were 
assigned a single site number, with decimal numbers assigned to each component 
(e.g. #0001064.00, church; #0001064.01 cemetery). In one case, the Behling Court 
complex in St. George, there were 16 very similar buildings constructed as a war-
worker housing complex. These buildings were assigned a single site number 
(#4400835.00 and #4400835.01) because a single architectural description suffices 
for all of them. On the continuation sheet is information about each building: 
address, variations and alterations. Maps and the compiled inventory include all 
the buildings. 
Index of Sites l ••compiled Inventory" l 
For each property surveyed, the compiled inventory includes the Topographic 
Quadrangle Number, site number, address, Tax Map parcel number, type of resource, 
and date of construction. It was computerized in a database format compatible 
with the system used by Dorchester County's Department of Planning and Zoning. A 
copy of the compiled inventory is included with this report. 
Project maps are USGS Topographic Quadrangle maps, and inset maps for the.towns 
of Harleyville, Reevesville, Ridgeville, St. George and Summerville. Topographic 
maps are marked to show site numbers, and annotated to show pre-1950 buildings 
that were not intensively surveyed. 
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GEOGRAPBIC CBARACTERISTICS 
Dorchester County occupies 575 square miles of South Carolina's lower pine belt, 
bounded by Colleton, Orangeburg, Charleston and Berkeley counties. The Edisto 
River is the western and southern boundary with Colleton County, Four Boles Swamp 
forms the northeast boundary with Orangeburg and Berkeley counties, and Rantowlea 
Creek and the Ashley River define part of the southeastern boundary with 
Charleston County. 
Part of the southern boundary between Dorchester and Charleston counties is 
County Line Road, the early route from Parker's Ferry on the Edisto River toward 
Charleston~ Dorchester County's other straight boundaries, with Orangeburg 
County to the northwest, Berkeley to the northeast, and Charleston at the 
southeast~ were originally surveyed to separate Colleton, Orangeburg and 
Charleston districts. 
Dorchester Countyt s shape can be described as an hourglass or bow tie, its 
northwestern and southeastern sections divided by Four Holes Swamp, which runs 
north to south. The section northwest of Four Boles Swamp is further divided by 
Indian Field Swamp and Polk Swamp, which run generally southeast into the Edisto 
River. At the southeastern half of the county, Cypress Swamp runs south into the 
Ashley River, separating Ridgeville and Givhans from Summerville, Jedburg and 
Knightsville. South of the Ashley River is an area of savannas just above tidal 
river levels, where Drayton Swamp, Fishburne Creek and Rantowles Creek flow 
southeast toward the Stano River system. 
The swamp basins that cover much of Dorchester County were difficult to cultivate 
except by rice planters. Into the twentieth century rice was grown in inland 
fields along the freshwater swamps, and tidal cultivation was possible along the 
Ashley River. Beyond the edges of the swamps lay well-drained sandy soil good 
for planting cotton, which became a much more important crop in Dorchester County 
than rice. Lwnber and naval stores (tar, pitch, turpentine) were the county's 
other principal economic activity historically, and pine forests remain an 
important component of the working landscape. 
From an early date, swamps were known to be health risks. Lowcountry residents 
were aware of the connection between wetlands and malaria long before the role of 
mosquitoes as carriers was discovered. In 1825 Robert Mills found Colleton 
District (which included Dorchester County) to be "decidedly unhealthy" except 
the sand hills and ridges remote from the swamps. 1 Farms were established on 
high ground, while population density remained very low in the swampy areas. 
Swamps and waterways in Dorchester County affected transportation routes as well 
as agricultural and residence patterns. Except the Aahley River below Bacons 
Bridge, the rivers were not navigable for craft deeper than canoes or rafts of 
logs, so travelers between Charleston and the interior had to cross Dorchester 
County overland, on some of the earliest roads in South Carolina. The routes 
relied on ferries and bridges, and the roadways were often impassable in wet 
weather .. 
Dorchester County's early economy, based on agricultu=e and timber production for 
the Charleston market, did nat encourage the formation of towns. The earliest 
village! Dorchester, was a trading post near the head of the navigable section of 
the Ashley River. A century later, Surrunerville began as a planters_. summer 
retreat. Crossroads towns were just beginning to evolve around the main roads 
when the South Carolina Rail Road and Canal Company opened its line from 
Charleston to Aiken in 1832. Railroad stations, not road intersections, 
determined where Dorchester County's towns would develop. 
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GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL JURISDICTION 
Dorchester County was created by an Act of the South Carolina legislature in 
1B97, after several local elections were held to decide the name of the new 
county {Dorchester or Edisto) and its county seat (St. George, Summerville, or 
Ridgeville).' Most of the county's area was taken from Colleton County, with 
part of the eastern section below Four Holes Swamp, and half of Summerville, 
being carved out of Berkeley County. 
The area that is today's Dorchester County had been historically divided into 
parishes, districts, counties and townships. In 16B2 the province of South 
Carolina was divided into three counties, Craven, Berkeley and Colleton. Today's 
Dorchester County was in both "Berkeley" and "Colleton" counties, which do not 
correspond to the modern counties with the same names. 
Parishes laid out as administrative units for the Church of England soon became 
the primary units of local government. In 1706, a Church Act divided South 
Carolina into ten parishes. In 1717 St. George's, Dorchester, Parish was 
subdivided from the upper portion of St. Andrews Parish. St. Georges lies wholly 
within today•s Dorchester County, and makes up most of its land area. The county 
also includes small parts of St. Pauls and St. James, Goose Creek, parishes. St. 
Georges and St. Pauls Parishes were in Colleton District, the reporting unit used 
by Robert Mills in his 1820-1825 survey and maps of South Carolina. 
Until 1870 parishes remained the divisions for census reports in the Lowcountry. 
Beginning in 1880, in much of South Carolina townships replaced parishes as 
administrative and census reporting units. The Colleton County townships that 
became Dorchester County in 1897 are Burns, Dorchester, Carns, George, Givhans, 
Koger, and part of Collins. The land taken from Berkeley County was added to 
Burns and Dorchester townships except for the small section of st. James, Goose 
Creek, Parish, near the town of Swnmerville. Therefore, census data for 
Dorchester County is organized by township from 1880 forward. 
DORCHESTER COUNTY 
Parishes and townships 
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EARLY SETTLEMENT, 1670-1765 
In 1670 about 150 English colonists arrived at today's Charles Towne Landing and 
established a settlement. The town was moved to the Charleston peninsula in 1680 
and developed rapidly. eackcountry traders bargained fer dressed deerskins and 
other Native American goods, and settlers began to establish inland farmsteads or 
plantations. By 1715 there were about 16,000 people in the colony, nearly all of 
them living within thirty miles of Charleston. 
During the first years of the colony, white immigrants brought black slaves with 
them. As they developed an export economy based on agriculture instead of 
deerskins and forest goods, they imported great numbers of slaves. In 1695 
slaves made up about one-quarter of South Carolina's population. By 1720, 
although most white settlers owned few or no slaves, almost two-thirds of the 
population was black (12,000 of 19,000).' 




' ,_,"_ ._. ____ ,. .. ,, 
,._,---~....- ....... .._.No' • ................ .,.-....v... ..... J.,, 
·--·· 
south carolina in about 1715 
Land in Dorchester County was granted froD a very early date. In 1675 the Earl 
of Shaftsbury (late~ Lord Ashley Cooper) rece~ved a grant for Ashley Barony, on 
the southwest side of the Ashley River. The 12, 000-acre barony lay between 
Middleton Place and a point upriver (west) of Ba=cns Bridge. The residence was 
probably located near today's Mateeba Plantation. 
Newington Plantation, at the southwest edge of Summerville, began as 3,000 acres 
laid out in 1680 for Daniel Axtell. By 1696, when his widow "Lady" Rebecca 
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Axtell was living at Newington, it had been enlarged to 4,420 acres. 
Joseph Blake, an Axtell grandson, built a brick mansion on Newington. 
family rarely lived at Newington after 1792, and in 1837 sold it to 
Middleton. Newington's setting did not allow for cotton or tidal rice 





Mount Boone Plantation was the thousand-acre northwest section of Newington given 
by Rebecca Axtell to her daughter Ann in 1711. Ann and her husband Joseph Boone 
were both buried on the plantation. 
The Middleton and Waring families were important early landowners on the Ashley 
River. Benjamin Waring had a grant of 700 acres in 1693; by his death in 1712 he 
owned 2, 4 70 acres northeast of Cypress Swamp/Ashley River beyond Newington. 
Slann 's Bridge was known as 11 Mr. Thomas Waring's Bridge" as early as 1722. 
Southwest of the bridge was Cypress Plantation, granted to Benjamin Waring in 
1704, and the Warings' Pine Bill. 
At the northeast side of the Ashley River, in today's North Charleston, 
Tipseeboo (mostly in Charleston County), granted to Thomas Butler in 
Archdale, granted to Richard Baker in 1681; Childs, granted in 1679; Spring 




Dorchester County's best-known early settlers were the Puritans who established 
Dorchester, the first village in the county. In late 1695 a small group from 
Dorchester, Massachusetts, arrived in Charleston Harbor with the intention of 
selecting land for members of their church to settle. They chose 4,050 acres on 
the north side of the Ashley River, from Booshoe or Bossua (Dorchester) Creek up 
to Bacons Bridge, and inland to today's Summerville. In 1697 a group of 158 
church members returned to take possession of the land. They laid out farm lots, 
and set aside a 45-acre tract for the Village of Dorchester 1 a uplace of trade" 
where Congregationalists and non-members could acquire town lots. 
Dorchester was well-chosen as a trading point. This section of the Ashley River 
was navigable down to Charleston, and the village was near the main early roads. 
Although the Congregationalists had established their church two miles outside 
the village, in 1719 the Anglican Church selected Dorchester Village as the 
location of St. George~s 1 Dorchester, Parish Church. 
As rice and indigo replaced deerskins and naval stores in the economy of colonial 
South Carolina, Dorchester Village declined as a population center. The parish 
church and school kept the village alive until the American Revolution, even 
after the departure of most of the Congregationalists for new farms around 
Midway, Georgia, during the 1750s.' 
White settlement in interior South Carolina was disrupted by the Yamassee Indian 
War of 1715. From their base near Pocotaligo/ Native Americans went to war 
against the colonists, destroying farms and villages as far north as Wiltown on 
the South Edisto River. They were pushed back, but when Catawbas and other 
tribes began to attack areas northwest of Charleston, the Yamassee returned from 
the south. In July 1715 they crossed the Edisto River, and battled almost to the 
Ashley. Captain Geo~ge Chicken's Goose Creek militia defeated the Indians near 
The Forks (the intersection of Highway 61 and Highway 17A). 
The war was over by mid-1716, but the defensive ring of fortifications or command 
posts inland from Charleston was maintained for several years. Near Givhan$s 
Ferry, a fort was built on Jarn<;s Raw:ings' Edisto Bluff plantation to guard the 
western edge of the colony. It was garrisoned by rangers who maintained 
communication between Charleston and Fort Moore {near Augusta) until June 1718. 5 
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Following the defeat of the Yamassee, the suitability of freshwater swamps along 
the Ashley River for rice cultivation, and the location close to Charleston, 
encouraged settlement. When St. George's, Dorchester, Parish was formed in 1717, 
its population was estimated as 115 white families ( 500 persons), and 1, 300 
slaves. Three years later there were 876 whites living in St. Georges Parish. 
There were 87 slaveholders among the heads of households in 1726. Even at this 
early date, seven people in St. Georges Parish owned more than fifty slaves each, 
although most estates were smaller (more than half had fewer than ten slaves). 
As the population grew, nearly all the new residents were slaves. Only 12% of 
the 3,815 residents of St. Georges Parish were free whites in 1741. 
Increased numbers of slaves made possible the conversion of freshwater swamps to 
ricefields. South Carolina rice planters improved production from 8,000 barrels 
exported in 1715 to 40,000 barrels annually in the 1730s. Between 1734 and 1768 
several Acts of Assembly called for the upper Ashley River, between :nann's 
Bridge and Dorchester Village, to be straightened and cleared for navigation and 
drainage, so that surrounding lands could be cultivated. Rice planting continued 
its upward trend, and during the 1740s, South Carolina also became the British 
Empire's major producer of indigo dye. Rice and indigo growing spread together 
along inland swamps as far west as Aiken County.' 
Middleton Place 
Site Plan: M~ddleton Place National Historic Landmark 
Survey data: None of Dorchester Ccunty'E great plantations remain intact. At 
Middleton Place, Site #4910004, can still be st:en parts of the ricefield system, 
extensive landscaped grounds dating from before the American Revolution, and a large 
wing of the house. A modern subdivision has been built on Newington Plantation 1 with 
a greenspace, Site #4910005, set aside to protect the location of the Blakes' house. 
Archaeological evidence remains of the causeway and plantation ldnding at Cedar Grove. 
See Dorchester Village, Site #4910007; Givhan's Ferry, Site #3101002.06; Boone Bill 
Cemetery, Site #4910027; Waring cerneteries 1 Site #1031087 and #4961089, 
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THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
The Revolutionary War began in lowcountry South Carolina with the Battle of 
Sullivan's Island, June 1776. After this American victory, most of the war was 
fought in the north~ There were no full-scale military operations in the 
Lowcountry, but there were skirmishes in Dorchester County during 1781-1782. In 
1928 workers building a new Four Holes Bridge on Highway 78/178 found a 
Revolutionary-era cannon in the swamp. A granite marker was erected to 
commemorate actions between Col. Henry Hampton and British Lord Rawdon, and the 
cannon was mounted on the new bridge. There it stood until 1946 when it was 
taken to St. George for safe storage. In 1958 the cannon was returned to its 
spot on the bridge and stolen. Recovered again, it was placed in the National 
Guard Armory at Summerville. 
Fort Dorchester also saw action during the Revolutionary War. The fort had been 
built at Dorchester Village as a powder magazine during the French and Indian War 
( 1756-1763). When the Revolutionary War broke out, the fort was garrisoned by 
Francis Marion's Second Regiment, and Dorchester Village was transformed into a 
military depot. There was little activity until early 1780. When the British 
siege of Charleston began, Americans assembled at Fort Dorchester for their march 
to defend the city. Into the twentieth century uMarion's Oak" near Bacon's 
Bridge was said to mark the place where General Francis Marion and his troops 
camped while guarding the crossing. 
After Charleston fell on May 12, 1780, the British briefly occupied Dorchester 
Village as they passed thrm1gh to cut off the American escape route. They 
substantially damaged the fort, parish church, school, and Congregational Church 
before a stand-off with Col. Wade Hampton forced their retreat to Charleston in 
December 1781. Dorchester was then a no-man's land until December 1782 when the 
British evacuated Charleston.' 
Survey datat Four Roles marker, Site #4100144; Fort Dorchester, Site #4910007. 
THE ANTEBELLUM PERIOD IN DORCBESTER COUNTY, 1780-1860 
After the American Revolution, South Carolinians adapted to the new economic 
system, without British subsidies. Planters faced extensive damage to ricefields 
and indigo beds in the swampy areas of Dorchester County. With the loss of 
British subsidies, indigo was less profitable and many planters abandoned it. 
Instead of rebuilding darns and reserves, they also deserted much of the swampland 
they had cultivated for rice, adopting the new tidal method of irrigation. 
Lowcountry planters moved their operations to the edges of rivers where fresh 
water moved by tides allowed much larger rice fields than those fed by inland 
streams. 
The decline in inland rice and indigo in swampy areas was dramatic. As former 
plantations reverted to pine forest~ the abandonment of clearing and drainage 
systems in freshwater swamps probably increased the number of mosquitoes. Vast 
beds of stagnant water in tidal fields also served as breeding grounds. The 
malarial swamps of Dorchester County were well-known as "hot-beds of disease,'' as 
Robert Mills called them. 
The development of the cotton gin in the late eighteenth century was as important 
as the changes in rice planting in pulling planters out of South Carolina's 
swamps. No longer limited by the amount of cotton they could process, planters 
were encouraged to abandon their unhealthy wetlands, move to higher ground, and 
cultivate huge fields of cotton. By 1824 cotton was among the top three 
agricultural products in all 28 districts of South Carolina. 
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The economy of Colleton District rested on rice and slaves. Today's Dorchester 
County was part of Colleton District, but little of it resembled the region along 
the Ashepoo, lower Edisto, and Combahee rivers. Only on the lower Ashley River 
and in St. Pauls Parish was rice an important cash crop. The topography of St. 
Georges Parish, the major part of today's Dorchester County, was more similar to 
adjacent Orangeburg District, outside the tidal rice belt. In 1824 Orangeburg 
District counted indigo, cotton and lumber as its three principal products. 
Indigo was probably a cash crop in today's Dorchester County, even if the amount 
was statistically insignificant within Colleton District's rice, cotton and 
lumber economy. 
Nineteenth century land use patterns in today•s Dorchester County must be 
estimated by reference to the surrounding districts. In 1824, 67% of the total 
acreage in Charleston and Colleton districts was cultivated. By contrast, only 
35% of Orangeburg District was under cultivation. Probably less than 50% of the 
land in Dorchester County was cultivated. In swamps and undrained ""wasteland" 
lumbering and livestock grazing were the only feasible uses of the land. In the 
fall planters sent their slaves into the woods to catch hogs and cattle. 
Beginning in the 1830s, live animals could be shipped by rail, encouraging both 
large planters and small operators to keep livestock in the swamps. 
David Gavin seems to have been typical of the kind of planter/businessman who was 
successful in Dorchester County. OWner of about 3,000 acres in the area of Gum 
Branch and Little Gum Branch south of Byrds, Gavin was a land surveyor and estate 
manager who managed legal affairs for clients and his family. Be was also a rice 
and cotton planter, kept free-ranging livestock for market, and sold lumber and 
timber products from his Texas Plantation. In 1858 he planted only 22 acres in 
short-staple cotton, making 4,024 pounds (about 9 bales). In 1859, with 29 
slaves, he made just over sixteen bales. 
Although their rice production could not compare with the rest of Colleton 
District, whose tremendous crops came from the parishes of St. Bartholomew and 
St. Paul, planters in St. Georges Parish continued to grow rice in their stream-
fed inland fields. In 1849 they produced 699,933 pounds of rice, which was an 
important part of the daily diet. In 1857 David Gavin's slaves produced twenty-
one bushels, planting about the same number of acres as he had in cotton. well 
into the 1860s, Gavin~s slaves planted and harvested rice~s 
The first Census of the United States, taken in 1790, found fewer than 4, 500 
residents in St. George;s; Dorchester, Parish (most of today's Dorchester 
County). The proportion of slave to free (70:30) was higher than the state 
average (43:57), but much lower than in adjacent parishes: St. Pauls (94:6), St. 
James Goose Creek (84:16), St. Andrews (86:14), or St. Bartholomews (82:18)·, 
During the period 1790-1830 South Carolina's population more than doubled. 
Lowcountry parishes, including St. Pauls, typically grew as rapidly as the state 
in general~ However, the increase in St. Georges Parish was just over 10%. By 
1820 its population had grown only to 4,715 (1,320 white), and in 1830 stood at 
4,721, almost unchanged from 1820. During the same period, the number of slaves 
had decreased 5% while the white population increased 14% to 1,504. 
In the years after 1830, many South Carolina planters and their slaves left worn-
out cotton lands for fresh and inexpens1ve land in states to the southwest. 
Statewide the population grew only 2% between 1830 and 1840. During this decade, 
St. Georges Parish saw an 11% decrease in population, to 4,188. Among the 
emigrants from Dorchester County was planter Joseph Koger .who moved in 1838 to 
Mississippi, where he became a successful politician. The Givhans family, at one 
time owners of over 6,000 acres along the Edisto River, had all moved to Alabama 
by 1843. Departing planters took their slaves, whose number fell 18% to 2,542 
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(61% of total population) by 1840. In St. Pa~ls Parish, the population declined 
to 5,548 (85% slaves). 
After the changes of the 1830s and 1840s, slave ownership patterns in St. Georges 
Parish were stable between 1850 and 1860. The total population in 1860 was 5,718: 
40% white, 2% free blacks, 58% slave. In adjacent parishes, around 80% of the 
residents were slaves. In 1850 there were 215 owners of slaves in St. Georges 
Parish; in 1860 there were 247. small numbers of slaves were typical. In 1850 
7% of owners had only one slave; 36% had five or less. In 1860 9% had one slave; 
42% had five or less. In 1850 two planters had more than 70 slaves (Williams 
Middleton, 116, and J. M. Dwight, 82). By 1860 five men had more than 70: Isaac 
Murray (98), R. s. Bedon (80), s. c. Brownlee (73), Joseph H. Waring and Augustus 
Fludd. The latter two were the only residents of St. Georges Parish to be 
counted among the 440 South Carolinians who o~~ed at least 100 slaves in any one 
parish in 1860. Fludd (1833-1897) of Bloomfield Plantation and summerville had 
170 slaves working in St. Georges Parish, and 85 in Orangeburg District; Waring 
(1823-1876) of Pine Hill Plantation and Summerville held 107 slaves. 
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For the 1660 census, slave ow71ers reported the number of dwellings they owned 
that were occupied by slaves. The average in St. Georges "Parish was one house 
per four slaves, ar~d no owner seems to have exceeded six slaves (counting 
children) per house. A few slave o"'or.ers reported owning no slave dwellings. 
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Some of them, such as James George (19 slaves), are known to have been 
townspeople whose slaves probably lived "out" in independent housing.' 
Survey data1 Mo$t of the antebellum houses remaining in Dorchester County are in 
towns. The best-known residences in rural areas are two-story r ... houses t the lt09er 
Bouse (Carroll Place), Site #4200006 1 Westbury House, Site #4400042, and Clayton 
Bouse, Site #3201056. 
The only slave dwellings known to remain are in Summerville 1 the homes of slaves who 
lived in town next to their masters. See Sites #4960255.01, 4960467.01, and the 
outbuilding at Sit~ #4960478. 
TilE CIVIL WAR 
The Civil War took place outside today's Dorchester County, but for five years 
the agricultural, economic and social life of the area was disrupted~ In January 
1861 the First Batallion, Eighteenth Regiment, was called out to form a volunteer 
company at St. George. In his diary, David Gavin commented that his overseer was 
among the volunteers, so that Gavin needed to feed and house the man's family 
while a new overseer took over his work. 
In 1861 Col. Morgan T. Appleby recruited and organized Company C, 24th Regiment 
SCV, in upper St. Georges Parish. In January 1862 the Second Volunteer Company 
left George's Station, the fourth company gone from the parish. Fifty years old, 
David Gavin lamented the situation of the planter left at home: "no shoes for my 
people yet and nowhere can I get them... Nearly all the white men have been 
called into military service~ I have but little leather and no person to work 
what I have." 
While Gavin followed the war news during the early summer of 1862, his 33 slaves 
planted rice, sweet potatoes and peas. By late fall, ~'times are hard on us 
here ... but it is trifling in comparison to those in towns and those who have 
been driven from their homes." Refugees from Charleston and the coast moved to 
Summerville, and some are said to have camped at Indian Field Campground. 
Too old to fight, David Gavin sent his slaves to serve the Confederate Army. 
When the bombardment of Charleston began in the summer of 1863, three of them 
spent two months working on the fortifications at Sullivan's Island. Several 
times in 1864 he paid train passage to send one or more slaves to work on 
fortifications on the Edisto River. 
During February 1865, while Sherman marched across the Midlands of South 
Carolina, Union troops moved inland from Charleston. By March they had secured 
a line across the railroad above Summerville, extending south to the Charleston-
to-Savannah rail line. Summerville surrendered to Union General John Hatch, who 
was then in command of Charleston. Sporadic raiding troops, white and black, 
including those who were stationed in the area, were responsible for destruction 
along the Ashley River. The main house at Middleton Place and the house at 
Cedar Grove Plantation, at the opposite side of the river, were both burned~ 
A bridge at Givhans Ferry bu.::ned at some point during the Civil war. The 
railroad through Dorchester County was largely undamaged, except a portion of the 
trestle over Four Hole Swamp which was burned. From a point two miles below 
Orangeburg to Charleston, trains could still run after the war, although they 
were controlled by federal regiments until June 1865. 10 
Survey data: Indian E1eld Campground, Site #4400003; Middleton Place, #4910004; 
Givhans Ferry, #3201002.06. 
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LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY, 1865-1900 
There was very little population increase from 1860 to 1880 in the parishes that 
became Dorchester County: all of St. George's, Dorchester, Parish, part of St. 
Paul's Parish and a small slice of St. James, Goose Creek, Parish. Because the 
census was based on parishes, it is aLmost impossible to estimate. the population 
within today•s Dorchester County until 1880, when it can be approximated using 
township figures. 
Between 1880 and 1890, in the seven townships that form Dorchester County, 
population increases ranged between 3% and 9%. Growth was more rapid during the 
next decade. By 1900, the population of Dorchester County was 16, 294: 3, 216 
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Although the number of people living in towns rose, Dorchester remained a farming 
county. Census reports show steady increases in cotton production and acreage. 
Col1eton County (including today•s Dorchester) nearly doubled cotton production 
every decade: 2,335 bales in 1869, 4,869 in 1879, and 9,087 in 1889. The number 
of acres in cotton increased from 11,447 in 1879 to 21,709 in 1889. 
In 1900, Dorchester County reported separately from Colleton County for the first 
time: 6, 301 bales of cotton on 11,4 73 acres. Corn, less important as a cash 
crop, was an essential food for people and livestock. In 1899 there were 21,916 
acres of corn in the county, much greater than the area used for cotton~ 
South Carolina's agricultural economy in the late nineteenth century was evolving 
to a system of tenant farming, sharecropping, and various forms of crop-liens. 
According to the News and Courier, in 1880 the African-American freedmen of 
Colleton County were usecuring comfortable little estates. No liens are given by 
the croppers - everything is on a cash basis." The reporter stated that the 
system in Colle ton County was for cash wages and cash purchases. This was 
different from the Sea Island system of paying rent with a set number of days • 
labor per week, and from the system of sharecropping strongly established in the 
Upcountry. (It is not certain whether the reporter visited areas that are in 
Dorchester County today.) 
Cash tenancy and task-days were preferred by African-Americans who hoped to 
eventually own property. By 1900, when 22% of all black farmers statewide owned 
their farms, 42.9% of them did in Dorchester County, the same percentage as in 
Charleston County. However, more than half of the owner-operated farms (581 of 
1009) in Dorchester were still owned by whites, who had an ownership rate of 72%. 
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At the turn of the century, 62% of Dorchester County's population was African-
1\:merican, and most black families farmed. Of the 1, 803 farms reported in the 
1900 census, 996 (55%) were operated by black farmers. More black farmers than 
white were sharecropping, but the overall rate of sharecropping remained low 
compared to the Upcountry. In 1900, 78 farms were sharecropped, 18 of them by 
whites. Cash tenancy was much more common than sharecropping. 
Phosphate mining was very important to the post-Civil War economy in Charleston 
and Colleton counties, but had less impact in Dorchester County, most of which 
was outside the best phosphate mining areas. In 1879, 150 employees of the 
William Gregg Mining Company were digging phosphate rock along the Ashley River 
in Collins Township (Charleston and Dorchester counties), and land mining took 
place on Middleton lands west of the Ashley River. The northernmost of the 
Ashley River manufacturing operations were in today's North Charleston. Ten 
Mile, the phosphate center on the Ashley, was close to Summerville by rail. In 
1890, Julian Fishburne, proprietor of Fishburne Phosphate Works, grocer John A. 
Meyer, and miner Laurence N. Chisolm all commuted from Summerville to the works 
at Ten Mile. 12 
survey data.J More than in rural areas, the Victorian styles of the late nineteenth 
century are seen in towns, where new residential development took place during this 
period. Good examples of Queen Anne 1 Second !mpire 1 and Folk Victorian design can be 
found in Summerville. Notable Queen Anne style buildings in Ridgeville are the Way 
Souse, Site #4290639, and Tucker's Bote!, Site #4290618. 
Many Victorian-influenced houses have a lateral core with a front wing providing an L-
shape, for example, Site #5310990, an unadorned cottage built about 1895. Some are 
enhanced with a polygonal bay or bow window1 see Site #4910859, the Stall Bouse, ca. 
1870; #4200914, ca. 1880; #5310982, the Whetsell Bouse, ca. 1885; Site #4400045, and 
the Creighton House, Site #2190669, both ca. 1890; and #5310977, ca. 1895. 
A variant is a rectangular or H-shaped house with paired front gables; the Bell House, 
ca. 1885, Site #2190674, and the George Bouse, ca. 1850, Site #4400735 (original 
ornamentation was lost when the porch was reworked in the 1930s) are good examples. 
The tall one-story lateral yable farmhouse with a simple rectangular plan is very 
typical of rural Dorchester County. Examples are Site #4400037 and #4400057, both ca. 
1890j #4170111 and #4960881, ca. 1900. There arE also a few post-war I-hou.ses: Site 
#4400065, ca. 1890i #4400817, the Minus House, ca.. 1875. Even simpler is a one- or 
one-and-a-half story residence with lateral gable, double pitched roof extending as an 
engaged porch across the facade: #4400054, ca. 1900; #4200889 1 ca. 1880. 
Whether in town or country, houses from this era generally had outbuildings. A 
kitchen house was usually a small one-~tory rear building, connected to the main house 
by an open corridor or breezeway. Most breezeways have been enclosed, and over time 
kitchen houses and offices become completely incorporated into the main living space. 
Good examples of kitchen houses were identified at Site #4200969, a simple hipped-roof 
farm cottage with an L-shaped rear kitchen wing; Site #4400067, a substantial lateral 
gable house with kitchen wing at Byrds; and Site #4960203, a two-story dwelling with 
small kitchen building in Summerville. ' 
TRANSPORTATION, 1670-1900 
The earliest roads in Dorchester County include Dorchester Road-Old Beech Bill 
Road-Givhans ferry Road (SC 642-l62-3C), Ashley River Road (SC 61), Bacons Bridge 
Road (SC 165), US Highway 78/178, Wire Road (SC 19), County Line Road (CR 724), 
and Parkers Ferry Road-Sandpi t Road ( sc 13 7) • Few of them remain in their 
original beds from end to end+ 
Some of the oldest road systems began as Native American trails that were adopted 
and improved by white traders. Colonists built others to connect bridges or 
ferries with existing roads and settlements. Road construction and maintenance 
were required of land owners~ whose slaves often provide-d the labor. Bacons 
Bridge-Delemars Road ( SC Highway 165), from Bacons Bridge to Parkers ferry 
(County Line) Road, was authorized under an Ace of 1735. An Act of 1851 
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called for a "new read" to be laid from Ridgeville to the old River Road at or 
near Beech Bill (either Carter Road or Givhans Road). 
Ferries operated under license, and set standard rates for passengers, animals 
and freight. The best were large flat-bottomed boats, run by a cable, that could 
hold a coach and horses. Parkers Ferry across the Edisto River was being 
operated by John Parker by 1733. Givhan's Ferry was in operation as "Wort • s 
Ferry" at least by 1778, when an Act ordered a road, which became Highway 61 west 
of The Forks, to be built from the Ashley River to Wort's Ferry. 
The upper reaches of the Ashley River were bridged fairly early. Bacons Bridge 
(first known as Stevens Bridge) and Slann•s Bridge (Mr. Waring's Bridge) were in 
use by 1722, when they were made public bridges, to be maintained at the expense 
of the male inhabitants of the parish. In 1744 more bridges were made public, 
including Eagle's and Dorchester (just below Dorchester Village, this 150' bridge 
was lost before 1780). 
A causeway and bridge across Four Holes Swamp on the Orangeburg Road was first 
authorized by an Act of 1753, but not built. An Act in 1770 called for the 
Parish Commissioners to have it built as a public bridge, and it was in use by 
1780. Upkeep was expensive, and in 1820 it was made a toll bridge. Mills' ~ 
shows this bridge as uFour Hole," with Barley's Tavern adjacent to it (not at 
Harley's Bridge downstream). The modern Highway 78 bridge and monument are in 
the general location of the first upper Four Holes Bridge. 
Harley's Bridge on Wire Road was the lower Four Holes bridge, authorized in 1792 
to be built and managed as a toll bridge by George Muckenfuss. In 1813 it was 
vested in Stephen Minus. Mills • ~ shows the bridge as uFour Hole," with 
"Minus~~ nearby. West of Four Boles Swamp, Wire Road's crossings over Indian 
Field Creek, Polk Swamp and Cattle Creek were not bridged in 1825. Highway 15, 
which today connects St. George with Walterboro, was bridged by 11Raysor's Bridge" 
sometime after 1825. The bridge is not shown on Mills' ~' but Raysor•·s 
Tavern appears beside the river, at Canadys in today's Colleton County. 
Bridges frequently washed out. In 1856 David Gavin found it difficult to get to 
Walterboro, as Raysor's Bridge (near today•s Highway 15 bridge over the Edisto) 
was udown, and no flat built yet." Instead, Gavin went via Givhans, using the 
"new bridge at Four Boles." 
Overland traffic in the backcountry would not support a full-time hostelry, so 
innkeepers and taverns owners were usually farmers earning side money. Mills' 
~ shows inns and taverns dotting main roads in Dorchester County. On the 
route to Orangeburg, Murray's Tavern was east of today • s Grover. Further' west 
was Joseph Koger's inn, said to have been built ca. 1800. Rigg's Tavern stood on 
8ighway 78 east of Four Holes (north of today•s Ridgeville), with Harley's Tavern 
and Post Office at the west side of the bridge. Further up the Columbia Road 
(Highway 178), Carr's Tavern was on the west. side of today • s Rosinville. The 
area around Summerville supported several taverns in 1825: Chandlers, Cahills 
and Priers are all shown on Dorchester Road, where Bacon's Bridge Road and Old 
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Running through deep sand or swampy bogs, Dorchester County's roads wer-e time-
consuming for passengers and inadequate for shipping goods. Until the railroad 
opened in the 1830s, cotton and cattle had to be hauled or driven through miles 
of mud to reach the markets of Charleston. However, because of the lack of 
market centers in St. George Parish, in 1820 94% of the heads of household were 
farmers or planters, while only 6% were engaged in commerce or manufacturing. In 
St. Pauls Parish, much closer to the city and the wealthy Sea Islands, 20% of the 
heads of household were engaged in commerce. 
There were several attempts to improve the Edisto and Ashley rivers for shipping. 
As early as 1787, an Act proposed a link between the two rivers. From a point 
near Branchville where the two forks of the Edisto River converge, a canal would 
be dug to the Cypress Swamp/Ashley River system above Bacons Bridge. This would 
increase the depth and flow of the upper- Ashley, and allow river shipping from 
the northwest part of South Carolina to Charleston. Robert Mills described 
another plan in 1825: a 14-mile canal from Givhans to Dorchester Village, the 
highest point on the Ashley River navigable by schooner. This would bring 
plantations on the upper Edisto River eighty miles closer to Charleston by water. 





Parkers Ferry, Site #2461090; Bulows Landing, Site #4170109; Givhan's 
#3201002.0~; Four Bolea Monument, Site #4100144; :Sacons Bridger Site 
None of the inns and taverns shown on Mills' Atlas remain today. Later highway inns 
include the Clayton Bouse on Wire Road, Site #3201056 1 and the Westbury House near 
Grover 1 Site #4400042. 
South Carolina's first railroad, from Charleston to Hamburg (North Augusta), was 
intended to impr-ove the shipment of cotton from interior South Carolina to 
Charleston Harbor. Cotton merchant William Aiken led in establishing the South 
Carolina Rail Road and Canal Company, chartered in 1B27. The route selected was 
slightly north of the most direct line to Augusta. From Summerville the line was 
surveyed to the Edisto River at a point in Orangeburg County thirty miles above 
Givhans Ferry. This avoided the Ashley River, and moved the railroad away from 
the rich Edisto valley, where there was opposition from some planters. 
Concessions and construction materials were easily available in poorer areas of 
Colleton and Barnwell counties. Land owners eager for the railroad sold land and 
timber on favorable terms, or hired- their slaves cheaply to the company for 
grading and clearing the 200' wide right-of-way strip. One such owner was Andrew 
Way of Dorchester, who hired ten men to the railroad company 1 with their wages 
paid to way. 
Despite being offered construction material at low prices by inland land OWners, 
the railroad had to buy land to get the needed timber closer to Charleston. The 
company bought l,BOO acres near Summer-ville for timber, and as a long-term source 
of firewood for the engines. When 300 acres was sold as town lots in 1831, it 
was with the requirement that standing trees not be cut. 
In January 1830 the company began to lay track north from Charleston, completing 
six miles by the end of the year. By May 1831 about 65 miles was under 
construction, with the tract of land near Summerville providing lumber for 
pilings, rails and sills along 45 miles of rail line. Including slaves, there 
were over 600 laborers, most of th~. working for contractors building four to ten 
mile sections of the line. By 1832 up to 1,300 men were working on the railroad. 
In June of 1832 the railroad was open as far as Summerville; by November to 
Branchville (62 miles from Charleston); and in October 1833 the line was complete 
to Aiken, a twelve-hour trip from Charleston. There were sixteen uturnouts," 
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with water pumps and wood sheds. These turnouts, such as "Rosses" (Dorchester) 
and 11George's" (St. George} 1 became important station stops. 
Railroad lines changed management and ownership frequently. In 1944 the South 
Carolina Rail Road and Canal Company merged with the Louisville, Cincinnati and 
Charleston Rail Road Company to become the South Carolina Railroad Company. 
During the late nineteenth century 1 a few large railway companies emerged from 
many small lines~ The Charleston-to-Aiken railroad~ which was then known as the 
South Carolina and Georgia Railroad, was acquired by the Southern Railway Company 
in 1899. 
Port~on of J. B. Colton's Map of South Carolina showing rail lines in 1855 
Another small company, the Eutawville Railroad, was chartered in 1884 to build 
track from the Santee River to the main line at Pregnall. Construction began at 
Pregnall in 1665, and built to a junction at Eutawville, with lines east to 
Knight Company's mill at Ferguson and west to Elloree. Reorganized as the 
Charleston, s~~ter and Northern Railroad (CS&N), the company laid a bridge across 
the Santee River, and by 1892 reached the Seaboard Air Line tracks at Hamlet~ 
North Carolina. The Atlantic Coast Line {ACL) railroad responded to this 
competition by forming the Charleston and Northern Railroad in 1895. This 
company bought up the CS&N, abandoned the santee River crossing, and divided the 
company's assets among several ACL allies. Southern Railway eventually purchased 
the abandoned track from Pregnall to the Four Holes station north of Harleyville 
and restored the rail connection from the Southern Railway to the Santee River. 13 
The railroad across Dorchester County changed residential and traffic patterns. 
Swnmerville grew far beyond other, more isolated surruner villages. The 
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establishment of a depot at the intersection of Second Texas 
important early roads, created the -t.own of St ~ George. As new 
along the rail line, Highway 78 was gradually built parallel to 
Four Holes Swamp to Derange so goods could be carried by wagon to 
and Quaker; two 
towns developed 
the track from 
depots. 
For most residents of today' s Dorchester County, the Colleton County seat of 
Walterboro was as inconvenient to reach as ar.y place in the state. Not until 
1887 did rail service reach Walterboro, and even then it was not connected 
directly with the main Charleston-Branchville line. Summerville, Charleston and 
Orangeburg were more convenient from most of Dorchester County than Walterboro. 
During the 1890s several companies operated electric street cars (trolleys) in 
Charleston. Beginning in 1894, there were periodic attempts to organize an 
electric railway line from Charleston to Summerville~ Various companies 
assembled right-of-way strips for the trolley line. The last serious effort, the 
Charleston and Summerville Interurban Railway, was effectively defunct by 1917. 
Part of its right-of-way became today's Old Trolley Road. 14 
Survey datat The only railroad structuree surveyed were a twentieth century freight 
loading platform at St. George, Site #4400784, and the remaining portion of the 
Reevesville Depot, Site #4200959. 
Reevesville Depot, 1979 
The Caroliniana Library Collection 
TWENTIETH CENTURY DORCHESTER COUNTY 
The population of Dorchester County grew slowly from 1900 to 1920, a 19% 
increase from 16,294 to 19,459. There waE a slight decline during the 1920s, to 
18,956. The decline was reversed during the 1930s, returning the total 
population to 19,928. Throughout these four decades, the African-American 
population exceeded the white~ b>Jt in proportions decreasing from 61.9% to 
57.4%. Population decline during the 1920s was substantially equal for both 
races, but during the 1930s the wh1te population grew nearly 10%, to 8,489, 
while the black population returned only ~o its 1920 level by 1940. 
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D.orchester Coun~QI11.!:lJ!tj,.on'' 
)JlOO 12.2.2 ],910 1920 1930 194Q 
Summerville 2,420 2,550 2,579 3,023 
Jedburg 107 75 
Ridgeville 250 418 593 
Dorchester 115 166 
Pregnall 100 100 100 
Byrds 35 
St. George 576 1,639 1,918 
Badham 81 
Reevesville 137 165 181 217 
Harleyville 243 371 381 
Grover 59 57 
Givhans 113 100 
DORCHESTER COUNTY 16,206 17,891 19,459 18,956 19,928 
Until 1940, half of Dorchester County's population lived on farms (56% in 1930, 
just under 50% in 1940). As it had done since before the Civil War, the 
agricultural economy rested on cotton into the twentieth century. The value of 
cotton production was exceeded only by logging and forest industries. In 1909 
Dorchester County's leading exports were lumber, phosphates, cotton, cattle and 
truck crops: among the crops cotton was Number One, and Corn 1 mostly grown not 
for sale but for animal feed, was the second most important. 
As a cash crop, cotton was uncertain because of difficulties in production (boll 
weevils,. weather, labor) and also because of volatile pricing. Cotton prices 
tripled from 1915 to 1919, collapsed in 1920, then in 1921 reached half the high 
of 1919. After a period of fairly stable prices, a new decline began in 1926 
that hit bottom in 1930. After the first price crash, the acreage in cotton was 
reduced one-third statewide, and production fell by the same proportion. There 
was then a slight increase in production, and cotton held steady at that level 
until 1930. In 1925 Dorchester County's crop was the best it had been in years, 
with 17,160 acres planted in cotton producing 5,804 bales. Even so, more land 
(21,261 acres) was in corn. 
Cotton acreage fell to 14,376 in 1929 and 11,324 in 1939. Bowever, production 
per acre was improving during the period, from .33 bales per acre in 1924 to .51 
in 1940. Cotton gins were located at most of the towns in Dorchester County, and 
at several of the larger farms. They declined with production, but as late as 
1966 there were five gins in the Reevesville-St. George area. 
Rice, the other great antebellum crop in the Lowcountry, declined entirely 
between 1900 and 1940. In 1899 rice was planted on 2,612 acres, in 1909 on only 
218 acres. In 1924 farmers grew 1,951 bushels on 188 acres. By 1929 82 farms 
planted at least some rice, a total of 117 acres countywide. In 1939 26 farms in 
Dorchester County grew rice, all their fields combined measuring only 36 acres. 
During the 1920s, there was some diversification from the traditional one-crop 
agriculture. The boll weevil was said to have served one positive purpose: 
forcing farmers to finally try other crc,?s and livestock: poultry, truck crops 
(fresh vegetables), sweet and Irish potatces. From 1925 to 1926 there was a 100% 
increase in the acreage in beans and Irish potatoes in Dorchester County~ 
The dairy industry in Dorchester County developed between the World Wars. In 
1699, although 596 farms in the county produced at least some dairy products, the 
total value was the lowest in the state. In 1917, despite the importance of 
market livestock, there were still only three dairies in Dorchester County. A 
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federal program to eradicate tick fever with chemical dips made it feasible to 
keep dairy cattle, while advances in refrigerating rail cars made shipping milk 
possible. By 1940 dairying was South Carolina • s third most important farm 
business. Soon there were thirteen dairies in the Ridgeville area, and by 1953 
there were 32 dairies in Dorchester County. ':he largest dairy was operated by 
Evans T. Salisbury of Summerville; Beverly W. Rogers and his son B. w. Rogers Jr. 
had the next largest, at Ridgeville. Near Harleyvi~le 1 A. Willis Canaday and his 
sons operated a smaller dairy, on land Canaday had bought in 1939. 
Farmers who kept large herds of cattle in small confines needed an economical way 
to feed them. The solution was silage, green crops packed and stored for feeding 
year-round. A round masonry tower was the best silo 1 and these structures began 
to appear across the state. In 1906 two dairy farmers in South Carolina were 
using silage; by 1917 it was considered ua hazardous business to undertake to 
raise cattle without a silo." The best crop for silage was sorghum, inexpensive 
to grow and easy to pack, but corn was also suitable. 
Although most sorghum was cut for silage~ some went into farm-made sorghum cane 
syrup. More syrup was made from sugar cane, which is widely grown in Dorchester 
County today. Cane grinding mills and o~tdoor syrup boilers can be seen from one 
end of the county to the other. 
MARIO!t., roq \\Ol( OTT 
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Fruit and nut trees were among the new crops promoted during the 1920s. In 1924 
over 2,000 bushels of peaches were produced on 7,632 trees in Dorchester County. 
Most of these peach trees have disappeared. Pecan trees planted during the same 
period {2,780 by 1924) have lasted longer. Groves or orchards are recognizable 
even when they are not being managed or harvested. 
Tobacco remained a small crop in the Lowcountry until the 1930s. In 1924 
Dorchester County produced 46,300 pounds of tobacco on 69 acres. Tobacco 
planting increased to 102 acres (75,155 pounds) in 1929 and 904 acres (756,155 
pounds) in 1939. As tobacco spread across northern Colleton, Berkeley and 
Dorchester counties, distinctive barns began to dot the rural landscape~ These 
curing barns, fired first by wood, then by fuel oil and finally by propane, were 
built from the 1930s to the 1950s, typically with fireproof asphalt roll 
sheathing on the exterior. With the advent of portable metal ovens, tobacco 
barns were obsolete, and their design made them impractical for other farm 
purposes.H 
Survey datat Fields in Dorchester County are still planted in cotton, but (except 
farmers' residences) few sites related directly to cotton growing were surveyed. See 
st. George Cotton Oil Mill 1 Site #34400762, and a seed warehouse in downtown St. 
George, Site #4401094. The only cotton gins in the county are modern. 
Until the 1970s when prefabricated metal silos became widely available, silos were 
most often built of concrete, which could be formed at the site. Concrete silo$ 
remain throughout Dorchester County, and were inventoried as outbuildings (see sites 
#4291066 and 14960194). Several brick silos, typically shorter than those of 
concrete, ~ere also noted. These are a rarer type than concrete, so one was surveyed 
individually, Site #4960253,02. 
Cane mills and boilers, some of them in working condition, were noted as outbuildings 
to many rural residences and at Middleton Place, Site #4910004. One intact example of 
a qrinder and boiler complex still in use was surveyed, Site #0500917. 
Pecan groves and small stands of trees were noted as surroundings to survey sites. 
One large commercial orchard still in production was surveyed, Site #4401096. 
Abandoned tobacco barns were noted throughout the county. None retained sufficient 
integrity to be surveyed individually, but they were listed as outbuildings to many 
sitesr see #4291007, #4400035, and #4400069 for examples. 
During the first decades of the twentieth century, the farming population 
reflected the general population of Dorchester County: 59% of the county's 
residents were African-American in 1920, and 57% {1,282) of the farm operators 
were black. However, land ownership by black farmers consistently lagged behind 
their white contemporaries. In 1940, the county's general population was 57.4% 
black, and 63% of the farm population was black; 34% of black farmers, but 60% of 
white, owned their land. 
For both races, the number and acreage of farms and the rates of ownership and 
tenancy fluctuated with the economy. Between 1900 and 1920 the number of farms 
in Dorchester County increased from l, 803 to 2, 260, but the rate of ownership 
declined from 56% to 45%. By 1925 only 39% of farmers owned their land. The 
bigger loss had been among black farmers: only 214 {21%) owned their land in 
1925, whereas 59% of white farmers did. 
Farm size varied greatly according to the race and tenure of the farmer~ In 
1925, the average white-owned farm in Dorchester County was 175 acres; the 
average black-owned farm was 50 acres.. Tl_e average white sharecropper farmed 43 
acres; his black counterpart farmed 21 acres. Sharecropping did not dominate the 
farming economy (16% of black farmers, 3% of white farmers in 1925) as did other 
forms of tenancy - cash, crop-lien, or part-ownership. In 1930 26% of black 
farmers and 12% of whites were cash-tenants. Only 47% of all farmers in the 
county owned their land outright, a low rate that was still higher than the state 
average of 35%. 
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In 1930, the average farm size in Dorchester County had declined t.o 80 acres. 
This may be misleading about the size of most farms. Over half of all farms (64% 
in 1920, 62% in 1930) were less than fifty acres. About one-third were between 
fifty and 259 acres. Five percent of all farms (114 in 1920, 85 in 1930) were 
between 260 and 1,000 acres. There was only a small number of enormous farms: 
in 1920, 28 farmers operated farms of over one thousand acres, most of their land 
lying fallow or used for livestock or timber. The number of 1,000+ acre farms 
fell to 12 by 1930. 
By 1940 the average white-operated farm was 136 acres; the average white owner 
farmed 158 acres. Farms operated by African-Americans averaged 40 acres. The 
rate of farm tenancy across South Carolina was 56%, while in Dorchester County it 
was not quite 33% (most of them cash tenants). However, while the "part-owner" 
rate statewide was only 7%, in Dorchester County it was 20%. This part-ownership 
was a form of tenancy: only 47% of the county's farmers owned their land 
outright. 11 
Survey datat few tenant houses remain today. Usually small and poorly built# they 
were ~lways at risk of fire whether occupied or not, Some were considered hazards and 
taken down by land owners. Foundation brick may remain at the site, but often has 
been recycled for other uses. Tenant houses that retain most of their historic 
appearance and material include Site #2190072, Site #4200913, Site #4200913 and two 
(Sites #44000069,01 and 70) on the Byrd Farm. Deteriorated tenant houses were noted 
as outbuildings to survey sites (see Site #5310976) or indicated on survey maps. 
Farm families often clustered their houses together, such as the Westbury grouping on 
the bend of Quaker Road below St. George (Sites #4400122, 123, 124; 4401071 1 1072). 
The 1939 highway map shows three houses, six tenant houses, and a business at this 
location. Another cluster is the Weathers Farms complex above Rosinville (Sites 
#5310987, 988, 989), where there are several barns and tenant houses among the 
family's residences~ 
Clustered or isolated, rural farmsteads included a variety of outbuildings. See Byrd 
Farm, Site #440:0069, a complex with main house, tenant house, barns and tobacco barns. 
Site #2190083, the Parker Bouse, retains two barns and a tobacco barn: in 1939 there 
were also three tenant houses. 'rhe Bell farm, Site #2190084, has house 1 barns 1 shed 1 
and a cane mill; in 1939 there were also a cotton gin, sawmill, and fiv-e tenant 
houses. 
Nineteenth century building styles such as the one-story farmhouse with tall lateral 
gable roof (Sites #4200964 1 ca.. 1905; the Infinger House, #2190079, ca. 1910; 
#2121026, ca. 1935); the simple one- or one-and-a-half story residence with double-
pitched roof extending as an engaged porch across the facade { Sites #4200900, ca. 
1910; #4400070f a tenant house; #4400058, the Wagers House, ca. 1925); and the L-
shaped, one-story farmhouse (Site #4400063, the Wamer house) remained useful. Some 
buildings continue the I-house plan: Site #4401040, built ca. 1935. 
These familiar architectural types resisted tl\e popularity of the bungalow style, 
probably the most influential residential design of the early twentieth century. In 
its simplest form, the bungalow is a one-story rectangle with a front-gable roof and 
porch across the facade; Sites #4400061 and #5310974 are very typical. There are good 
representatives of the type in rural areas and towns throughout Dorchester County. 
Two notable bungalows are the Browning Rouse in Ridgeville, S1.te #4290641, and 100 
North Hickory Street in Summerville, Site #4960205. Less common is the hipped-roof 
bungalow, best exemplified by the residences at Pregnall Forest, Site #2101097. 
The bungalow style also influenced buildinqs that combineQ residential and commercial 
uses 1 such as Infinger's Store, Site #5310978; Site #2191013; and the Hay Store 1 Site 
#2190700. 
The movement to simpler and smaller houses resulted in a style more popular than 
bungalows in OQrchester county: a rectangul. r or square plan with front porch and a 
steeply hipped roof lrll.th one or two chi;uneys at the side or rear slopes. Good 
examples are Sites #4200897, #2190077, and #2191074, all built ca. 1905; #2190076 and 
#4401000, dating to ca. 1910; and #4400713, built ca. 1920. 
The neoclassical style popular for larger dwellings during the first half of the 
twentieth century is very rare in Dorchester County. The best exa~ples are the Badham 
Houset Site #4400935; Site #49ll012i and the ca. 1830 Gelzer Bouse, Site #4960450, 
extensively remodeled in the neoclassical style in about 1935. 
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Most residences surveyed were originally bullt with weatherboard siding; a number of 
post-1930 houses have shiplap sidinq. Board-and-batten or beaded board siding are 
virtually non-existttnt outside Summerville. Thet:e are only a few brick residences. 
Notable examples are the ca. 1911 Bilton Hause, Site #2190668, and Site #4400066 (ca. 
1925). Both were built after earlier houses on their sites were destroyed by fire 1 
and were planned to be fireproof. Tentmt houses, like tobacco barns, were often 
sheathed in fireproof asphalt. 
Rusticated or ornamental hollow-core concrete block was stylish nationally from the 
turn of the century until about 1940. This fairly unusual building material is seen 
several places in Dorchester county1 the westbury Buildingr Site #2190684, in 
Harleyville; Cypress (Ridgeville) Southern Methodist Church, Site #4290661; and the 
Minus House, Site #4400823, in St. George, all with rock-faced block. 
Remodeling and improvements are undertaken with new materials. From the 1930s to 
1950s asbestos tile was used as exterior siding for new construction, and as 
replacement material over original wood. Aluminum siding has been used since the mid-
1950s, and vinyl or other synthetics since the early 1970s~ 
During the 1930s while Dorchester County farmers struggled financially, the 
various agencies of Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal put many people to work. In 
1940, 558 workers (375 men, 183 women) were engaged in relief work or in building 
roads, schools and other public facilities in towns and rural areas countywide. 
The Civilian Conservation Corps built state parks and forest fire lookout towers. 
The Works Progress Administration constructed schools, hospitals, parks, and 
roads. Besides buildings, the WPA also constructed Azalea Park and a football 
field in Summerville, and laid brick sidewalks in St. George.'' 
Survey data• Givhans Ferry State Park, Site #3201002; fire towers, Sites #4400062, 
4910107, 4290853. 
Azalea Park, Site #4960364; St. George Gymnasium, #4400804.01; summerville Gymnasium, 
#4960527.01. WPA schools; Ridgeville, Site #4290610; Knightsville, Site #4960879; 
Harleyville, Site #2190666; Reevesville 1 Site #4200946; Pregnall, Site #2190706.01; 
St. Luke, Site #2121033, Other public buildings erected with WPA assistance are the 
Dorchester county Hospital, Site #~960561; Summerville Post Office, Site #4960324; and 
CPW filtration plant, Site #4911095. 
New Deal programs were phased out during the buildup for World War TWo, as raw 
materials and labor were diverted to the war effort. In 1943 the Defense Plant 
Corporation, a federal agency headed by Samuel Husbands, began a $2.7 million 
alumina plant on the rail line north of Harleyville. The plant was to be 
operated by Anchor Corporation, a joint venture of Volunteer Portland Cement 
Company {president J. Ross Hanahan was a fertilizer and cement manufacturer of 
Charleston) and American Nephtheline Company. Using kaolin mined in Aiken 
County, and clay from Four Boles Swamp, the company would produce and ship 
alumina (aluminum oxide) to aluminum manufacturers. Because of the regional 
housing shortage resulting from the military buildup in the Charleston, area, 
Husbands' Defense Homes Corporation built housing for its workers. The federal 
government was very sensitive to the issue of creating a post-war housing 
surplus, which may be the reason for placing twenty residences at St. George 
instead of Harleyville. 
The alumina plant was strictly a wartime industry, and in 1947 it was sold to the 
Philadelphia-based Giant Cement Company. The property was refitted as carolina 
Giant Cement Plant. In 1952 the successful plant doubled its size and capacity, 
increasing employment to 150. By 1975 two more cement plants had been built 
north of Harleyville, in Orangeburg County.'' 
Survey datal Anchor Corporation Employees' Houses, Site #4400835, are the most 
interesting :minimal-traditional cottages in Dorchester county. Their simple modern 
desiqn, similar to war-worker subdivisions in North Charleston, tespected the wartime 
mandate for material conservat1.on. The alumina/cement plant has been altered and 
enlarged, and was not surveyed as an historic site. 
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Despite the growth in towns and the development of cement and paper industries 
nearby, most of Dorchester County remained farmland. The agricultural landscape 
was dotted with tenant houses and small stores. With the recovery of European 
prices after World War Two, cotton and tobacco planting increased in rural 
Dorchester County. 
Twentieth Century Transportation 
In 1904 Dorchester County had 600 miles of public roads, none of them paved or 
even surfaced with gravel 1 stone or sand-clay. The situation was similar in 
adjacent counties except Orangeburg, where there were 200 miles of sand-clay 
roads, and 25 miles paved with shells. In 1925 there were only 228 miles of 
paved roads in all of South Carolina. The state legislature began to provide 
bonds for highways, to provide employment and improve agricultural opportunities. 
Because of the focus on farm-to-market, rural areas were targeted for road 
improvements. In 1925 construction of 75 miles of highway began in Dorchester 
County, which "boasted one of the finest systems of sand-clay roads in the state" 
the next year. In 1928 Highway 178 (formerly SC Highway 2) was first paved with 
concrete, and a new bridge was constructed across Four Holes Swamp in 1928. 
Road building continued during the 1930s with the aid of various New Deal 
programs. In 1936 the CCC work unit building Givhans Ferry State Park also built 
an approach for a new bridge then being built over the Edisto River. In 1938 the 
WPA built new bridges for Highway 7B over Indian Field Swamp. 
As passenger trains were replaced by private automobiles, U. S. Highway 15 
became an important north-south route for vacationers to Florida. New gasoline 
stations were built along the highway, and tourist inns and cabins replaced 
railroad hotels. 
After the road projects undertaken by the WPA in the 1930s and early 1940s, the 
next significant development in highway transportation came with the interstate 
highway building program. I-26 construction began in the northwest part of the 
state, and by 1960 the highway was open as far south as Orangeburg. I-26 was 
completed across Dorchester County during 1963; planning was already underway for 
I-95. By 1976 I-95 was open across Dorchester County." The impact of these 
major highways is most visible at Swnrnerville and St. George, where commercial 
strip developments have been extended from the historic town centers out to the 
highway. 
survey data; The WPA-built Indian Field Swamp Bridge, Site #4400060, remains on 
Righway 78. The Four Boles Bridge (see Site #4100144, a 1928 marker) and Givhan's 
Ferry Bridge (see Site #3201002.06) have been replaced. 
Good examples of standardized filling station design are Utsey's Service Station, Site 
#2121035, at Grover, and the Pure Oil Station outside St. George, Site #4400763. 
The best examples of highway tourist facilities are the 1931 Welcome Inn 1 Site 
#4400818, in St. George, and the Garners' tourist cabins, Site #4400038, north of 
Grover. Another tourist camp, on Highway 15 between the Garners' cabins and St. 
George, is shown on the 1939 highway map. The same map shows a tourist camp at Harts 
Bluff (Jellico's Landing) on Highway 17A at the east side of the Edisto River. 
Tourist cabins and Wagers Grocery south of Rosinville were built in the 1950s. 
The Edisto-Goose Creek Tunnel and Givhans Ferry State Park 
The Edisto-Goose Creek Tunnel extends 23 miles through unlined solid marl, 
carrying water from the Edisto River to the City of Charleston's Goose Creek 
Reservoir in Berkeley County, twelve miles north of Charle~ton. Differences in 
surface elevation (Givhans Ferry is about 26~ above sea level, Goose Creek 
Reservoir only 7') and the depth of the marl itself allow the tunnel to slope so 
that water flows by gravity with no pumping. 
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The tunnel was built in two stages. The 4-1/2 mile Jahnz Section, built in 1928, 
extends from the Edisto Intake at Givhans Ferry to Dodd's Branch, a tributary of 
the Ashley River above Bacons Bridge Dam. From Bacons Bridge a pumping station 
piped water to the Goose creek Reservoir. The 18. 6-mile second phase of the 
project, the Leland Moore Section and the Thomas W. Carroll Section, was built 
between 1936-37. The completed tunnel carries the Edisto River flow directly to 
the Hanahan Waterworks at the Goose Creek Reservoir. 
The Edisto-Goose Creek Tunnel was possible because of earlier attempts to supply 
the City of Charleston with water from the Edisto River. In 1897 the City of 
Charleston employed an engineer to survey and plan for a municipal water and 
electricity plant on the east bank of the Edisto River at Givhans Ferry. From a 
pumping station, water would be conveyed 29 miles to Six Mile (North Charleston). 
Here a second pumping station, filter plant and electric light plant would be 
built. The City of Charleston purchased 1,300 acres of land on both sides of the 
Edisto River, but the project proved infeasibly expensive. 
Turning away from the Edisto River, in 1902 the City of Charleston gave 
Charleston Light and Water Company a contract to supply the city's water from 
Goose Creek~ The Goose Creek Reservoir was begun with a dam across Goose Creek, 
which had a lock to permit boat traffic. A steam-powered pumping and filter 
plant treated water for pumping on to the city. 
The lock at the Goose Creek dam soon broke, and the company decided to build a 
permanent dam across the entire creek, impounding the water above the dam as a 
reservoir. In 1905 and 1906 the company was authorized to construct the dam, and 
close Goose Creek. After torrential rains in 1916 breached the dam, the City of 
Charleston set up a Commission of Public Works (CPW) to operate the waterworks. 
The CPW purchased the water system from Charleston Water and Light Company in 
1917, and in 1921 bought all the land, including the tract at Givhans Ferry, 
still in the possession of the affiliated Goose Creek Land Company. 
The CPW's first big project, during World War I, was to supply water to the Army 
Port of Embarkation at North Charleston. The federal government loaned money for 
a dam and pumping station at Bacons Bridge. Ashley River water from above the 
dam (which blocked salt water rising with the tides) would be pumped to a 24" 
wood stave pipe running four miles to Goose Creek. Canals and existing streams 
would bear the water to the reservoir. Before this system was put into 
operation, the war ended, making water supplies to the Port of Embarkation 
unnecessary~ 
Several droughts during the 1920s created water shortages in Charleston, and a 
new Edisto River tunnel project was conceived. During the 1927 drought, a 
temporary pumping station was built on the Edisto River next to the 'present 
intake shaft at Givhans Ferry, and an open canal was dug two miles across to the 
Ashley River. Edisto River water flowed down the Ashley to the Bacons Bridge 
pumping station and so to the Goose Creek Reservoir~ To increase water flow, the 
CPW built the 4-1/2 rr.i1e "Jahnz Section" tunnel, connecting the Edisto with 
Dodd's Branch above Bacons Bridge. The Jahnz Section was completed in January 
1929, and during the drought of 1931 first supplied Edisto River water to the 
reservoir. 
The success of the Jahnz Section encouraged completion of the longer tunnel. 
Beginning in 1935, West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company (Westvaco) was a key 
supporter of the project. The company contracted to pay for 25 million gallons a 
day if CPW added a pump station at the factory. The agre~ent financed bonds to 
build the project, and brought the paper company to the Lowcountry. 
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The 18.6-mile long tunnel was completed in eleven months, opening in June 1937. 
New York tunnel expert Robert E. Parker managed the project, which was carried 
out by BOO to 1000 men working in two shifts of 10 hours each. Seventeen shafts 
were sunk, averaging 6000' apart, ranging from 40' to 80' below the surface. 
Through these shafts workers removed marl from the tunnel, piling it in great 
mounds. Each shaft is numbered: Seven is on Bob's Lake, Shaft 12, the division 
between the Moore and Carroll sections, is at Bacons Bridge 1 and Shaft 21 is at 
the Hanahan Waterworks. 
After the Edisto-Goose Creek Tunnel was completed, the Bacons Bridge reservoir, 
dam and pumping station were no longer needed by the Charleston CPW. The Town of 
Summerville CPW was given permission to tap the tunnel at Bacons Bridge.. With 
WPA assistance, Summerville built a filtration plant and water line system.'' 
Survey data f 
Bacons Bridge 
included in the 
Edisto-Goose Creek Tunnel Shaft at Givhans Ferry 1 Site #3201002.05; 
Dam, Site #491109 5. The Charleston Waterworks Plant at Hanahan was 
Berkeley County Inventory, 1989, as Site #2760008. 
The completion of the tunnel meant that most of the 1,300 acres acquired by the 
City of Charleston in 1897 was excess property. The tract was deeded to the 
State of South Carolina for a park, with the city retaining enough land and 
rights-of-way to manage the tunnel. 
Established in 1934, Givhans Ferry State Park was among South Carolina's first 
six state parks. Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) workers landscaped the 
grounds, improved the edge of the Edisto River for swimming, and built a 
community building/bath house, five cabins, two picnic shelters, and several 
support buildings at the new park." 
Survey data1 In 1982 most of the Colleton County acreage of Givb&ns Ferry State Park 
was sold to Wes:tvaco, leaving only a buffer strip alonq the west side of the river 
opposite the main park complex. The park, Site #3201002, is 988 acres today. The CCC 
camp was at the opposite side of Givhans Ferry Road from the present park entrance. 
Only a concrete slab and the ruins of a water tower are known to remain there. 
DORCHESTER COUNTY FORESTS 
Since the seventeenth century, forest products from turpentine to lumber have 
been important in Dorchester County's economy. By 1700 Daniel Axtell had begun 
producing tar and turpentine at Newington. Be built a sawmill, damming Bossua 
Creek (now called Sawmill Branch) to form an impoundment of 200 acres for his 
mill. The dam extended to the east end of today' s 6th South Street in 
Summerville. 
Production of naval stores (tar, pitch, rosin, and turpentine; lumber, staves and 
shingles) became important during the early 1700s, and South Carolina was the 
major provider in the British colonies. Between 1712 and 1720 exports of tar and 
pitch increased from 6,617 barrels to more than 40,000 barrels annually. Exports 
began to decline in the 1740s, when rising agricultural profits coincided with 
cuts in British subsidies. After the 1740s, tar and pitch averaged less than 
20,000 barrels annually. Other forest goods - lumber, shingles and staves -
found more lasting markets, with South Carolina shipping most of its wood 
products to the West Indies. During the mid-1700s, annual exports averaged over 
500, 000 feet of pine boards and more tnan one million shingles. After the 
American Revolution, British subsidies ceased entirely. Exports of South 
Carolina lumber products fell again. 
In 1825, Robert Mills noted that South Carolina had lost much of the West Indian 
lumber trade. However, six of the 28 districts in the state, including Colleton, 
still counted lumber among their three principal products. Much of Collet on 
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District~ s "abundance of the finest pine timber" was found in today • s Dorchester 
County. Mills saw rafts of timber being floated down the Edisto River to be 
hauled to Charleston. On the Ashley River, Bacon's Bridge was an important 
landing for loads of logs and lumber to be transferred from wagons to rafts~ 
Mills 1 M.liu?. shows only two sawmills in today' s Dorchester County. Both were on 
Wire Road near the Edisto River, Johnston's Mill at the east side of Indian Field 
creek, and an unnamed mill (noted as Markley's on Wilson's 1822 map) at the east 
side of Cattle Creek. During the early 1830s Pepin's steam-powered mill was 
operating in Summerville. By 1850, the Census reported eight sawmills in all of 
Colleton District, but is uncertain how many of these were in Dorchester County. 
Before 1860 there were water-powered mills along the stream of Indian Field Swamp 
on Buck Springs Plantation. There was a steam sawmill at Elmsville (Dorchester) 
in 1856, and at least by 1857 Wharton & Pestch were sawing with a steam engine at 
"the Indian-field mills." (This mill burned in 1859.) After the Civil War, the 
lumber industry employed freedmen and white laborers. In 1969 there were three 
sawmills in St. George Dorchester Parish, each with fewer than ten employees. 
The era of great mills with their villages, narrow-gauge temporary railroads, and 
portable sa'W!nills deep in the woods was just beginning to reach Dorchester 
County. To be successful 1 a sawmill had to receive raw timber and ship sawn 
lumber in great quantities. Without a reliable shipping river like the Cooper or 
Waccamaw, Dorchester County producers depended on railroads. Private logging 
railroads delivered timber to their mill, which shipped boards out on the 
Southern Railway or Atlantic Coast Line. Du!:"ing the 1B80s at least two lumber 
companies based in Summerville, 11. R, Cooper and D. W. Taylor, built logging 
railroads. In 1888 the D, W. Taylor Company owned 25,000 acres, mostly in 
today's Berkeley County, and a ten-mile long rail line, the Summerville and St. 
John's Railroad. Taylor had a mill a~ the upper end of its holdings, as well as 
one in Summerville. By 1909 the company had cut over most of its land. 
In 1902 J. Frank Prettyman began a sawmill at Summerville, and in 1909 Prettyman 
Lumber Company bought the Taylor railroad line. By 1910 Prettyman was cutting 
40,000 feet of lumber daily. His railroad eventually extended as far as Cross in 
Berkeley County, where it connected with the Atlantic Coast Line. Prettyman • s 
mill outside Summerville became the present-day Westvaco Flack-Jones Mill. 
One of the best proportioned locomotives to operate on South Carolina logging raiiroads, this Baldwin 2·6-2 was built 
for J.F. Prettyman & Sons of Summervilil? and operated into Ikrkeley County swamps. There were no turning fadtiHeft. 
in the woods, and tbe high-mounted headlight on the cab roof wa~ e~sential for running the locomotive in reverse at 
night. Collection of H.L. Broadbelt 
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Also on the Southern Railway, between St. George and Reeevesvillet Vernon C. 
Badham built a mill and village for his Dorchester Lumber Company in 1902. He 
added a second mill in 1907. In 1910 Badham was cutting 90,000 feet of timber 
per day, with a logging railroad extending fourteen miles into the Indian Field 
and Four Holes swamps. Badham eventually owned 20,000 acres of land in 
Dorchester County, narrow-gauge railroads extending south toward the Edisto River 
and north across Orangeburg County to the Santee River, and mills in Orangeburg 
and Jasper counties. At its greatest extent, the mill village (called "Badham") 
had lights, water, church, school, and mill houses for many of the five hundred 
workers. Operations slowed dawn in the early 1930s, and the Dorchester Lumber 
Company was finally dissolved in 1938. 
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad northeast of Dorchester County was a powerful 
incentive to lumber producers. One was the Santee River Cypress Company, formed 
in 1890 by B. F. Ferguson and Francis Beidler. They acquired 165,000 acres along 
the Santee, Wateree and Congaree rivers, and built a large band mill at Ferguson 
(Orangeburg County), on the CS&N Railroad's spur line. The company's railroad 
ran to Cross (Berkeley County) so little of their logging was done in Dorchester 
County. After Ferguson died in 1915, Beidler bought his interest in the company, 
which he closed and shut down before 1920. Beidler had visited Yellowstone 
Canyon in 1875, and was greatly impressed by the early twentieth century 
conservation initiatives of Theodore Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot. For this 
reason, he left a portion of Four Holes Swamp intact rather than cutting the 
timber. After his death in 1924 his family held a 1, 783-acre section of Four 
Holes swamp until the 1960s when the National Audubon Society acquired it as the 
Francis Beidler Forest. 
Tar, pitch and turpentine were compatible industries to sawmilling, but were less 
important in most of antebellum South Carolina. In 1824, only Berry and Marion 
districts reported tar and pitch among their principal products. After lumbermen 
depleted the forests of the northern United States, in the 1840s turpentine 
makers began moving south into the Carolinas. Local people soon entered the 
turpentine business. By 1858 David Gavin, who had a number of turpentine boxes 
on his Texas Plantation, remarked that James Pendarvis had worked his land 
several years in turpentine; "Tar Bill" Barley was shipping barrels of tar by 
railroad. George W. Simons of Craven County, North Carolina, was getting 
turpentine near today's Dorchester. 
Turpentine and tar production increased after the Civil War. In 1870, there were 
54 tar and turpentine operations in South Carolina; ten years later there were 
192 over a third of the national total. With the advance of lumbering 
operations into swampland forests, turpentine production declined, and by the 
turn of the century the industry had largely moved to Florida. However, 
throughout Dorchester County turpentine distilleries and small sawmills operated 
along rail lines and waterways into the years of the Great Depression. The 1939 
highway map shows many sawmills and turpentine operations. Besides the mills in 
towns, there were sa'Wmills near Durhams Corner (south of Dorange); at the east 
side of Cypress Swamp west of Knightsville; on Boone Hill Road near Slannsville; 
on Wire Road east of Smoak Road; on Zion Road; and on Powder Horn Road, the road 
from Pregnall to Zion Road~ 
The most visible forest products company in modern Dorchester County is Westvaco. 
Besides the Flack-Jones Mill at Summerville, the company also maintains the Beech 
Hill Woodyard at the south side of Cypress Swamp/Ashley River, and manages large 
tracts of pineland along the Edisto River. 
The pine plantation known as Pregnall Forest, today called Brosnan Forest, 
occupies about 15,000 acres along the east side of Indian Field Swamp. The land 
is bisected by the 1831 railroad line. The South Carolina Rail Road and Canal 
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Company had a policy of buying larger tracts than the line required, especially 
when the land was cheap as in northern Dorchester County. Extra forests would 
provide replacement ties, lumber for station buildings and employee housing, and 
wood for fuel. The Pregnall Forest passed through the ownership changes of the 
late nineteenth century with other railroad assets, but was not left untouched. 
Longleaf pines were periodically timbered, and the sections were leased to 
turpentine operators. Farmers burned their leased tracts almost annually. 
In 1925 Southern Railway decided to operate a commercial forest called Lincoln 
Green, and established a demonstration program with the County Extension Agent 
and U. S. Bureau of Forestry. Operations centered at Pregnall, the railroad 
junction. Here Southern Railway built bungalows for the forester and assistant 
forester, and cottages for unaval stores workers.v In dense areas, the largest 
trees were cut to thin the forest; those at least 9u in diameter were turpentined 
before being cut. Where growth was sparse, trees were planted to bring 
production to an average of 775 trees per acre. As leases expired on about 700 
acres that had been farmed, slash pines were planted in rows 8' apart. These 
tracts developed as the familiar rows of pines seen on managed timberland 
throughout the Lowcountry. By 1940 Lincoln Green plantation was an acknowledged 
success. It had proved that, with fire prevention and selective cutting, 
perpetual yields could be produced on areas of second growth and abandoned 
fields: "an inspiration to owners of sandy wasteland throughout the state of 
South Carolina6" 
In the 1930s began the first systematic efforts to protect South Carolina's 
forests as an economic asset~ Observation towers, staffed constantly by towerrnen 
who lived in adjacent houses, were the basis for the new fire detection and 
reporting program. By 1937 there were 57 towers statewide. Most were built with 
labor and materials provided through the federal ECW (Emergency Conservation 
Works) and CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps). The CCC also built truck trails to 
speed access to fires, and fire lines (6' to 8' wide plowed furrows) to block the 
path of a fire. One of the first towers in South Carolina was built near the 
Ashley River in 1931. By early 1935 there were twelve towers in the Walterboro 
District, which included the St. George Lookout Tower and the Ridgeville Lookout 
Tower.,., 
Survey data; No historic sawmill buildings are known to remain in Dorchester County. 
No turpentine stills or remnants were identified, but scars from turpentine tapping 
can be seen on pine trees countywide. There is little left of Badham's Dorchester 
Lumber Mill except the rail siding at the south side of Bighway 78. Several buildings 
remain at the former v~llage 1 see 13adham' s house, Site #4400935: employees' houses, 
Sites #4400934 and 4400939; Davis Boardin9 House, #4400936; and the company office 
vault, Site #4400937. 
Pregnall Forest, Site #2191097 {extends onto #320 and #440 topes): Timber. is 
occasionally harvested, with selective clear-cutting and replanting of slash pine that 
returns the stands to their 1930s appearance. Mature long leafs are cut for poles. 
The land is otherwise used as a hunting preserve. In the 1950s the present office and 
recreation complex were built near the five original bungalows. Smoak Road, along the 
east side of Indian Field Creek, l1nks Wire Road to the Oran9eburg Road (Highway 178). 
An important road on Mill's Atlas, it is today an unpaved country road, one of a very 
few through l?regnall Forest. Because of the absence of settlement, Smoak Road sees 
very little traffic. Between Pregnall and Harleyville it has essentially been 
abandoned. 
Francis Beidler Forest 1 Site #4101098. 
Fire towers (Sites #4400062, 4910107, 4290853) 
protection system, and their future is uncertain. 
#4910107, vas taken down in the fall of 1996. 
are no longer part of the fire 
The Ashley River Road tower 1 S~te 
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SCHOOLS 
The earliest schools in South Carolina were tuition-charging private-
establislunents. Private schooling was corrunon for white children through the 
nineteenth century. As early as 1695, the Anglican Church made at least some 
efforts to provide religious instruction to slaves in South Carolina. By 17 31 
the religious mission had expanded to include regular elementary education. An 
early (1740) law, not always enforced, forbade teaching slaves to read and write. 
South Carolina passed a stricter law against educating slaves in 1835, but some 
schools continued to operate~ 
The Anglican Church operated schools in the parishes of colonial South Carolina. 
Dorchester Free School was a parish school for whites begun at the Village of 
Dorchester in the late 1750s. The parish built a brick school and master's 
residence in 1758~ In 1817 the Dorchester Free School Board sold its house and 
land, then built a new school in about 1824. The Dorchester Free School no 
longer operates schools. Commissioners retain an endowment used for scholarships. 
During and after the Civil War, various church denominations and charitable 
societies sent teachers to southern states to educate former slaves. Oversight 
of education was one of the purposes of the federal government~ s Freedmen's 
Bureau. By October 1865 the Bureau was operating 48 schools in South Carolina, 
one of them in Summerville. South Carolina's 1895 Constitution established a 
dual system of racially segregated schools, managed and .funded locally. The 
requirement tor separate facilities may have resulted in the rush of schoolhouse 
construction in 1895, when 98 new schools were built in the state, 80 of them for 
whites, and 18 for blacks. In many districts, the old white school was turned 
over to the black pupils in order to provide separate buildings. 
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:rn the late nineteenth century, northern philanthropists began supplementing 
South carolina's limited expenditures for African-American education. The Julius 
Rosenwald Fund, begun in 1914, is the best-remembered of these northern 
philanthropies, because its money went toward construction of school buildings. 
By 1932 the Rosenwald Fund had stimulated construction or renovation of 500 South 
Carolina schools. 
Durin9 the first decades of the twentieth century, education was typified by 
racially segre9ated schools in every town or crossroads. In 1914 there were 180 
students in the white Summerville school, and an equal number in the black 
school. There were 120 African-American students in St. George. The larger 
rural 9raded schools for whites, such as Reevesville (150 pupils), Grover (120) 
and Pregnall (120), usually had an auditorium used by the entire white community. 
The first high schools for whites were in St. George and Summerville. There was 
a one-teacher high school in Ridgeville in 1917, and in 1921 there was a high 
school (Central or New) in Harleyville. As late as 1923 there was not an 
accredited high school for African-Americans in Dorchester county. 
Rural consolidated schools were part of a statewide drive in the 1920s for 
central schools to replace one- and two-room buildings. In 1923 there were 34 
white schools (seven in towns, 27 "country" schools) and 39 for blacks (3 in 
towns, 36 country) in Dorchester County. Nineteen of the white schools and 35 of 
the black schools were one-teacher operations. In 1926 there were 29 white 
schools and 36 black schools. By 1930 there were 19 white schools, and 38 black 
schools. The consolidated school movement did not significantly reduce the 
number of small schools in Dorchester County: as late as 1949 there were 34 
elementary schools for African-Americans. There were also two accredited high 
schools (Alston in Summerville, and Williams in st. George). 
The PWA (Public works Administration) and WPA programs of the 1930s improved 
South Carolina's school buildin9s tremendously. Local school districts largely 
managed the projects, encouraging the employment of local builders and 
architects. The first of these federally-funded schools in Dorchester County was 
the Ridgeville School, built in 1934 to replace a two-story building. Between 
1935 and 1938 four white schools and ten black schools were built in the county; 
from 1939 to 1942 one white school and ten black schools were built. 
Construction ended in 1942 with the buildup for World War Two. 
Between 1951 and 1954 South Carolina's leaders worked to make the state's 
segregated schools more nearly equal, in the hope that the Supreme Court would 
uphold "separate but equal." State spending increased substantially after 
Governor Byrnes pushed through a bond bill to fund construction projects. In 
Dorchester County, despite warnings that they were overbuilding, trustees 
believed that "separate but equal" would be upheld, and planned for each race to 
be provided one high school and two elementary schools in each of the county • s 
three school districts. All the schools for African-Americans would be new, and 
all the existing facilities that they had been using would be abandoned." 
Survey dat~u The earliest remaining country schools in Dorchester County are Pine 
Grove, Site #440043, and Grover, Site #2120127, Grover and Oelemars School, Site 
#3780112 1 are good examples of standardized small-school designs promoted through 
Clemson College and the State Superintendent of Education. St. George High school, 
Site #4400804, and surruner¥ille High School, SitJ #4960527, are architect-designed 
urban $Chools built during the first wave of state spending in the 1920s. Greenleaf 
(Williams Memorial! School. Site #4400/60, in St. George is the only Rosenwald school 
known to have been built in Dorchester County. WPA-era schools include architect-
designed brick buildings at Ridgeville, Site #4290610; Knightsv.:ille 1 Site #4910879; 
Barleyvillet Site #2190666; and Reevesville, Site #4200946. Smaller and very simple 
wood-frame schools from the same era are Pregnall, #2190106.00, and St. Luke, Site 
#2121033.00. In several towns, 1920s and 1930s schools replaced two-story wood frame 
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buildinqs. The old Harleyville School, Site #2190678, remains but has been radically 
altered, Lumber from the old Ridgeville School WAS used to build several houses in 
1935, see Site #4290634 for example. 
Buildings from the 1950s, which were not surveyed as historic sites, include Williams 
Middle School (formerly Williams Bigh) and St. George Righ in St. George; Canaan 
Elementary near Givhans (which combined the enrollments of four small African-American 
schools); Harleyville-Ridgeville High School, and Jenkins Hill School near 
Harleyville. The use of private schools continued into the 1950s. The Ridge School, 
Site #4291058, outside Ridgeville, was a privately-financed school for African-
Americans1 built about 1945. 
RELIGION AND CHURCHES 
The first white South Carolinians were divided between Anglicans (members of the 
Church of England) and Dissenters (those who held a faith other than their state 
church: Baptists, Congregationalists, Presbyterians, Lutherans). Because of the 
religious freedom promised to settlers, South Carolina was attractive to 
Dissenters. By about 1680 they were in the majority, with Anglicans a powerful 
minority. In 1723 the white population of today's Dorchester County was not 
quite l/2 Anglican. 
The Church Act of 1706 established the Anglican Church as South Carolina's 
official religion, and divided the colony into parishes. Most of the land area 
of today's Dorchester County was originally in St. Andrews Pariah; smaller parts 
of the county lay within St. James, Goose Creek, or St. Pauls. St. George's, 
Dorchester, Parish, the northern part of St. Andrews Parish, was made a separate 
parish in 1717, as the population on the upper Ashley River was increasing. 
The Church of England supported its parishes with public moneys for churches, 
schools and clergymen. Commissioners of the new St. Georges Parish selected a 
church lot in the Village of Dorchester and built a brick church before 1720. A 
Church Act of 1767 authorized a Chapel of Ease to be built at the north section 
of St. Georges Parish about three miles from Four Holes Swamp, with the Anglican 
rector to serve at the chapel every sixth week. 
After the American Revolution, South Carolina's 1790 constitution abolished the 
Church of England as the established church. In the former colonies, the 
Anglican Church was transformed into the Protestant Episcopal Church, today' s 
Episcopal Church. St. Georges Parish Church lost parishioners to other faiths, 
and was further weakened by the depopulation of the area around Dorchester 
Village. The Episcopal chapel at Four Boles was abandoned. In 1820 it was "in a 
state of dilapidation. Without an Altar, Priest, or Congregation." The land and 
property of St. George's Parish Church were finally turned over to St. Paul's 
Episcopal Church in Summerville in 1855. 
St. Paul's had begun at Beech Bill (on ~ighway 165, in today's Charleston County) 
as a Chapel of Ease for St. Paul's Parish. After 1800 the church was rarely 
used. In 1819 the parish was "abandoned" in summer by its 537 white inhabitants. 
Many of them moved to Charleston for the hot months, but others were establishing 
the Summerville settlement. In 1830 members of St. Pauls erected a summer chapel 
which became St. Paul's Church in St. George's Parish, and then St. Paul's 
Church, Summerville. The earlier St. Paul's Parish Church became extinct. 
Outside Summerville, the Episcopal Church has remained small in Dorchester 
County. In 1910 Bishop William A. Guerry farmed St. George Mission Episcopal 
Church in St. George. The first service was attended by two families, who soon 
bought a lot for a chapel. It was not built, and in 1917 Episcopal services were 
suspended. In 1940 there was another attempt at forming an Episcopal church in 
St. George, but the mission was again suspended. 
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French Huguenots were an important contingent among South Carolina's early white 
settlers, but there was not a significant Huguenot presence in the area that 
became Dorchester County. The religious tolerance of early South Carolina opened 
the colony to Jewish settlers before 1700, and in 1750 Congregation Beth Elohim 
in Charleston became South Carolina's first synagogue. Most of South Carolina's 
early Jews (about 500 in 1800) lived in Charleston. By 1905 Jews had made "many 
small settlements" throughout the state, including Dorchester County, but none of 
the county's towns reported more than 25 Jews. 
Lutherans, Moravians, and members of the Dutch Refonned Church were among the 
German and German-Swiss settlers in the Orangeburg and "Dutch Fork" sections. 
European Lutherans did not send pastors to South Carolina, so they were served by 
un-ordained pastors or by ministers of compatible dissenting sects. By 1755 
there were Lutheran meeting places on Four Holes Creek and Cattle Creek (both in 
Orangeburg County) and in Indian Field Swamp (in Dorchester County). In 1788 the 
only associated church south of Orangeburg County was the German Protestant 
Church of St. George on Indian Field Swamp. The congregation was rarely served 
by a pastor, and by 1861 it had disappeared as an organized church. 
There were "Anabaptist" (Baptist) settlers on the Ashley River as early as 1700. 
Ashley River Baptist Church, in today's North Charleston, was established in 
1736. The Baptist church expanded in South Carolina after the American 
Revolution, most rapidly in the "back country." Edisto Baptist appears to be the 
church shown on Mills' Atlas, at the west side of Polk Swamp within the curve of 
Cowtail Creek. Renamed St. Georges in 1832, it was moved to its present site in 
1859 and later renamed Old St. George Baptist. 
Neither Independent or Congregationalist churches nor those that were strictly 
Presbyterian had many members in early South Carolina, so they tended to worship 
together and their early history is interwoven. ln 1700 the Dorchester 
Congregationalists built their first church, the White Meeting House, two miles 
from the Village of Dorchester. As the only church in the area, for several 
years it was attended by members of other Christian denominations as well as by 
Congregationalists. In 1737 a second Congregational meeting house was built at 
Beech Bill, nearer the Edisto River. Rarely used after the 1760s, it is said to 
have been replaced by Sharon Methodist Episcopal Church just north of Givhans. 
Most of the Congregationalist settlers of Dorchester left South Carolina in the 
17 50s, but their White Meeting Bouse Church remained active. It was repaired 
after the Revolutionary War, and called a pastor in 1798. In 1813 the 
Congregational Church of Dorchester and Beech Hill had only 65 members, 15 white 
and 50 black, but in 1818 began to erect a parsonage for the Rev. William States 
Lee, pastor from 1815 to 1821. With the decline of population in the, area, 
membership and funding shrank. From 1827 forward the church had no regular 
pastor. After Summerville Presbyterian was established, the two churches 
operated seasonally, the pastor living at the old parsonage or in town. Before 
the Civil War, all the membership transferred to Summerville Presbyterian and the 
church was effectively extinct. The Old White Meeting House was substantially 
destroyed by the earthquake of lB86. 
The Methodist Church was organized as a society within the Church of England. 
John Wesley and his brother Charles, bo+:h Anglican cler9ymen, spent time in 
Georgia during the 1730s, and the Methodist church flourished there. Only after 
the post-Revolutionary disestablishment did South Carolina's Anglican church 
members begin to accept Methodist practices. Evangelist Francis Asbury reached 
Charleston in 1785; by 1787 there were 2,070 white and ,141 black Methodists 
organized into six circuits in South Carolina and Georgia. The Methodist 
preachers working in South Carolina before about 1800 were vehemently anti-
slavery, which had the effect of holding down conversions among whites who owned 
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slaves. The early successes were with poorer whites and African-American slaves, 
a pattern that continued into the 1820s. 
Indian Field Methodist Church began in the 1780s, Cypress Methodist Church as 
early as 1794. Francis Asbury preached at both these churches, and mentioned them 
in his journal. In 1799 Bishop Asbury also dined at 'fMurray•s," a forerunner of 
Grover Methodist Church. Methodist churches shown on Mills • Atlas are Indian 
Field, Bethel, and Pregnall. 
Most churches in South Carolina baptized slaves and received them as full 
members. At least since 1712 it had been lawful for slave5 to be baptized as 
Christians. By providing balconies or galleries for slaves to sit apart from the 
rest of the congregation, whites allowed them to worship "according to their 
situation in society." Slaves usually attended the church of their master, or a 
plantation chapel with a white minister, partly because slave regulations made it 
impossible to establish independent black churches. For example, under a law of 
1803, slaves could assemble at night for religious meetings only if a majority of 
the worship group was white. Even when they worshipped separately, slaves joined 
churches as full members. By 1850 there were 2, 247 slave members of the 
Episcopal Church in South Carolina; in 1854 the state had 45,261 black 
Methodists, and 34,621 white. 
At the same time that southern churches encouraged the membership of slaves, they 
resisted the abolitionism of northern churchmen. During the 1840s Protestant 
denominations began to separate over the issue. In 1844 the Methodist Church 
split, with the Methodist Episcopal Church, South (Southern Methodists) leaving 
the Methodist Episcopal Church (Northern Methodists). The next year the Southern 
Baptist Convention was organized, The Presbyterian, Episcopal and Lutheran 
churches split during the Civil War. In 1861 a separate Episcopal Church in the 
Confederate States was established. The same year southern Presbyteries withdrew 
from their national conference. 25 
Survey datat Buildings of many early churches are modern or extensively altered. For 
several of them, the churchyard cemetery was surveyed as the historic property; Indian 
Field Methodist, Site #4400992. Some churches have become extinct 1 with only the 
cemetery remaining at the site: Boone Bill Methodist, Site #4910885; Pregnall 
Methodist, Site 2190706.00. The old St. Matthews Baptist Church, Site #2121021, was 
moved when the present church was built. Churches without historic integrity, such as 
New Hope Methodist (organized near Jedburg ca.. 183-0) which was encased in brick in 
1957, Grover Methodist Church, bricked in between 1964-65, or Trinity Methodist at 
Givhans (organized 1886 1 present building 1961), were not surveyed unless there was an 
adjacent burying ground. 
Early rural churches include St. George's Parish Churchr Site #491007.01; White 
Meeting Bouse, Site #4910871; Sharon Methodist Episcopal Church (Beech Bill Chapel}, 
Site #4290107; Appleby's Methodist, Site #420000li Zion Methodist, Site #3200151; 
Indian Field Methodist, Site #4400992; Bethel Methodist~ Site #4100102l Cypress 
Methodist, Site #4290002; Old St. George Baptist, Site #440093li Reeveeville Baptist, 
Site #4200950; Sauldam Baptist, Site #4170110; Limestone Baptist, Site #4100141: Pine 
Grove Baptist, Site #4291054. 
Antebellum churches in towns include St. George Methodiet, Site #4400788; Summerville 
Presbyterian, Site #4690408: St. Paul's Episcopal 1 Site #4960459; and Mt. Tabor 
(Ridgeville} Methodist, Site #4290635, 
After the Civil War, African-Americans ~~'?re allowed to establish independent 
churches for the first time. With few fi~ancial resources, they turned for aid 
to white churchmen, but southern churches found it difficult enough to rebuild 
their own buildings without expanding their ministry to freedmen. 
In 1865 the South Carolina Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church 
was organized. Large nu:mbers of AME missionaries came into the state from the 
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north, and membership grew rapidly. Many of the new AME congregants were former 
members of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. 
Other African-American Methodists left the southern church for the northern 
Methodist Episcopal Church, which organized a South Carolina conference in 1866 
and established Claflin College to train black Methodists for the ministry. Among 
the first African-Americans to be made ministers in the northern Methodist Church 
was J. A. Sasportas of Summerville. 
Because of seminary work it supported through the American Baptist Home Mission 
Society of New York, many African-American Baptist churches affiliated with the 
Northern Baptist Church instead of the black Baptist State Convention organized 
by the Southern Baptist Convention. In 1869 the Rev. Anthony A. Alston was sent 
out from Morris Street Baptist Church in Charleston, and founded First Baptist 
Church in Summerville. He settled in Summerville (his son John Alston became a 
physician there), and continued missionary work in nearby areas. 
Episcopal churches in north and south were reunited in 1866. St. Mark's 
Episcopal Church in Charleston, which had a largely black congregation and white 
ministers, established the Church of the Epiphany in Summerville as a mission. 
Most African-Americans in South Carolina left the Episcopal Church, which did not 
ordain black clergy. The exception was in Upper St. Johns and St. Stephens 
parishes, where Peter F. Stevens was minister and many freedmen remained 
Episcopalians. In 1874 the Reformed Episcopal Church (begun in 1873 in New York) 
agreed to receive black Episcopal congregations and to train blacks for 
ordination. Stevens joined the Reformed Episcopal Church in 1876, and his 
members defected with him. They founded St. Stephens RE Church in Summerville. 
In newly-developing towns and prosperous farm areas of Dorchester County, white 
congregations also established new churches and rebuilt or enlarged existing 
facilitiea. 26 
Survey data 1 As with antebellum white churches, the first buildings of freed.men' s 
congregations have generally been replaced. Properties were surveyed when the original 
site was still in usef or a church cemetery could be dated to pre-1945. 
Among the AME churches in Dorchester County were St. Paults near Harleyville (see St. 
Paul Campground, Site #2190096); Branch, near Jedburg 1 founded in 1887; New Rope, near 
Texasr Site #4401020; and B~thel in summerville, Site #4960366. 
The only AME Zion church identified during field work is Baum's Temple AMEZ, Site 
#4960568, in summerville. 
Many African-American congregations in Dorchester County remained Methodist rather 
than joining denominations such as AME or AMEZ. Churches orqanit.ed before 1900 
include Wesley in Summerville 1 Site #4960427; Shady Grove, Site #5310973; Canaan, Site 
#1030121, and St. Mark, Site #4200921, both founded in 1869. Sand Bill, Site #1030119, 
was. first built in 1883. Camel Bill United Methodist Church near Knightsville (bld 
Ora.ngeburg Road) was founded in 1880; the present building dates to 1983. Morris 
Chapel United Methodist Church began as a bush or brush arbor near Dorchester 
Cemetety 1 Site #2190088. The present church was erected in 1974~ 
Anthony A. Alston, who founded First Baptist in Summerville (Site #4960423) in 1869, 
was also pastor of Ashley Baptist Church in North Charleston, founded in 1876. In 
1891 1 he organized Magnolia Baptist (se~ Site #1031018} near Givhans. Bistorically 
African-American Baptist churches in the Texas community are Bethelf the oldest, and 
St. Ma.rkt Site #4400041, founded a few years later. In St. Georg~ is Good Hope, Site 
#4400741. Along the railroad line are Jerichc, Site #420890, Whitestone, S~te #420898, 
and Surprise Baptist Church, a modern building near Dorchester. surprise began as a 
bush arbor at Dorchester Cemetery, Site #219093 1 in 1912. 
Also see Episcopal Church of the Epiphany, Site #4960310, and St. Stephens Reformed 
Episcopal Church, Site #4960221. 
New sanctuaries for white congregations include Summerville Presbyterian, Site 
#4960408; Stallsville Methodist, Site #4910864; St. Georqe Methodist, Site #4400?88; 
and Mt. Tabor Methodist, Site #4290635. New congregationS! Jedburq Baptistl Site 
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#4960163; St. Luke's Lutheran, Site #4960311; Memorial Baptist, #4400030; Reevesville 
Methodist, Site #4200905. Late-nineteenth century rural churches are cummings 
Methodist Chapel, Site #4290156, Duncan Chapel Methodist Church, Site #5310983, and 
Beulah Baptist 1 Site #4200892~ 
Architecturet The earliest churches and chapels were in the simple rectangular meeting 
house style, with gable-end doors and no spiret Appleby's Methodist Church is the 
best example. Into the twentieth century, the design remained important for small 
rural churches, such as old St. Matthews Baptist Church, Cummings Chapel, Bethel 
Methodist Church, and Duncan Chapel. 
In Summerville, the meeting house style is represented by St. Luke's Lutheran Chapel~ 
Substantial architectural desi9nt seen at St. Paul's Episcopal Church or Summerville 
Presbyterian, was the norm in this prosperous town. Churches built for African-
American congregations during the late nineteenth century {Wesley Methodist Church, 
St. Stephen's Rt Church, Church of the Epiphany) show the Carpenter Gothic style 
adding architectural interest to very small buildings. 
Bethel AME Church, Site #4960366, in Summerville and Ridgeville Southern Methodist 
Church, Site #4290661, are in the gothic-influenced style of the 1920s through 1940s. 
The Colonial Revival movement of the 1930s through 1950s can be seen in Ridgeville 
Baptist Church, Site #4290610, and St. George Baptist Church 1 Site #4400030. 
Camp Meeting 
By lBOO the practice of large groups pitching tents and camping to hear outdoor 
preaching had begun in Tennessee and Kentucky. As the Great Revival swept the 
southeast, Methodists, Baptists and Presbyterians all attended camp meetings, 
which they organized cooperatively. The first real camp meeting in South 
Carolina was established in 1802 in Lancaster County, bringing together preachers 
from all three denominations in a three-day gathering. 
Many prominent early camp meetings have become extinct, including those at Ladson 
or Goose Creek, Mount Pleasant, and at least two in Colleton County. Most 
denominations abandoned large meetings as they grew enough to establish permanent 
churches. By contrast, the structure of the Methodist Church, with circuit 
riders serving many churches/ encouraged the camp meeting tradition of traveling 
to a preaching spot. In 1794, 1799, 1801 and 1803 Francis Asbury preached at 
"Cypress," the church at Cypress Campground. Indian Field Campground began by 
1810 and moved to the present 15-acre site in 1838. 
After the Civil War, Methodist African-Americans established their own camp 
meeting grounds in Dorchester County. Two remain, Shady Grove, begun by 1870, 
and St. Paul. St. Paul Camp Ground began at a site near the present St. Paul AME 
Church, called the "Old Prayer Ground." In 1880 four Trustees purchased from 
Peter D. Weathers a site to use as a camp ground. 
In 1885 the News and Courier published a description of an AME camp meeting at 
Lincolnville (in Charleston County just east of Surrn:nerville). It was said that 
1, 600 people from Charleston attended Sunday, the last day of the four-day 
meeting. There were canvas tents and ten or fifteen wood 11 Shantiesn where 
worshippers stayed, and a separate preachers' tent. The central pavilion 
(tabernacle) was an open shed, 50' X 70', with seating capacity for 700 people. 
All the buildings had earthen floors covered with pinestraw. The writer also 
described booths or tents - some of canvas, some of pine bushes - that sold 
refreshments near the depot and campground.'' 
Camp meeting is a fall tradition at the end of the farming season. Indian Field 
meets the week ending the first Sunday in October, St. Paul the week ending the 
third Sunday, and Cypress and Shady Grove both the week ending the fourth Sunday 
in OCtober. 
Survey Data: Small stores at today' s campgrounds continue the tradition of vending 
refreshments. At all four campgrounds 1 tabernacles have been modified over time, and 
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many tents rebuilt. At Cypress, Site #4290002, Indian Field, #4400003 1 and St. Paul, 
#2190096 1 the present buildings retain their nineteenth century design and maten.al 
selection. Indian Field's tabernacle was built in 1848 and i$ virtually unchanged 1 
Cypress Tabernacle, rebuilt in the 1950s, retains original pegged timbers and cross-
beams. Tabernacles at Shady Grove Site #5310971, and St. Paul's 1 Site #2190096, were 
enclosed in recent years but otherwise unaltered. Tents at Shady Grove have been 
rebuilt with mostly modern materials. 
DORCHESTER COUNTY TOWNS 
The importance of towns in Dorchester County can be seen in the abandonment of 
far-flung churches, schools and stores. The towns are small rural centers that 
developed along the railroad line (Ridgeville, Dorchester, St. George, 
Reevesville; Harleyville) or at crossroads (Givhans, Grover, Rosinville). Only 
Summerville was established without regard to existing transportation patterns. 
It originated as a summer village, but its location on the railroad caused it to 
grow into a substantial town, unlike retreats such as Pinopolis or Adams Run. 
A map of 1896 shows post offices along the South Carolina and Georgia Railroad at 
Summerville, Jedburg, Ridgeville, Ross Sta. (Dorchester), Pregnalls, Byrds, St. 
George and Reevesville. There were also post offices at Ridell (Harleyville), 
Givhans and Grover. 13 
Summerville 
The town of Summerville lies on an elevated ridge north of the navigable Ashley 
River and the principal early land routes (Dorchester Road and Ladson Road). It 
began as a retreat from the summer fevers that plagued rice plantations. Like 
other summer villages, the site was selected for healthy atmosphere rather than 
accessibility. 
At least by 1790 planters from St. George's, St. Paul's, St. Andrew•s and St. 
James Goose Creek parishes were spending the warm months of the year at 
summerville. As changes in rice growing practices led to worse mosquito 
infestations, the cluster of houses became a village that straddled the line 
between St. George's Parish and St. James Goose Creek Parish. In 1828 there were 
23 houses. 
The rector of St. Paul's Parish Episcopal Church began holding summer services in 
Summerville. In 1830 the congregation erected a chapel which became St. Paul's 
Episcopal Church. A group of Congregationalists also built a chapel at 
Summerville in about 1831, and for several years alternated services between the 
White Meeting House (winter) and the chapel (summer). The chapel became 
affiliated with the Presbyterian Church, and in 1859 it became the Presbyterian 
Church in Summerville. · 
The 1830 railroad line ran along the north side of the village. In 1832 the South 
Carolina Canal and Railroad Company laid out building lots in '"New Summerville," 
the tract of land the company had acquired to provide construction timbers. The 
grid pattern of "New Summerville" is clear above the railroad, from Fifth North 
Street between Gum and Walnut streets. South of the rail line, the grid was 
followed above Third South Street. West of Hickory and south of Third South 
Street, existing roads and houses made it impossible to build the town completely 
by the plat. 
Deed restrictions in lots sold by the railroad mandated that large pine trees 
were to be left standing. This was due to the general belief in the health value 
of pines, and probably also to safeguard a potential source of building supplies 
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should the line need repair. In 1847 the town passed an ordinance protecting 
trees from being cut for any reason. 
The convenience to Charleston caused Summerville to grow much larger than other 
lowcountry summer villages. There was a period of rapid growth during the 1850s, 
partly the result of several yellow fever epidemics in Charleston. St. Paul's 
Episcopal Church replaced its 1830 building in 1857 and a new Town Hall was built 
in 1858. During this time the first significant expansion took place in the "New 
Town." By 1860 there were five hotels and boarding houses, nine stores, and 372 
dwellings and servant's houses in Summerville. Private schools were conducted at 
various times by T. M. llasell from the 1840s to 1860; John Gadsden during the 
same time; Miss Brownfield and Miss Quackenbush after the Civil War; and into the 
1940s, Miss Pengelley. 
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Advertisement in The Charleston Courier, July 11, 1955 
After the Civil War, Summerville retained its summer residents and also developed 
as a regional trade center. Beginning in the 1880s, the growing winter colony 
encouraged the year-round economy. In 1882 Thaddeus W. w. Stanland founded a 
brick works just outside Summerville, using "the new Kennedy dry press machines." 
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By 1890 Summerville Brick Works had become part of A. W. Taylor & Co., suppliers 
of brick, lumber and building supplies. It became Salisbury Brick Company in the 
early 1930s. 
Local businesses in 1905 included the brick works, an ice plant, Summerville 
Bardwood Company, Finucan's corn (grist) mill, J. M. McDougall's corn mill; A. R. 
Knight, saw mill, D. H. Knight, corn mill, sawmill, and cotton gin, J. McDougall 
gin, W.. H 4 Richardson gin; and 0. C. Sires & Brother sawmill, undertakers, 
furniture and general merchandise. About eighty farmers, black and white, 
collected their mail at the Summerville post office. One of the earliest dairies 
in Dorchester County was that of T. W. Thornhill and T. W. Salisbury at Merry 
Maid Farm. In 1909 the Salisbury family began delivering fresh milk to 
Summerville residents. 
In 1892 Summerville built a new Town Hall in the heart of 11New Summerville .. " The 
building stood at the corner of Main and Richardson until 1963. In the late 19th 
century, new churches were established by white and black congregations: 
Summerville Lutheran Church, the oldest existing Lutheran church building in the 
county, in 1893; Summerville Baptist Church, organized in 1896; St. John's Roman 
Catholic Church, built in 1898 (both these churches have modern buildings). St. 
Stephens Reformed Episcopal Church was built in 1885, and the Episcopal Church of 
the Epiphany in 1887. 
In 1884 the rector of St. Paul's Episcopal Church organized a Sunday School for 
the children of rural families around Summerville. The idea grew into St. 
Barnabas' Mission, a day school north of town, at the junction of today•s Highway 
78 and 17A. By 1891 the thriving mission had a chapel with pews for 200, and in 
1897 added the Samuel Prioleau Infirmary. In 1900 the Shepard School was built 
at the Mission. As late as 1922 there were 30 pupils at the mission day school, 
but by about 1930 they had all been absorbed into the regular school system. 
st. Barnabas' Mission became dormant in 1939. In 1945 the Episcopal diocese sold 
the property to the Reformed Episcopal Church for use with the Cummins 
Theological Seminary headquartered at the old A. B. Lee Infirmary. Several years 
later, when Highway 78 was widened, the chapel was moved out of the right-of-way 
and renamed Bishop Pengelley Memorial Chapel. In 1982 the seminary acquired its 
present site on South Main Street, and the Pengelley Chapel was moved again. 
Summerville's reputation as a garden spot was developed during the winter resort 
era, when Northern visitors experienced the early-spring blooming of lowcountry 
flowers. The town was promoted as the "gateway to the gardens" along Ashley 
River Road, including Mateeba Gardens northwest of Middleton Place. In 1938, 
Pelzer Barry opened Mateeba on twenty-five acres northwest of Middleton Place. 
Be had built bridges and paths along the streams and lake on the property, and 
planted azaleas and dogwoods among the large live oaks, pines and magnolias. 
Recognizing the importance of tourists to the local economy, the WPA funded the 
Azalea Park project, which converted several blocks owned by the town along its 
drainage canals into a dogwood and azalea garden. Golf courses, the Tea Farm, 
and private gardens contributed to Summerville's image, and to the success of new 
commercial garden operations. Summerville Floral Nursery, begun in 1926 by 
George Segelken, was the largest azalea nursery in the country in 1935. Moultrie 
Ball established Garden Hill Nursery in 1940 at his home. 
In 1934 six inns were listed in Summerville: Carolina, Pine Forest, Postern, 
Travelers, Squirrel and Pine View. Construction activity ou~side Summerville kept 
its hotels and inns busy during the 1930s. Workers building West Virginia Pulp 
and Paper ( 1935-37) and the Santee-Cooper Bydro-Electric Plant ( 1937-40) spent 
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In 1934 six inns were listed in sununerville: carolina, Pine Forest, Postern, 
Travelers, Squirrel and Pine View. Construction activity outside Summerville kept 
its hotels and inns busy during the 1930s. Workers building West Virginia Pulp 
and Paper ( 1935-37) and the Santee-Cooper Hydro-Electric Plant ( 1937-40) spent 
weeks or months in the area. During the early 1940s, wartime housing shortages 
pressed all available rooms into service as military housing. 
Survey data: Wartime construction was limited to remodeling. For example, 233 Sumter 
Avenue (Site #4960466) was subdivided as four apartments; the Anderson House (Site 
#4960524} was enlarged when its owners began to rent rooms to military personnel. 
Military workers thronging into the Lowcountry found Summerville as convenient to 
live in as Charleston. Houses were enlarged and subdivided for rental and 
boarding. The Holly Inn was used by army officers and their families and the 
Pine Forest Inn was set aside for civilian employees of the Charleston Naval 
Shipyard and Army Port of Embarkation. Military personnel lived at the Squirrel 
Inn, part of which was also open to the public. Only the Carolina Inn was 
completely open to the public. 
Building activity boomed when the war and its strict material rationing ended. In 
September 1945 Chickasaw Wood Products, a subsidiary of National Distillers 
Products Corporation, Cooperage Division, opened a plant at summerville. using 
white oak timber, most of it bought from West Virginia Pulp and Paper, the 
company produced staves for barrels used to age whiskey~ 
In mid-1946 Summerville Baptist Church and Bethany Methodist Church built large 
modern sanctuaries. New commercial buildings, several of them built of brick, 
rose along Main Street, Richardson Avenue and Central Avenue. In 1956 Southern 
Railway remodeled the depot, a passenger and freight terminal on Main Street with 
a 16-seat waiting room. The "Carolina Special" served summerville until the 
early 1960s." 
Survey data: 462 properties were surveyed 1n Summerville. Survey numbers were 
assigned on two Topographic Quads, #491 (147 1 856-858 1 875-877, 1085) and #496 (140, 
146-149 1 166-176, 197-266, 268-595, 600-609, 1017). 97 buildings surveyed in 
Summerville were first constructed before the earthquake of 1886; 316 buildings 
between 1886 and 1935; and 49 after ca. 1935. 
Many residential lots in the old town retain their brick or stuccoed wells, indicat~ng 
the availability of pure water in the early village. One of the earliest dwellings, 
the ca. 1830 Cuthbert House, Site #4960507, shows the influence of the I-house form 
more commonly seen as a farmhouse. Summer houses were often built as Lowcountry 
raised cottages, a style known locally as 11Sununerville cottage." Antebellum raised 
cottages include Sites #4~60448 1 ca. 1830; #4960206, ca. 1835: and #4960466, ca. 1850. 
Later examples are Site #4960354, ca. 1880; and #4960361 1 ca. 1885. Another 
indigenous house type is the "single house" associated with Charleston architecture. 
Several Summerville residences use the easily recognizable design of the Charleston 
single: Site #4960302 1 ca. 1875; #4960356, ca. l880i and #4960461, ca. 1887. 
The earthquake of 1886 was severe in Summerville. Every house in town was said to have 
been affected; chimneys and gables down, some houses off their foundations. Interior 
chimneys toppled; br~nging down walls and ceilings. Rebuilding coincided with Summer-
ville's new status as a winter resort, and accelerated the impact of popular national 
styles of architecture. The appearance of the h.lston .. c village today, with many late-
nineteenth and early twentieth century houses, reflects the combination of necessity 
and prosperity in the late 1880s. Victorian tastes are obvious in the Italianate 
detailing of Site #4960283J ca. l875; the Second Empire style of Sites #4960394, ca. 
1880, and #4960440 1 ca. 1888; the Queen Anne design of the ca. 1896 Prioleau House 1 
Site #4960442: and the folk-victorian design of smaller houses such as #4960239 and 
#4960446, both ca. 1884; #4960261, ca. 1885; and #4960207 1 ca. 1890. 
The revival styles of the 1930s are represented by Sites #4960251, and #4950503 {Tudor 
Revival) and Sites #4960496, #4960532, and #4961017 (Colonial Revival). 
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Summerville and southern Dorchester County have grown exponentially since World 
War II. Today's Summerville has expanded into the formerly distinct communities 
of Stallsville, Slannsville, and Knightsville. 
Two miles south of historic Summerville, Stallsville was convenient to Bacons 
Bridge Road and the Orangeburg Road. It was settled at an early date, and the 
first post office for the area was located at Stallsville. The community 
developed ·in the mid-nineteenth century, with residences, small shops and a 
Methodist Church. Into the mid-twentieth century there was a separate elementary 
school at Stallsville." 
Survey datat Bacona Bridge Road and Old Trolley Road connect modern Summerville to 
Stalls ville. Survey site a in Stallsville are Stallaville Methodist Church (Site 
#4910864) and fourteen residences, Sites #4~10856 through #4910866 and #4910873 
through #4910876. The ca. 1858 Collins House, Site #4910858 1 is a good example of a 
raised cottage. 
Slannsville, 4-1/2 miles 
Road (Highway 17A). 
commercial enterprisesa 
southwest of historic Summerville, lies along Boone Hill 
The accessible location favored the development of 
In 1905 F. w. Rodenberg kept a general store/post office 
at Slannsville. The 1939 highway map shows a cotton gin and sawmill at 
Slannsville." 
Survey data; Four sites 1 #4!Hl010 through #4911013, were surveyed at Slannsville. 
They include three residences and a combination store/gas station/residence. A small 
store at the south side of Boone Hill Road, between the sites of the gin and sawmill 1 
was surveyed as an outbuilding to Site #4911012. 
Knightsville is a crossroads community around the intersection of Old Orangeburg 
Road and Central Avenue north of Slannsville. Its approximate location can be 
seen on Mills' Atlas, which shows a residence at the south side of Rumphs Hill 
Creek. Knightsville was incorporated as a town in 1885, with ita boundary a one-
mile circle around the public school. Although the town never developed, 
Knightsville remains an active school. 22 
Survey data: knightsville Schoolt Site #4960879. Eight residences were surveyed 
around Knightsville 1 Sites #49601SO, 4960181, 4960184, 4960185, 4960878, 4960881 to 
4960883. 
Summerville's Golden Age, 1890-1925 
There have been hotels or boarding houses in Sununerville since its beginning. 
The modern Carolina Inn occupies the site of one of the earliest hotels, which 
began as Moore's Tavern in about 1810. Subsequently known as I. T. Brown's 
Summerville Bouse, it was renovated in 1855, with a bowling alley and billiard 
room added. After a later remodeling, the inn was again renamed, Dorchester !nn. 
Other pre-Civil War hotels included Captain Vase's Inn, behind today's Ambler 
Hall, and Mr. Cooper's Paradise Inn, on Sumter Avenue behind the Squirrel Inn. 
Both were severely damaged by the 1886 earthquake and demolished. 
Like Aiken, Sumrnervillets reputation as a health resort led to its development as 
a recreational resort. Both towns took advantage of main-line rail service to 
attract northern visitors during the w.:.nter and spring, turning from summer 
havens to winter playgrounds. Many winter residents rented furnished cottages, 
hotel rooms, or roams in private homes. Others built or purchased houses. 
The Squirrel Inn is probably the oldest remaining hotel in Summerville. In 1912 
Miss Raven Lewis, a winter resident from Washington, buiit it as a small inn. 
Her sister Helen joined her in the business, and they enlarged the building and 
named it "Squirrel Inn." In 1922 (or 1918) they sold to Mary Stout, whose inn 
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business had been lost when the Min.row b'~rned. The beca.Ine 
hotel in 192 1 and unt:_ 1 l96tL, when i as t~he 
Summerville- Ir:.n. Closed in 1970 1 the in.n \..ras converted as ::::ondorrtlr.iUJns in 1980. 
The fi,rst resort hotel in 
Summerville¥ the Pine Forest Inn~ 
in l888 as an 
named The Dorchester Hotel, 
developed by local businessmen. 
They did not complete the 
project, and it was tctken over by 
F. W. Wagener of Charleston. In 
1891 the Pine Forest opened for 
the first time~ During its 
heyday, the Pine Forest hosted 
pr~sidents Theodore Roosevelt and 
Boward Taft. In 1905 the inn was 
enlarged and its golf course 
extended to eighteen holes. The 
hotel and its separate cottages 
eventually had room for 275 
quests~ 
Wagener's estate held the hotel 
for years after his death; into 
the Great Depression. In the 
late 1920s the golf course was 
finally sold to Mar:~.e Claire 
deGraffenreid, a winter resident, 
and the Pine Forest Inn building 
was sold at auction in late 1931. 
Renovated by new owner T. W. 
Salisbury for the 1934-35 winter 
season,. it housed military 
personnel during World War II and 
then closed. In 1944 the Rev. 
Harold M. Patrick announced the 
conversion of the Pine Forest Inn 
into a private boarding school, 
the Adventure School, affiliated 
with Camp Adventure at Lake 
Junaluska, North Carolina. The 
Adventure School did not last, 
and in 1950 the Pine forest Inn 
was demolished. 
Pin~ t0r¢St Inn s,..,·:::,m:;~m~:o:" 
Wint~r Resort === 
An Higb Clas::: Hotet strictly in the Pines, catering to c. sdcc~ 
dientelle. Rocm;; en suite with Bath, Ele-Yator, Electric 
Steat~ Heat ~nd Open Fireplaces. Pure ";<;·atet from our OY.·n 
A;tesia:: "YelL o:1c tlwusand feet deep, and sanitary t:'Ol> 
ditions. Fine Golf Links. ·whictl haYe recerdy been \'er:·· mud: 
enlarged ;;.;;d bl?iE.Jtified, and second to none in the cr)·_mtr:-·· 
Saddlt· a::d Harnr.si'- Ho1·ses, fin.:· Hunting, BouleYard for Auto-
:nobiies to Chrtrlt:3ton. about thiri:y miies. Address 
Pint tomt Tnn £ompany 
Summ~r~lll~, S. £, 
Gel f and horseback were the principal outdocr: activities of the winter 
visitors. In 1926 the Sumr,·\ervi,lle Club (mostly Michigan investors) began 
developing a golf course/inn complex. l\.l~hough its plans were not carried out as 
initially conceivedi the c:ub did out L 9-h()le ccurse¥ and built part of twhe 
inn and separate dining room. In 1930 form.er U. S. Senat-e!: Truman H. of 
Michigan purchased the club. :!:t was closed after the 1931~32 season, then 
reopened as the Holly :nn, with two courses. The was sold 
after World war II, and besaine the Miler Country Club. 
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StUtiinervilleP' s _·tesc>rt ticn f:row 
flfnd more and 
offered mor~ amenitiez;, Florida was , an"j mot.els and put 
tH1 end to the hott.~:: st-ay. Po:st~war chan<:res ed the end of 
tourist hot~els Hi Surnmervi lle, Ir1 l95C there we_r•:+ a fe;..,; sn1.:1.Ll :Lnns 
B.:cook's Haven~ and The- ElmtL 1 J 
survey dli:t£1- Th*: Wixtttt:tv& Im1 1 ot:igx_r1aJly pa:n c-f th<?- PlnJ» rorwst, opeaed soru(e time 
efte:r World War II, The one and on<0~half story trame bu.ilding was: later div.ided int-o 
th:t®Je apa:rt11112nts, and bu:t:nf!'d :til 19'?0. Most ot the Pin~ Fot"eLGt propet:ty has become a 
subdlvisior.; it% entry g~tes remain on Sal and ~arion avenue~, Site #4960S01. 
Squirrel Inn, it~ #4~60:431. Thi? Gun~merv;d Co\lntry Club 1 Site #49604SS, wat':. 
developed on the Pinehurst Tea Fann; se& Bolly lnn 1 Site #4960166. 
The ~st<known of ·the w:Lnte-r colony hou:s:10s arf! the 1906 Parsotu; Residetnce, S:itc-
#4960600 (Woodlands Inn); the "Llizttbeth Arden th:n:;se" (S1.te #496-0459, the tord l!ouse) 
purch&:<Htd by th.<J cozmetics m11gnat:e in 1933; and the .Sk:tnne:r: fttntse, SJ.te #49'60470, 
purchas~d and ~tlarged by Nfrw Yorker$ ln 1935. 
The Pinehurst Tea Farm 
1'ea was one- of many dittcussed as cash crops for 
South Carolina in t.he early 1800s, but cotton and :t"ice planters did not begin to 
diversify until after the Civil War. In 1878 the Agricultural Society of South 
Carolina called attention to the of tea planting, and tea shipped to 
Baltimore by Dr. Ale xi us M. Forster of Georgetown County was well-received. The 
first real tea in the state when part of Newington Plantation was 
1.::>ased by the Middleton family to the federal government for a tea farm~ In 1880 
W~ G. LeDuc, Com~issioner of the United States Bureau of Agriculture, sent seeds 
to the Agricultural Socie-ty of Sout.h Ca:-clina to try a test crop. Workers began 
planting under the supervision of W. G. Vardell. 
Dr~ Charles u. Shepard, a~ amateur horticult~rist who had retired from the 
faculty of the Charleston Medical Colleg-e, acquired 408 acres of Newington 
Plantation. He took over management cf the Pinehurst Tea Farm in 1B92 F and 
developed it further, adding over 150 acres to the tract and laying out large 
gardens. Along with tea, Shepard planted trees, flowering shrubs and vines. 
'iftA FACTORY AT PJNEHGR~T TEA G'liZDEN:S.SU'l~tERVILlE.50Ufll(AROUNA" 
The Caroll~~ana Libra~y Collection 
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·rhe T<:t-a Farn: seemed ~.o flourish. 
3chools for colcn::~:d childn::ml 
been solved 
in :r-eturn for education " 
After ne:p<wc: 1 s death 1 the but 00 acres remained 
cultivation ln 1917. Without federal support and subt3idies, -v.~.stre sma1 
A '\Vas the cost of ng: it was said to be more 
to from Surmnerville than from China. rrhe 
rebuilt and several ether burned in 1919* 14 
Survey data; In .1955 rrarold M. Sebring purchased 69 ac:ces of Pinehurst Tee: Ftu:m, 
including Shepard' home (Site #496017?), four emplay<l!e<B' houses, and three barns. Ee 
demolished two barns, applied brick V':t.rJBtr to most of the buildings and relocated 
several hou:+es. S<!e SitO:s #4960167, 49U016l3, 4960169~ BuLldings that v1e:re not 
surv<?yed include the carriagE' ht'H.lS-(t (110 West Walker Driv.e), gate house (124 Wtii:st, 
Johnston Street) 1 a barn ( 102 Sebring Street), and :school (108 CHd Country Club Road). 
St*e algo Robertraon Bouse, built for a ;;;hernist at the Tea F'ar:m, Site #496025-6. 
Jedburg 
The cornr:nunity of Jedburg grew up around the railroad stop at "26-milen knotvn in 
1855 as Lawrences~ The State Gazet . .teer for 1990-91 referred to it as "only- a 
railroad station," listing several businesses at Jedburg: M~ V. Griffin, timber, 
an.d three men:chandise including Helch and Altman. There 
were also twenty-two farmers in the area who collected their mail at Jedburg. In 
1905 Jedburg had a population of 107 1 with one store (C~ E. Hodge}; and 
only eight farmers on the post office roster. 
The first Jedburg Baptist Church was organized in 1897 ~ In 1910 a Presbyter· ian 
Chapel was begun as a mission church, but did not achieve the status of an. 
independent church and even·tually closed. 
About 1905 the Charleston-based Agricultural Society of South Carolina voted to 
purchase land for dor~ation to Clemson College as an experiment station. In 1908 
Southern Railway gave a tract bE'!. tween Sumrr.ex:ville and Jedburg, and planning began 
for the Coastal Experimental Station 1 called "Drainland." The first task was to 
ditch and drain the wetlands to produce cropfields. !n JunE? 1910 when the 
experiment station formally opened, ditches and subsoil drainage systems were in 
place on most of the land, and cornfields were grov;ing~ The size of the property 
was doubled to six hundred acres in 1920 ~ Eventually most of the land was 
planted in pine as a demonstration forest, and a 16-acre parcel was leased to 
Dorchester County for an airport. The rest of the tract became an industrial 
park and residential subdivisions beginning in the 1950s_ 35 
Survey data! The Jedburg Post Office operated in a corner of Mellard's Store {lj<6W 
gone} into the 1950s. Jedburg Baptist Cemetery, Site #49-60H;i3t Presbyterian Chapel 
#4960164. Six residences were surveyed at Jedburg: Griffin Bouse, .Site #4960161 1 
Mellard House, #4960191~ also #4960162, 4950165, 4960189, 4960190. 
Only one residence assoc~ated with Drainland was surveyed, Site #4960599, at the south 
side of Highway 78. The manager's house and most of the work~ng buildings were at: the 
north side of the highway, in today's industrial park. 
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and Givhans 
any s:t ze J.n Burns and Givhans wel7t·¢ the 
be-tween Four Holes 
south 
line, 
Augusta-Cha:t: leston Road 
village. 
l7A. 
into a sizable 
(Highway 61), 
River and R:i ver ~ 
miles from Charleston on the railroad 
to'w'n. seven mile:m to i.ts south, on the 
Givhans remained jj small crossroads 
The first post office at is said to ha•Je beEJ:n called '1Timothy Creek" 
but since 1844 it has been nam~d Ridgeville~ !n 1835 the r.a:ilx·oad station stop 
was called "'lnabinet'su and in 1856 David Gavin boarded the train at 11Ridgeville 
or Moccasin~# The Town of l€ was in 1875 1 its area 
circle one mile in diamet.er, centered around the depot. The first population 
figures available arG from 1880, when there were 250 people in Ridgeville. The 
population declined slightly, to 212, by 1890, wlnle Burns Township as a whole 
lost 7% of its population. Ridgeville's population loss was temporary 1 and 
1900 there were again 250 residents. 
In 1879 there were two 
with a. total of 130 employees; and 
mill/cotton gin. It is not clear 
Ridgeville, 
mills and three sawmills in Burns TO'Wnshipr 
also one grist mill and one combination grist 
how many of these businesnes were located at 
In 1890 Ridgeville· s b:..1sinesses _included a ,J. Murray and Co., drugs; 
twelve general merchants; tv:o merchants who also produced naval stores; and three 
sawmills: Quackenbush and Co~, L~ G. OWens, and Norman Mosely. The J~ A. Mosely 
Company and the D. F~ Lemacks Company both operated narrow-gauge logging 
railroads between the main line track at Ridgeville and the forests of Four Boles 
Swamp+ In 1905 the number of stores had dEclined to seven, and there were only 
two sawmills (Moseley and W. B. Browning). There were two churches {Mt. Tabor 
Methodist, organized in 1892, and Ridgeville Baptist, organized in 1902). 
Ridgeville had two physicians, and the post office had sixty-eight area farmers 
among its regular customers. The sawmill on Mill Street ran into the 1950s as a 
part of the Flack-Jones business of S\~~erville. 
The town of Givhans was chartered in 1906 with a population of 113 and three 
general stores~ Connected to the railroad line by a good road, Givhans ser-ved a 
large area: sixty farmers, only three of them African-American, collected their 
mail there in 1905.H 
Survey data: 46 properties were surveyed it: the Town of Ridgeville, Sites #4290510 
through 4290654t and 25 in the Rldgeville vicinity. 
7 properties were surveyed in Givhans, Sites #4290259, 160 1 16lj 4291055 1 4291063, 
1064, 1065. 17 survey sites (8 of them cerueteries; are in the Givhans vicLnity. 
Dorchester 
Thirty-seven miles from Charles~on on the rai line, the town of Dorchester 
was firs;: known as Lick-Pot, then Elrnsville, Ross~ Ross' Turn Out, or Ross 
Station (for the early tavern owuer). The:::-e was a steam saw mill at Elmsville in 
1856. In 1892 Ross Station was a thri wit.h five 
stores and a physician. There was a naval stores manufacture~~ R~ L. Farrel and 
Company, and tw<:J sa\'.'mills, J. W. Johnso::: and T. ~r. VJharton~ Seventeen farrners in 
the area collected their mail at Ross. The to~~ of Rosses was incorporated in 
1892~ with its boundary the t:ypical half-mile radius arou:1d ·the depot. 
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By 1905 the tow:-:: was known as r.>:;rchester. The;n:? were two 
and three s t-or.;=s. f ar:rv?rs 




the ear twentieth century 1 
J. OrLznd 1 who also built 
farming in other rai.lroad 
ente·rr•ri.se called Albema!Cle Farm 
the sti 11 and store weL'e 
milL Wi i:h the cot ton gin and 
s.ections, a Nort-h 
near Dorchester. 
Carolina group 
Th<2 company began 
c.t 
tomatoes, beansr Irish to:natoes and othc:,r cr:ops for and The 
business soon went into bankruptcy( a vic-tim <>f late f:rostH and the 
tchat allowed Florida to take ov-er t~he industry# i 
Survey data: Dorchester remai:>s- a very oroall town, Because Highway 78 and the rail 
linE! run very cl;)Se together here 1 the town's layout is linear, with the typical local 
z-oad (Railway Avenue) at the far side of the track parallel tc the main highl!fay 
(Highway 78). Thw depot stood between the track and Railway Avenue; a row of histor~c 
:;;-t';"sidi:mces and stores lines Oflf" sidtS; of each road, 13 gurv-ey sites in Dorchestet" are 
numbered 2t9<JD2!, 2190073, 2190076, 77, ?B: 21901HI: 1 B9, 1/0; 2190700 1 701, 70::L Then:e 
are 24 survey properties in the vicinity of Dorchester. 
Pregnall 
The 41-milt?: station step on the railway line was first 
later "Rumphto-wu." In 1855 David Gavin remarked that 
loading t:..trpentine barrels on the cars at 41 Turnout. As 
a turpent.ine distillery at the rail about halfway 
today's PregnalL 
called "41 Mile," 
"Tar Bill" Harley 






The original Pregnall was a village about a mil~ south of the railroad£ located 
where Millpond Branch crosses Smoak Road, one of the earliest roads i.n the 
county, Mills' At.li!Ji! shows "Col, Rumph" and a church in this area, The land 
east of Indian Field Swamp provided excellent pine timber, and a vast tract of it 
was acquired for railroad construction in the early 1830s. In 1871 the railroad 
company laid out a small town at Pregnall$ donating two lots for a Methodist 
Church, which was built in 1873~ 
In 1880 the Census reported a population of 89 at "Rumphtown." In 1885 
construction began on the Eutawville Railroad, a short-line from the South 
Carolina Railroad north from 41 Mile. Rmnphtown prospered with the additional 
rail activity~ In 1890 s. D. Rumph's general merchandise store and William M. 
Knight's sawmill were both located here. To the south, at Pregnalls, were three 
general merchandise stores, S. L. R~~ph's sawmill, and D. A~ Warner and C9IDpany, 
naval stores (Warner's large la:>d holdings in the area of Pregnalls and Byrds 
included David Gavin's former Texas Plantation!. 
In 1905 Pregnall{s) was the name of the village at the railroad junction, with a 
population of 100. The Sta:t;:_e Ga.z:et tEtg reported two general stores at Pregnall 1 
and twenty area farmers who used the Pregnall post office. The first Pregnall had 
been abandoned except the church and a school, and the Rumph town name was lost. 
In 1914 the new Pregnalls was chartered as a town, with a population of 100~ 
Su:tTOGnded by the ?regnall Forest {know; as Brosnan Forest}, where farm 
~racts have grown up in timber s.:;.r:ce before 1930, the Town of Pregna.Ll.. has 
disappeared a Hi 
Survey datat texas P)antatJ.on, Site #H0l019; Pregnall Forest, Sit-e #2191097; Pregnall 
School and Methodist Church cemetery, Site #2:9DiC6, 
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( sarlier k:novm ' Statiorq a crossroads miles 
from Charleston on the railroad line. the of 
every five ot· six miles. had been followedt would 
station town. fiowever, the station at: St. 
have beccr·ne 
two miles 
away, the town#s In 1905 w. S~ 
store at Byrdst but it never g:rew into ct conLtttercial 
Brownlee kept 21 
" 
Stu:v<:y daU$ Four pt·opert:.ic:s were su:tv¢yed ttt Byrds 1 fhtes #44-C00£1 through 440005 7. 
There are u:in& s-tn:vey :sites in t::h0 vicinity of Byrds. 
St. George 
miles from Charleston on t~he line, St. George developed on 
land owned by Jrunes: George { 1799--1867), who is said to have a small store 
as U510. Mills~ ~(!-~ shov.-rs at about the location of 's 
Georae: the of Quaker Road and Second Texas Road. Although this 
was between the station of and James 
gave a lot for a railroad depot. A village grew up known as ''George's Turr::.out. 11 
The first church to be established was St. Methodist. James 
donated an acre of land to the congregation. which built a sanctuary in 1857. 
When the tow~ was first incorporated (1875) it was as George's Station. It was 
incorporated aqain in 1890 as the Tow~ of St. •s, a name chosen to reflect 
the location in St L Geor9e? a Dorchester Parish. The town was eventually rena.'ned 
St. George~ In 1898 1 after three elections and a state supreme court case 1 St. 
George was made- county seat of the new Dorchester County. Planning began for a 
county courthouse~ and the cornerstone was laid October 21, 1897. 
St. George had a expansion from 1880 to 1890. According to published 
census tables, the population more than doubled, from 279 residents to 629~ The 
for 1890 reported it as nan interesting 
little placE? T" There were two milliners 1 14 general merchants, two general 
merchandise/drug stores, one general merchant/railroad wood contractor, and one 
general merchant/railroad cross-tie con~ractor; a wheelwright, a livery stable, a 
lawyer/insurance agent, and at least three physicians. Other businesses we:re 
Kizer & Way cotton gin and press, P. YL Risher grist mill, and stokes & Smith 
naval stores. In 1891 members of (Old) St. George Baptist Church who lived in 
town organized Memorial Baptist Church, and St. George Methodist Church was 
enlarged the same year. 
Designation as county seat increased St~ George's importance as a population and 
commercial center. In 1900 there were 576 residents in St. George, 20% of the 
total population of George Township. In about 1899, the Bank of Dorchester had 
become the first banking institution in town. 1908 there were two banks {Bank 
of Dorchester and Bank of St. George}, a cotton seed oil mill, and "many" 
commercial buildings. Businesses included L. M. Badh~~~ brick ~aker and builder; 
S. M. Woodruff, builder; R. F. Collier( general store and sawmill; N~ G~ Leonard, 
general store and sawmill; and Kizer & Wayrs cotton gin and grist mill. There 
were ele'-"'en general stores! three grocera, 3 milliners, two hotels, a bot:.ling 
plant, and a wagon works. The populat.:..on was served by two newspapers t six 
physicians~ two dentists, and a handft:l of several hundred rural 
residents collected their mail at St. George. ~he pace of growth was noted by 
Ths:. Stat~ newspaper in 1908: five brick ston!!'s had been built since the previo'..lS 
year, and three more sto:.-es 1 a bank and a three-story hotel were unde-rway. The 
town had built concrete sidewalks, and surfaced Hain Street with rcckw 
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St. 's Main Street {Parler in 1926. In 197 
tii.ghway 78 {Memorial Boule-vard} \\'as in each direction. 
These public works ::::ould not prever~t the impact of the Great 
on farmers and businesses. In 1932 the Dox.·chester Banking 
w.i th People's National Bank of Charleston. Before the decade r 
Abbott F s Brick Yard, at the north side of town beside the Dorchest-er Cotton Oil 
M.ill_, also closed. There ;,v-Eu::e also new busir:ess investments in St. George 
the 1930s.. Dr. A~ R~ Johnston constructed a Hain Street building for lease 
Wimberly"s Market in 1934~ The next J. H. Bryant; Jr. 1 bought the uold 
Rowell place" on Highway 15, house for a tourist home~ 
build 10 tourist cabins and a Gul:f station. Also in 1935 the Whetsel 
brothers opened a Shell Service Station. 
By 1939 St. had a population of 1,9]8 (1,025- white), still predominately 
.involved in farming and lw:nber. With the intersection of Bighways 78 and 15 in 
the heart of town 1 hotels, tour: ist homes and gas stations v.~ere flourishing. 
Between 1952 and 1954 t>iorth Parler Avenue (Highway 15) was widened from "a narrow 
crooked street, a considerable bottleneck for heavy traffic, into a beautift:l 
thoroughfare." The project removed :;: ' from the buildings on the east side of 
the main business block and replacing it at the rear; buildings in othe-r blacks 
along the highway were rolled back on their lots. The road was then widened f~om 
two traffic lanes to four lanes, ~·i th paz: king on both sides. Telephone and power 
lines were moved to the rea:: of the blacks, and new street lights installed. 
The first school in St. George is said to have been a private school that began 
in the 1850s on a site north of town near St ~ James Cemetery. ~rhe first white 
free school was in a one-room building on the corner of George and Whitridg12 
Streets. In 1890 George's Graded Institute for Male and Female was described as 
a 11 fine graded school." Eventually Captain William Minus built a wood building 
on Raysor Street for purchase by the school district, a four-roorr. graded school 
with second floor auditorium. In 1907 a combined grammar/high school was built 
on the same lot, and the wood building moved across town to be used by black 
pupils. In 1927 a new high school was built adjacent to the grammar school. In 
1957 the present St. George High School opened; the 1927 high school became a 
grammar school; and the 1907 grammar school was d~uolished~ 
'I'he school that was moved to become a black gra1n1na~ school in 1907 was known as 
Greenleaf School. !n 1925 it was replaced by a Rosenwald school and late:c 
renamed Williams Nemorial School. ::t b-ecame an accredited high school 1 and 
operated until the 1957 St. George High opened. Williams Middle School, although 
not at the original site 1 retains the 1iJilliarns name~ H 
Survey data: Unlike mar.y county seats, St. George does not have a "courthouse square.·' 
The town's layout, w.tth commercial dist.nct, scattered ct:u:rches, and residential 
neighborhoods, had been established wvll Detore its designation as the seat of 
Dorchester County. The present Dorchest-er County Courthous(; was bt:.ilt. in 1964. 
There are 186 survey sites ir. St. George. 22 residences were built before 1900, and 
156 after 1900. Notable properties at!? James George's house, S.tte #400735; Memorial 
Baptist Church, Site R'4400030, whe:r:e he is bur:ted; St. George Methodist Chlll:>:::h, Site 
#4400738; Harmony Nasotic Lodge 1 Site #4400735; St. Geo1~ge Eigh 3chooL 3lte #4-400804; 
and Greenleaf school 1 Site #440075C. 
Com.mercial buildings en the east side of Parler Avenue a:~ered in the 1950s include 
S:Ltes #4400798 and 4?00799, Com:nercial building:; at the opposite side o( Parler Avenue 
retain histoYic facades, several of them obscured by false froTJtst Sites #,;:40C790 
through 4400795. As a result of the l:ll.gh·v~ay 15 ::cewidenir:g, the St. Geo:rge Southern 
Railway Depot was replaced by a simple gable roofed buildi.ng with asbestos siding. 
This 1954 depot was later relocated and OR:came a fish camp {at. Walters Pond, near 
Grever). The freight platform remains, Site #4400?84. 
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Reevesville 
miles from C-har~~cston 
been s~ttled n~ar a 
s:hO'N'TI on Mills' 
line: F-tf:'eve.sville- 1.9 said to have 
1793, The path, wh.1cb is 
the toast side of Cattle Creek, 
became today's Independent School Road. 
route: from the north they were Clarkr 
church which is probably ,ReevE:erville 
Mills shov;ed se!f?v-mu:::·al residents on "this 
Mooref and two Reeves~ Be also shows a 
Church~ Harkers 1 n the church 
cemetery bear dat.es as as !836. 
In 1855 the railroad station ;.;as: called "Reeves, u but. when the town was first 
incorporated i.n 1875, it was as "'ReevesvillE:~" Like many small towns, its 
boundary was a circle one mile in diamet.er, centered around the railroad dE.:pot. 
Reevesville was in 1891, its boundary and r-eceived a 
new charter in 1905. 
Reeves' Station became a preaching point on the St, George Met-hodist Circuit in 
1872. The South carolina Railroad Company donated a lot "in the town of Re~ves" 
to the Trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church and in 1874 Reevesville 
Me;thodist Church was established. In 1879 there were two cotton gins in Koger 
Township, probably both at :Reevesville. In 1890 the town had five general 
merchants in Reevesvill~; a boarding house (Mrs. Samuel Griffith); E~ w. 
Scriven"s sawmill, and W. F. Street's grist mill and cotton gin. Twe-nty~three­
farmers in the surrounding area collected their mail here. 
Reevesville was the principal town in Koger Townshipt which was bounded by the 
Edisto River and Polk Swarnp The population of this area expanded rapidly 
between 1890 and 1900, from 1,574 to 2,27tL The town grew at a slower rate, 
increasing 26% from 1890 to a population of 137 in 1900. By 1905 Reevesville 
reported 165 residents. Businesses included nine general st.ores 1 Kizer • s sawmill 
and gin, and Dr. A. B. Johnston, physician and druggistw The post office served 
townspeople and also 139 area farmers, almost 2D% of them African-American. In 
1924 there were a bank, several stores, a school, and C. P# Rigby's cotton gin. 4 ~ 
Survey data: Just east of Reevesville, 8ighway 78 (Johnston Avenue) arcs above t.he 
railroad line, joit.ing it again at Derange. Because of the presence of this primary 
road several blocks away from the rail line 1 Reevesville is not laid out as a standard 
railroad town. The streets parallel to the track (Railroad Avenue and Reeves Street) 
are lined with residences and businesses, Eowever, these are not highway routes, and 
the town is not completely centered on them. Bistoric residences and businesses also 
face Rigby S't:reet and Main Street, which both c-onnect Highway 78 to the railroad. 
There are 35 survey sites in Reevesville, 22 of them residences, See Sites #4200903 
through 42009-12 and #4200940 through 42C0963. Notable propert1-es 1-nclude Reevesville 
Methodist Church Cemetery, Site #4200905; Bank of Reev-esville 1 Site #4200957; arid 
Reevesville School, Site #4200946. 
There are 36 survey site~ in the vicinity of Reevesville. 
Do range 
Four miles from the center of Reevesville, the community of Dorange straddles the 
line between Dorchester and Orangeburg counties. The two names were combined as 
"Dorange." There have been a general store and Sa.i.·rmill, a railroad stop, 
and a school at Dorange. Twentieth centurv tar produc2rs along the Edisto River 
found the Derange Station to be convenient for shipping; as it is closer to the 
river than Reevesvil~e? 41 
Surve-y datat Two residences were surveyed at Dcra:1ge 1 S:.tes #4200923 and 4200924. 
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le g:ce:w up around_ of the 
Ntu:-thern R~ai 1 road ovet" the 
early poEt office here wa2> "Ridell" a name tha::. 
aa:LEEspurt;er, the name shown on ~tills' Atl4L:i?. at 
town~ The town was as 
circlE! one-half mile in radius from the 
a 
and one hundr'ed area fanner·e 
one store/ 
1885 Charlest::on, Sumter an.-::: 
l7B) . The 
may have t:ome from Riddle 
about T.he location of ':0 
in 1893, with its boundary a 
G. 
1900 the Town of 
was almost 300, 
Office. Tht?rE? were fr.;,ur 
EHgllt•On} 1 one physician, 
Harleyville' ts first sa'Wmill, owned Jim was at the location 
cf First Baptist Church on Main Street { Highwa}' 178) several block.s from the 
railroad. A later sawmill and cotton three Currie brothers who 
moved to Harleyville in the late 1920s, stood beside the railroad~ In the 
1940s was a ·"small trading center for surrounding farms that produce 
it!Uch a vat:iety of px:oducts that are almost self-sustaining. a 
Harleyville~ a early churche:z; were placed at" either end of the small residential~ 
commercial district along Highway 178 (Main Street). Adjacent to the railroad 
track, Westbury's: general merchandise and dry goods store was augmented by 
Westbury' 2 Hardwar>l'. Between this corr.:nereial block and the railroad "'ten:? a fish 
store, which also sold icet and a corner cafe~ The one-st.ory Harley•;ille Depot, 
built in the typical style of Atlant_ic Coast Line Railroad df::!pots, was demolished 
in 1947. The to'V."l1 also had a two-story brick hotel which faced the railroad 
north of l"lain Stx:eet. u 
Survey data: 39- p1:operties were surveyed in Harleyville, 31 of them residences. See 
Sites #2190662, 663; 2190665,666, 667, 66E, 669; 2190671 through 2190689. Notable 
properties include Harleyvill-e School, Bite #2190666; Harleyville Post Office, Site 
#2190676.01; and the Westbury aui1ding, Site #2190684. 
27 properties (ll of them churches and cemeteries} Vhi!re surveyed in the vicinity of 
Harleyville. 
Rosinville 
Rosinville is a crossroads community at the junction of U. S~ Highways !5 and 
178. Its n&~e suggests the importance of turpentine in upper Dorchester County. 
Mills 1 AtlM shows '~Carr's Tavern" just west of today'"s Rosinville, and HighlJ.•ay 
15, the continuation of Quaker Road, as a modest north-south road crossing the 
Orangeburg Road. Beginning in 1927, U. S. 15 (Lafayette Highway) was widened and 
straightened through Four Holes Swamp. With increased traffic came new 
businesses to Rosinville. Three gas stations and a small restaurant were 
constructed around the intersection.(~ 
Survey data: No survey propert1.es are at Rosinville, 
highway intersection date to the 1940s. 
The present store-s at the 
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Grover 
::Zrover is a crossroads at the of Wire Road and J. 8. 
15, six miles south of St. George on the rortte to Walterboro. As as 1782 
william l-1urray moved from Cl:.arleston to settle in this area. First. known as 
Mu;cray' s Crossroads, Grover because of the and road system that 
became Highway 15 South. Mills' lt;_l~.€3. shows #Raysor's Tavern'~ at the s:o1.1th side 
of the Edisto Riv~?r, te Grover Methodist Church. Before 1856 Raysor's 
Bridge was in use 1 connecting with :Fted Bank Road which ran sout.h to Walterboro. 
The community was incorpo.rated as t.h0 Town o:!: Grover in 1892. 
were set as a one-half mile t-adius "from the ce:mter of the 
between the residences of w ~ D. Gaskins and J ~ W. C.. Cattady." 
were two general stores at Grover r one of them operated by 
Its boundaries 






Shuler, one by Jane Gaskins; a blacksmith, and the 
Seventy-six area farmers used the Grover post office. By 1928 there we.re a 
mill and two general merchandise stores, one of them housing the post office, 
church (Grover Methodist), and a school in Grover.•s 
Survey data: Six sites w-ere surveyed at -Gr-over, Sites #2120:126, 127, US; 21.21031, 
2121035, 1036. Interesting properties include the Grover School, Site #2120127, and 
Utsey's Service Staticni Site #2121035. In the vicinity of Grover are JO survey sites 





Dorchester County has been settled for mere than 300 yea:=s. Until 1940 mor-e than 
half the county's population lived on farms, and nearly all rural properties 
historically had multiple barns and outbuildings~ Yet, as the tables in the 
uEvaluation of Survey Data" show, over half of the properties inventoried for the 
Dorchester County Historic Resources Survey were built in the twentieth century. 
Most sites are in to~1s, and the great majority are single family residences. 
The diverge-nce of the built eavironxnent from the historical record car.. be 
explained in several ways. The structures most: likely to be retained and reused 
are well-built houses on town lots. Most Dorchester County farms were small 1 and 
many farmers struggled to earn a living~ Their houses were badly built and 
uncomfortable. Such dwelliligs were abandoned when the faJnily moved away, then 
lost to fire or demolition. Even on farmsteads that remain active, as domestic 
and agricultural outbuildings became obsolete they were lost or removed from the 
landscape. 
In favorable locations that have been used for generations, 
churches, stores§ and houses have been replaced at least once. 
most bridges, 
Whether removed 
for new construction or destroyed by 'fire or flood, the earliest 
succeeded by later edific-es, which !nay now be historic in their own right. 
were 
Finally, some of th>-2 IT.ost t.-hemes in Dorchester County's history; t:.ar, 
turpentine, timber; co::.t:on, r1.ce-, ca:.tle; 7::Grries and :eft few 
visible records in above-ground historic resources. These aspects of the past 
are retaine<-"i in memories and folkways. -:;:radii ional ac:tivities :Lif:.e hunting deer 
through the !'or est, rice on t.he table 1 the 
syrup boiler 1 and attending camp meetlng are all part of the of 
historic cultural resources in Dorchester County~ 
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APPENDIXt ARCHITECTS 1 ENGINEERS AND LDERS 
A£tCHITECTS 
t\li'NY 1\Y<itJ:JI of 
1913, Morris Mimrow Ar.·ca"'"'· S-tore 1 Office and Theatre, Main Street" Summer;rille 
( 1920s) 
1939, e Public School (Site #491 0879) 
!l!ltlll:Y~-"~-.fl\!D~.<it:!'l of Charleston and Surnrnervi 
1915, Timrod Library, sr.nnmerville (Site #4960309) 
1921-23, Parish House (Ambler Hall), So. Pauls Episcopal Church, Summerville 
(Site #4960469.02) 
1933-34, renovations for Elizabeth Ard<m, summerville (Site #4960459) 
of Florence'* 
1953, Reevesville Ele-Jnentary School 
1953, St. George Element,ucy and !ligh School 
W ~~~EL~ .. -.J1~_flgjy§!~<I:r2._ of Char lc±stons 
1977 1 enlargemt1nt of St~ Paul's Church, Sum..'Tlerv-ille (Site #4960469) 
of Columbia' 
1937, Dorchester County Hospital (County Office Building), Surrunerville (Site #·4960561) 
1924, Surrmerville High School ( School} (Site #4960527) 
of Colu.mbia7 
1900, Southern Railway Passenger Depot, Sumrnerville (demolished) 
1906, Robert W. Parsons Residence (Woodlands Inn, Summerville) (Site #4960600) 
John .P~,N:g.<;.\?QJller of Charleston8 
1925-26, Summerville Club Clubhouse (Site #4960486) 
1926, Carolina Inn, Sununervi:!.le (demolished, 1970} 
1928, Hotel, Summerville (Site #4960166?) 
Preacher ang Holman of Augusta9 
1909, John M. Clark Residence and J. Frank Clark Residence, Summerville 
John E. Wells and Robert E. Dalton, The South Carolina A.rchitects, 1BS5-1935_!__~ __ ]j,~_sl 
~.~ory (Richmond VA: New South Architectural Press, 1992}, p. 3, 
IbiQ, p. 12-13. Plaque, ~nightsville School. 
Vestry Minutes, St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Summerville. Wells and Dalton 1 fi±:s::J1.~£.il 1 p. 21. 
~~lL~~LQQJJ.rifi, 4/28/35. 
News ttf)d Courier:, 12/6/5.3. 
Thomas. f'.l;:Qj;_es.t§:1JJ .. ....&P_i.£S:.Q.2.~.t_(_b.v.;;-ch, p. 424. 
Wells and Dalton, Architects, p, 97. !!gws and._('o9rie.r,. 2/22/43. 
Wells and Dalton, h.rch:tt~.ts, pp. 125-..<26. 
Ibid, p. 131. 








Schocl, St.- George; 1908t School, St. George 
Dr~ J. B~ Johnston Residencer St~ George 
Masoni.c St. George (S-ite #-'440078 ) 
C~ E. \rorz.Lehe Store, ResidencE.:, and O!:ficet Et. George 
1926) 
with US Treasury Dept. 18:16-44; 
1937, Post Office 1 Summerville (Site #4960324) 
architect 1933-1944 11 
S--'--i,mQJlS.~~IDJ..tJ~r: ( s. Lewis Simons and Frank P. Huger} of Charleston12 
1889, Summerville Hotel 
1890, W .. H ~ Richardson Hall Building, Surr-n1erville ( Town Hall) 
of Columbia13 
1926, St. George High School (Site #4400804) 
(Charles Coker VJilson and William A. Edwards) of ColuJnbia 14 
1897, Church 1 Summerville 
1919, St. George Methodist Church and Sunday School ( #4400788) 
!:l9.b!:L_.tt, Wo_Q..sj, hotel architect ot Ne"'-" YorklS 
Pine Forest Inn 1 Summerville (demolished l950) 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 
( E!!-nployed Wl th Civil ian Conservation Corps} 7 
1934 1 Givhans Ferry State Park \Si':e #3201C02} 
ENGINEERS 
Construction Engineer of NY1 8 
Edisto - Goose Creek Tunnel (Site #3201002.05) 
Wells and Dalton, Archi,:t,e:;;ts, p. 
illJ1, PP· 161-62. 
.Jllil!' p. 163. 
I.i>iQ, p. 188. 
;[\;id, p. 212. 
Il:lM\, p. 218. NeW"s and Courier, 
Wells and Dalton, bJ:~cj}j_J~J? C t S r 







These are builders cited or: Lemttmbered as ful.l 
men in Dorchester County have bu:il t, houses 
Builders of th!ftir own homes who were not:_ 




themselvf?-s ol- relativ-es y 
builder.'s are cited on thE! 
.;L,~J:Illl;l~ 
1927, St~ School (Site #4400804) 
Al~d.J£r_1lt:,aib [Jr. J 1 ccntractor/buildet" of Suitunet.-v llle-1 
1884, 311 MagnoLia Stq Summerville {Si_te #4960239) 
1891, 208 Swnter St., Summerville (Site #4960459) 
1891, Pine Forest Inn 1 $Q~erville 
1895r Summerville Church {Site #4960408) 
of 
Anchor Corporation alumina 
J~1n_K~ of Harleyville 
residences, sites #2190663, 2190673, 2190689, 2190692, 2190697, 2190698 
of Sum:tnerville21 
1923-24, St. Pauls Episcopal Church Parish House (Site #4960469,02) 
lt~DOJJSl!J.<:LJ::onStLt!l'Y.0~'1-G9ITi'!U!Y of Atlanta, GA22 
1928-29, Jahnz Section of Edisto-Gcose Creek Tunnel 
J:,.~~~YJ-"J;S\-Y23 
1927, store building for A, C. Minus, St. George 
li§;U~:::LQliV~;L:( of Summerville24 
1888, 114 Rutherford St. (his own residence), Summerville (Site #4960440) 
1901, Transportation Building and 11achinery Hall, Interstate and West Indian 
Exposition (Charleston) 
Schumacher, contractor/builder of Summerville25 
F. Dauer's residence and store, Summerville 
S irruno~_.,.iL.. 
Bethel AME Church, Summerville (Site #4960366) 
FQster 1 Beth's Pinel~lla~, pp. 106, 126, 132. Kwist, Por~RQ?ker, p. 52. 
~~~it .. k9Jlh_~_:t:, 6/19 I 4 3 . 
Vestry minutes, St. Paul's Episcopa1. Ch"o.n:ch. J. J. Harmon, frank H. Lee { Norman A, Lee, John 
Middleton, John Russell and Stall & Welch are builders li$ted in a Bus~s~,ess Dir&ctory in 
"Summerville, S.C." (Charlotte: Queer.. City Printer:s 1 ca. 1910). 
News and Courier, 6/1311941. 
l2QJ:gj)es ~-~sg_l,_~ , 3 / 2 4 J 2 7 • 
Foster, !)eth's__pj,_neland Vil~~~' p. 109. 
tionr p. 135, 
Foster, .BetJl...:..?1tne,tand V:f1 ~~·" p. 131, 
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PERIODICALS 
S::J>.rolQ.ffiL<;;. 
Qorche<;J;~I'L .. J::-'!.9le. 
"New high school building n.earing completion" 2/10/27. 
"The City Market to erect new brick store building" 3/24/27. 
"Rosinville's rapid growth due to Lafayette lhghway',. 9/22/27. 
"Rosinville community takes another b:.tg step" l/.:.9/28. 
"Road work in Dorchester making great progress" ~/£6/28. 
"St. George 'Bo\llevard' to be hard surfaced in 19-28" ~/23/28. 
"Paving of Highway 27 .•. " 4/5/28. 
"The demonstration forest at Pregnall" 7/5/28. 
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"New store room on Main Street" 12/13/34. 
"Bolly Inn is now open for season" lil0/35. 
"Summerville to have modern picture house" /35 
"New tourixt home and service station" 3/:.:35. 
''Shell se-rvict? station to open here'' 3/'7 /35. 
(Charleston) 
(Charleston) 
"The Negro in Carolina'' 1/5/1881. 
''A colored camp meeting" 4/28/1885, 
"Review of two centuries. Old Dorchester Church and its successors" 12/16 I 1895. 
"Dorchester people are pleased with highways which make fine system" 5/5/26. 
usulttfOOrville's charms in spring are alluring'' 3/22/:31. 
"Ex-senator Newberry buys Smnmer'ifille golf course" 4/17/31. 
"St. George power plant proposed'' S/1131. 
•tRichardson wins at Summerville" S./14/31. 
"Pine Forest Inn to 00 sold at public auctior," 9/9/31. 
"State at last takes action to conserve her forests" 11/15/31. 
''Cane grinding time" 11/25/34. 
"Pine Forest Inn begins new life" 12/23/34. 
"'18 towers make tree fire finding suuple" 1/7/35. 
"Summerville ll'ree Library grows from reading club" 2 I 3135. 
"Edisto CCC camp wins top honors" 2/24/35. 
"Maker of beautiful women [El1zabeth A:cden; fascinated by Summerville" 4/28/35. 
''Good highways and trucks revolutionize lumber trade" 9 I 1135. 
"Dorchester man [J. w. Ackerman} is candy make.t" 11/17/35, 
"One man ['I'. W. Salisburyj gu1.des four big industries'' 8/13/35. 
"Thousands of azaleas sold each year at S!lmtnerville" 10/21/35. 
"Park at Givhans nearly complete" 1/6/36, 
"Bacon's Bridge, •. " 8/24/36. 
"St. Geor-ge today dedicates church" 10/11/36. 
"Edisto aqueduct nearly half done" 10/24/36. 
"Lowcountry WPA work is reviewed" l/3/37. 
"Wallace Irwins buy a residence. Writers purchase hotne in Stur.merville" 3/7/37, 
*'Pulp mill soon to be operating" 4/4/37. 
"Sketch of Summerville" 4/18/37. 
"Engineers to see Edisto aqueduct" 4/25/37. 
"First wood pulp made at plant" 5/31/37. 
'~Edisto's water put into tunnel" 6/1/37. 
1'Water of Edisto now in reservoir" 6/9/37. 
"Dorchester Hospital at Summerville opens Tuesday'' 11/28!37. 
"Hospital opens at Sum.'nerville" 12/1/37 
"Su:mmerville's n£-w post office opens Tuesday" 5/23/3-8. 
"Do You Know Your South Carolina? St. George" 6/')J;./,)9, 
"Four WPA years in S. C. reviewed" 4/14/40. 
"WPA summarized Charleston work" 5/5/40. 
"Big program saves s. C. forests" 8/25/40. 
"Do You Know Your South Carolina? Dairy Ir.dustry" 9/2/40. 
"Pregnall 'Cathedral Forest' shows prc-f~ts in pine trees" 12/15/40, 
"Grant for Mateeba Gardens dated 1675" 12/2/41. 
''Miles of pipe carry city water" 12/2/41. 
''Summerville for 190 years has been a surnmer retreat" 12/2:/41. 
"Do You Knew Your LO'WCountry? Dorchester Coun':::y Bospi::al" 2/22/43. 
"Alumina plant contract lS sig:ne::l" 6/19/43. 
"Fire loss [Squirrel Inn} taken at Sumruerville" 12/23/42. 
"WPA recounts public works" 4/27/43. 
"Boarding school will occupy P:tne fores~ lr.n" 5/9/44, 
"Do You Knew Your South Carolina? ?ubL.c parks :Jp.;>rated by the state" 2/25/46. 
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huyi.ng act::_vity,,,'' 5 1 26/46, 
"Eii9'h calc:j_um m.a:rl mined at Harleyville" /l.l/47. 
'"'Sunmt>!1rville sta;vp 1:actory plans to double ptt>ducticn" 3/2/47, 
"Barrel stave plant'' 6/15/47, 
"New pax'sonag.s- (Mt. Zion Baptist) is dcdieated nee:r St. George'' :~:27/4-9. 
"'Elegant Badham mansion renovati?d" 4/1!/49. 
"Noted Sum."!lervill& inn f Pine l!'o:rest} being torn down,. 7/50, 
"Education advantagez told in old St, George Pamphlet'' 917 
"fiarl~yvi.lle cement plant $iZe and capacity doubled" 9/7/52. 
"Do Yon Know Your south Carolina? lUdgevillB- Bapt.ht Chun:::h" 12/tL52. 
"Dairying ... in Dorchester County" 11/S/53. 
"Dorchester school equalization is tH!Ht:t" 12/tL-53, 
"litew railroad station :replac~s old one at St. George" 4/24/5-4. 
11St. George's Miiifl Street b<:!fo.re and after'' S/23/54, 
"Railroad terminal remodeled at Sumr.lerville." 11/23/5-6. 
"Ridgeville church plans Homecoming Day tomorrow" 5/4/57, 
"Dorchester lost valuable historic relic on September 25" 10/.26/58 . 
...,.Kidnapped cannon on way home" 11 I 2 2/58 . 
"Dairi-es dethr·one cottott'1 4/26/59. 
"Old war cannon given to Guard" 7/.Z0/59. 
"Summ.erville Town Ball now a home'"' 7/10/6l 
''Badham Souse recalls past era'' lZ/21/64. 
"Agriculture is important to Oorchestif!r County eCol:Jomy" 10/10/66. 
"Wisteria Inn destroyed by fire" 1/ltl/70. 
"Old Summerville landmark gives way for subdivision'' 7/B/71. 
"Arden House" 3/26/72. 
HSmr.merville Monticello link to past" 1/4/7.). 
Tll!iLli:t<it~ (Columbia) . 
"Dorchest~r Court !louse. The cornerstone lald yesterday" 10/22/1897, 
"Dorchester is legally a county" 1/lB:/1890, 
"Progress noted at St. George'' S:/4/1908. 
Summerville ~~e· 
Centennial Edition, J./21/47. 
"Days of Carolina Inn numbered" 2/10/66. 
"'l'own offers land for sale" 3/3/66. 
"Carolina Inn is being torn down" 4/? /66. 
1'Town extending street to land it wants to sell" 7/2!3}66. 
"Old landmark [Wisteria Inn] destroyed" 1/22/70, 
"New Summerville Baptist Church" 4/15/71. 
"The Bishop Pengelley Memorial Chapel" ll/22 /? 2, 
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11. PROPERTIES IN T!IE SURVEY AREA TIIAT ARE LISTED Ill THE IIAT!OliAL 







Cypress MGrthodi st 
Indian Field Methodis1:- Campgru...;nd 
Mid.dleton Place NHL 
Old Dorchester 
4960008 Surnmervillt£1 Historic Di:;;trict 
4910871 t--lhit.e Meetihg House Ruin & Cemetery"' 






••83003831 A$hley River Road {SE of SC 165) Summerville vicinity 
"'"'93001514 River Historic Dist.rict Sumrnervi1le vicinity 
**The saro has not assigned sc Stttttawide surv.Yy site nurnOO:rs to th!:l!se National 
Regi;r;te~"-list<ed properties. The number shown is the National 1\(?gister Information 
System {NRIS} reference assigned by the Nat~onal Park s~rvic~. 
For eight National sites, 23 Site Cards were c:ompleted~ Cards 
were not prepared for Ashley River Road or the Historic Districts~ The Ashley 
River Historic District includes several contributing properties in Dorchester 
County: Middleton Place, Old Dorchester and The Laurels (Site #4910106). The 
north boundar~t of the district is Bacons Bridge (Site #4911095). 
There are 323 survey sites inside the Swnrne:t:ville Historic District~ 
buildings marked .. 1940s" on the district map were built between 1941 
and retain architectural 
12. EVALUATION OF SURVEY DATA 
Survey sites are located on 21 USGS Topogt·aphic Quadrangles. 
Bowman 050 2 
Branchville South 053 0 
Clubhouse Crossroads 103 9 
Cottageville 112 l 
Grover 212 31 
Harleyville 219 88 
Holly Hill 233 l 
Jacksonboro 248 1 
Ladson 276 0 
Maple Cane Swamp 320 25 
Osborn. 378 3 
Pringletow-n 410 11 
Ravenel 417 3 
Reevesville 420 78 
Ridgev:clle 429 92 
St. George 440 263 
St. George sw 441 0 
Sandridge ~54 ,, v 
Stallsville 491 59 
summerville 496 485 






the 1186 survey sites, 
sites outside tovms is 
769 ar~ located within 
Sum~erville (incorporated) 
Summerville vicinity 
Ridgeville ( i 
Ridgeville vicinity 
St. George (incorporat~d) 





Jedburg and vicinity 
Knightsville and vicinity 
Cooks Crossroads vicinity 
Delemars Crossroads vicinity 
Clubhouse Crossroads 
Grover and vicinity 
Givhans and vicinity 
Dorchester and vicinity 
Pregnall and vicinity 
Byrds and vicinity 
Badham and vicinity 
Dorange and vicinity 
Rosinville vicinity 
Total 
Single Family Residence (SFR) 
SFR/also inn 





















































































































14:!0 Senate Htreet, P.O. Bot 11,669. Columbia, South Carolina 2!121! ('!0:}) 7:ll-~577 
State Records (80:l) 734-7»14; Lo<al Records (80:!) 7:!4-7917 
DORCHESTER COUNTY SURVEY 
NATIONAL REGISTER EVALliATIONS 
··=· == ·======---· 
PROPERTII'~S DETERMINED ELIGIBLE FOR LISTING IN THE :'\ATIONAL REGISTER 
OF HISTORiC PLACES 
The following determinations are based on evaluations the Dorchester County Survey by 
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) of the Department of Archives and 
History. It is the opinion of the SHPO that the properties meet, with the exception of those 
found worthy of further investigation, the eligibility criteria for inclusion in the National 
Regist.er of Historic Places. These determinations are based on the present architectural 
integrity and available historical information for the properties inciuded in the Dorchester 
County Survey. Properties may be removed from or added to this list if changes are made 
that affect a property's physical integrity. Historical information that is brought to the 
attention of the National Register specialist confirming or denying a property's historic 
significance may also affect a property's eligibility status. The process of identifying and 
evaluating historic properties is never complete. ·ne SHPO encourages readers of this 
report to alert the National Register specialist to properties that may have been omitted 
during this evaluation. 
National Register field evaluations were conducted by SHPO staff Andrew W. Chandler and 
Virginia M. Dilworth on October 17, 1996, and January 23 and 28, 1997. Evaluations made 
on the first date included eonsultant Sarah Fick of Preservation Consultants, Inc., of 
Charleston. 
PROPERTIES ELIGIBLE l;'OR INDIVIDUAL LISTING IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER 
The SHPO considers the following properties to be eligible for individual listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places. TI1e Dorchester County Survey site number and the 
historic or common name, if known. are given along with the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation (Criterion A, B, or C) and/or Criteria Considerations/Exceptions (indicated with 




Name of Property 
Clayton House 
Badham House, Badham 
Criteria/Area. of Signif. 
C - Architecture 















St. George Methodist Church 
Texas (Deerfield) Plantation (house) 
Stall House (same as Sam Stall House, previously 
determined eligible during J06 review of Trolley 
Road project with original # of 491-0016) 
Jamison-Limehouse House (previously determined 
eligible during 106 review of Trolley Road project 
with original # of 491-0018) 
St. Stephen's Reformed Episcopal Church, 
Summetville 
Old Dorchester County Hospital (determined 
eligible in 1991 before rehabilitation; remains 
eligible for its historic associations despite 










C · An:hit<~cture 
C - Architecture 
a - Religious 
Property 
C - Architecture 
C · Architecture 
A - Agriculture: 
C · Architecture 
C - Architecture 
A - Health/Medicine 
1l1e following complexes or properties with large acreages are considered eligible for the 
National Register: 
219-0096.00 
0096.02 St. Paul's Campground, & Commissary A - Social History, 
C - Architecture 
a- Religious Property. 











Grave of Mary Ford 
- Edisto/Goose Creek TumH:L Jahnz Section Shaft 
Head and Intake 
- Givhans Ferry and Bridge Site 
Francis Beidler Forest (original 1,783 
EXPANSIONS TO EXISTING HISTORIC DISTRICTS 




C - Architectun· & 
Engineering 
- Conservation; 
B - Francis Beidler 
The following expansions/boundary increases an: proposed for the Summerville Historic 
District, listed in the National Register on May 19, 1976. All are being considered under 
Criterion C for Architecture. 
Site# Name of Propertv 
Along the northern boundary of the district. expand across railroad line to include: 
496-0202 117 W. Luke Avenue 
496-0203 131 W. Luke Avenue 
496-0204 139 W. Luke Avenue 
Extend boundmy line northward along Cedar Street to include: 
496-0224 214 N. Cedar Street 
496-0225 208 N. Cedar Street 
496-0226 21! N. Cedar Street 
213 N. Cedar Street 496-0227 
496-0228 
496-0230 
130 lst North Street West (Dunning House) 
123 lst North Street 
75 
4 
Extend the western boundary across Oak to 
496~0582 801 West Richardson rw·""'" 
496~0583 113 Cypress str''"t 
496-0584 116 Oak Street (Prettyman 
496-0585 708 Richardson Avenue 
Along northern boundary of the district, expand across railroad line to include: 
496-0205 100 North Hickory Street 
496-0206 509 West Luke Avenue 
Extend east boundary to other side of South Gum Street to include: 
496-0357 30 I South Gum Street 
496-0303 213 South Gum Sueet 
496-0305 211 South Gum Street 
496-0283 301 East Richardson Avenue 
496-0284 105 South Gum Street 
NOTE: Identification of properties within the current boundaries of the Summerville 
Historic District on the district map and their respective survey cards as contributing 
and noncontributing were made by the consultant and do not necessmily reflect the 
opinion of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) stilff. Also, they do not 
constitute certification for federal income tax crediL<> under the Tax Reform Act of 
1986. 
PROPERTIES WORTHY OF FURTHER ll'o<'YESTIGATION 
The following Jist includes historic properties that are worthy of further investigation. 
Additional information about these properties may qualify or disqualify them for listing in 
the National Register. We encourage property owners or interested citizens to contact the 
National Register staff at the S.C. Department of Archives and History with additional 









Nall)e or Proper:tv 
Pregnall Forest 
Bishop House, l!arle;ville -,icinity 
Bank of Reevesville 
Davis Boarding House, BaJham or between 
Way House, Ridgeville 
George & Reevesville 










St. George Confederate Gates, St. George 
408 North Parler Ave, St. George 
von Lehe House, 108 NW Railroad St. George 
Judy House, 203 May St., St. George 
704 North Parler Ave., St. George 
Minus House, 505 North Parler Ave., St. George 
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13. DATA GAPS 
Dorchester County was surveyed 
inaccessible are included with the 
RnoY.u si teg that \e.'ere 
and Site cardn 
¥li thout phot-ographs were for 
A-lthough Dorchester Cour:~ty farmer-s grew rice into the 1930s, no ricefu?ld 
systems were identified during field wo.::k, Re.'Tinant,s of banks and 
canals probably exist, and ti1.eLt documentation would be valuable~ 
14. COMPILED INVENTORY 
The compiled inventory of sites is a list of all the 
Dorchester County Historic Resources Survey. USGS Map Code 
("Quadff), Site Number, Address and Street 1 Tax Parcel Number, National 
Status ("Nat Reg•~}, Historic Name, Type 1 and Oat~ ( o:r- Circa Date} are provided 
for sach property. The list is attached as Appendix Two to this report. 
15. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This Dorchester County Historic Resources Survey does not include an 
archaeological component. There are probably unrecorded archaeological remains, 
prehistoric or historic, on any tract of land in the South Carolina Lowcou::;try 
( al·though not all should be expected to possess National significance}. 
It is not feasible to unde.rtake a archaeological inventory on the model 
of an abcn,.""e~ground inventory~ so the County and State must be alert to th-e 
potential presence of important cultural remains on any property that is 
proposed for development~ This awareness should Yesult in routine pre-screening 
for areas of sensitivity, so that damage to archaeological resources is avoided 
by early project planning. Further information about archaeological programs is 
available from SHPO and from the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and 
Anthropology (SCIAA). 
* National Register of Historic Places 
frv.-'11ers of properties that have been found eligible for listing in the National 
Register should b,;, notified of this status by the Planning and Zoning Department 
or SHPO~ They should be encouraged to complete the nominations to have the 
properties listed in the National Register. 
* Summerville Historic District 
Fesides recommending that the design review process of the Summerville Hi'storic 
District be extended to the properties proposed for National Register 
eligibility (individual and as district expansions J, the T0\<.'11 of Su.'!'.merville 
should consider the following properties for local landrnark designationr as a 
way of extending protection to sites outside th~ Historic District: 
Sites #4960149, 4960175, 4960255, 4960585. 
* Public Policy 
Every town and cour..ty must protect its cultu~al resources by histori::::: 
sites into account during modernizat.ion and economic development. This ~.eans 
considering preservatlon of historic btnldings when deciding mat"t.ers of land 
use, zoning and development. The first step tcward and revitalizing 
historic resources is to increase public awareness and appreCiat::..on for them~ 
78 
Tourism and -South 
Touri-sm show-s residents that 
ctJosen a:::: destinations 1 and validates 
heritage tourism is its economic stimulus for 
historic 
* Local Historic Dist:t~icts/Landma:::kg 
One benet.i of 
and adaptive, reusa of 
Oorchest.er should a prog-ram to 
and land.111arks o/ The county's landmarks 
districts and sites. Local landmark 





but which are: significant within the ccnte:xt of local 
South Carolina Historic Markers have been at S(tVeral locations :in 
Dorchester County. The and Zoning Depart_.'lf.ent should consider 
additional markers, beginning with the Dorchester County Hospit:al Building where 
county offices are located. 
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Two, led :rnverrt:ory of S1 t.es: 
Rt:y to National Stat.us 
NR L~sted in th<O National of Eistor·ic .Places be part of 
Bist.or ic District) 
AHD property to River Historic Distri~t 
E .eligible for individual listing :;_n National 
S!lD Within of t{!aticmal S'!..L.'T!ITiervi,lle Historic: DistL·.ict 
SHe for of Summe-rville Historic District 







or tourist cabins and tents at camp 
CAN Mill O.t:' boiler for sugar cane or syrup 
Cl':;M Cemetery 
C!lU Church 
COM Commercial building other than STO 
ster 
COT Cottage/dependency residence including slave cabin or guest 
DBP Depot or other rail station building 
DUP Duplex residence 
FOR Forest 
GAR Garden 





KIT Kitchen house 
LIB Library 
LND Ferry or boat landing 
MIL Manufacturing or processing mill 
OBJ Object or monument 
OFF Office 
ORC Orchard of pecan trees 
PRI Privy 
PUB Public service building 










fa~ily tenant house 




















lodge meeting hall 
attached residence 
TOW Fire lookout tovler 
UNK Unkno>m 











2 12 J :i 
;u lUi 
l4' 1 27 
21:2 1?8 
21 ') 129 
2 2 1021 
212 toZi: 























219 2 6 
219 21? 
2 i9 72 
210 7 3 
21. 9 ' ' 
2 :_t:. 78 .cc 
219 78.01 
:;: : s- eo 
2:"' 8 2 
2: s 84 
219 8 5 
219 86 
:;; 19 B 7 
z 1s- e s 
?IS BS.Oo 


































Parkers Fer~y Rd. :BJ-00-00-
W.Lre Rd. 092--08-00-
Gum Brar.ch Pci. 
H -U:J t'H<fd}' ' "' S 
fh<Jhway J S 8 
Hi~;t~way 1 S S 
W_;. re Md. 










Highway 15 $ 
H.tghwey 15 S 
Highway 15 S 
~arret~ H1l: Dr. 
H:tghway ::s s 
fh.gh'W'tty 15 s 
Bluebird Tr. 
Old Bell Rd. 
Bluebird '!'r. 
2nd "!'ex as Rd. 
Old bell Rd. 
Old Bell Rd. 
Old Bell Rd, 
Wire Rd. 
H:tgf::way 78 






RaJ.l way Dr. 
Ra1:way Dr, 
Seve;n Mlle fi..j. 
Hi 1 h· ie>"' :,;-;. 
A:1dersor: V.::ay 
FJ.::-s': Bene J<:-j. 
Bell Farrr. Rd. 
Seca:1d Be:wi ~c. 
s-ecc-nd Bend Rd. 
Taylor ?one Rd. 
Sand H;.ll R::l. 
School Hc'-lse Rd. 




























































































wes'::-bu:"Y cemetery CEM 
St, Matt,hewg Bap'lis': Ch~rch ~:Ht: 
srF 
lBS0c 












Je;:-usalem Church Cernetf!ry CEM ,_;r:K 
St.. :.uke School SCh l957c 
St. Luke Methodist Ch, Cern C£M l?00c 
U;:.sey Cemetery 
Utsey's Serv1ce Sta;:_~on 
Seigler Cemetery 





Moo ret-'s St.ore 
Moorer Cemete:-y 
Pen; ler cemet~ery 
C.!.:;.yton Hcuse 







































l b 4& 









~ s 25:.: 
l9C0:-; 
2 } 6 1 
219 l4S 
219 66? 
219 ;; 3 
21 '} 66 
19 £66.GO 
21'\i 666.01 









21'? 667 171 
2l9 668' ]76 
2:9 66:?.00 ?07 
21'1 669.01 207 
21 '} 6 70 
219 {, 71 
219 672 136 
219£f3 112 
119 &74 147 
131 
2;9 670.00 1C4 
219 676.01 :04 








rnf ir,i ty t>c, 
St.. Paul Rd. 
St. Faul Rd 
St. Peui. Ra. 
Highway A ?B 
Hlghwl:\y 178 
W. Hrnn St. 
E. Main St.. 
E. Main St. 
£. Mct:tn S~-
S. Ra~lrodci Ave. 
s. Rallr.oad Ave. 
John st. 
S. Ra~lroa~ Ave, 
S, RalJroaC Ave. 
S. Rail roe.d lwe. 






W, M&ir: St.. 
W. Mt.u.h St., 
Bowman St.. 
Bowma;_ St. 
w. MaJ.n St. 
W, M<tlfl St.. 
W. Ma;,_n St.. 
W. H4).n St. 
21S 679 
2l9 680 





219 6 8£ 
L19 68:7 
219 628 
219 6 89 
219 690 
2i9 691 
111~112 W. Maln St. 
107-lCS W. Matn St.. 
2l:Y 693 
219 694 




l2C W, Mein St. 
1St E, Mnlr: St.. 














E. Ma~n St. 
E. Main St.. 
E. Mail'. St.. 
E. Mair. St. 
E. Main S<:.. 
W. Mair. St. 
W. Mal.n St.. 
w. Ma1n St. 
W. M&it: St. 
W. MiEn St. 
w. Ma1r. s~. 






2:9 706.CC ~4E" 
.(l'J- 70S.C! l4d 
Smcei< Rd, 
Smcak Rd • 
2l3 707 
219 708 
21 '-' 1073 
3800 
:152 







































C 3£-0 7 -C:-; -D l 0 














































Har:Cey'ltl.le Scf:ocl Gym 
Mims Ha:..tse 
Crei<jht.on House 


































































i B :f08 
l 9 l Sc 
18 ;_,Oc 
19l5c 
l 91 Oc 





: 91 5:: 




, 91 Sc 




l S.; Sc 




1 9 J S:: 
:ass 
29 




220 1 s::; 
lSl.OO 1149 
JlO lS2 







:;:;c 1002, cs 
320 1002.C6 
~ 0 ~~6 


































































Wi :re R<1. 
Wire Rd. 
5-GC-00-






Givhans Ferry Rd. 125-00-CO-OC! 
'::.tvhan,; fe:t-r-y fi:d, 125-CG-00<)01 
Gl.Vhans Ferr·y Pd. 125-GC-CD-00 ~ 
Givtans Ferry Rd. 125-00-00-COl 
GL7h<1ns i'Cl:l7 ~d. l2S-00-00-00l 
Givhans Ferry Rd. 1?5-GG~OO-OOi 
Oivhan3 Ferry Rd. l:i.S~OC!<-00-0GJ 

























Beidler Forest: Rd. 050~00-0D-004 
Beidler f'cre::n. Rd. 050-00-0G-004 





Seven Mile Rd, 
Sanctuary Rd. 
County Li :-~e Rd. 


















Masc~ ~r. ~4l-00-0C-Cl1 
:::urhan\:s Cor!'!e::: ?:d. 042-0C-00-COS 
McA:heny Rd 042-GC-00-026 
Beulah Ch:;rct Rd. CSS-·:C-OC-846 
Wire Rd. 
Maple Bran::::h Rd. 
Hagerma;; Rd, 
Ce.m&.:..::.ie Rd, 
Cross Creek Rd. 



































:?pcicg branch CBr.w~te.;:y 
?ark&rs Ve1:;;y :..and".t:<? 
st. John Hethod:st Ch. Cern CI~M 
SFE 
Jol-:nscn Cemet.-e::-y 
ZlDn Meth:-J:i:sc._ GhLJ:<:"h 





G:i vhans ferry St Pk: Bat.n:tsc+~ RBC 
Gi.'Jhans Ferry st ?K Piom.c: f{£c 
G:?Lans Ferry 5t Pk Cabins CAB 
Glvhans ferry St Pk Shop 
M~ry f,. Fore Grave 
Ed:.sto-Gocse Creek Tu~nel 
G:.vhans Ferry £l:t;'.ldge/f'er::-y LND 
















Mim3 House SFR 
M~ms House SFR 
Bethel Me~hod:.st. -:'hu:c:h CHU 
Bethel !ofethoclist c:hurcr Cem CBM 
Har;,_-eyvi.:_:_e VLC WF1 Bishop House sre 
CEM Dorchester v 1c Llmest~ne Baptist Ch. 
Do:::chest.ez v1c Old Harley cemet..ery CEM 
H:.lton House SFR 
Dorcnesto?r v1c Four Holes Bridge Mcnument OBJ 




1 s }0 
; '4 31 
1 G 
19 J(;c 
19 3 7c 













l ;; : D::; 
!9'28 
845 







Delemars v.:.c Saulda;n Baptist :r .. cen- C£M l8:i0c:: 
?eevesv:lle v:,.::: N? App:..eby' s Met:-;odist_ Cht.lr<:h CHU 18 4 Sc 
lS67c 






NF Carrol:;_ ?:ace; Kog~r House SFP 
CEM 
S~ ?e->;e;- Mr-,:~(;'::dist Ch, Cern CEM 
!-'ay Cemetery CB~ 
SFR 
5Frt 
Be\.i.lah Ce\1\Ct.e::--y CEM 












l S 1 Cc: 
l9 8 Sc 
00 '!00 
420 qo:;_. oc 
420 
, 20 9:J4 










4 zo 916 
420 922 
4i0 92.1 
































420 948.00 401 








































Wimberly l)<Ury f«L 02C-00-GC-C'i 
Reeves.,.rille Rd, 020-0C-00-071 
?'¢evesville Rd. 01I-00-00-C_3 
Feeve:J:ville Rd. 
St. M~rk BoWIT!an 
020-CO-CC-071 
0-21-00-00-C99 
D:urhruns Ccrne:r Rd. D29-00-VG-C08 
Durhams Ccr~ler I<d. 029-00-0G-009 































Sauls Branch Rd. 
Cl:":JSS :7:teek Rd. 
Maple Branch ;d, 
Meylt:~ Branc::l". ?d. 
Mctt:le 5::-anc:-: Pd. 
Me~lB Branch Rd. 
Branch Rd. 
Wire Rd. 
wagon 'l'L' ail Rd. 
We-go:> Tr.:u l R~l. 































Re-evesv 1lle v ;_c 
Rqe'.'&S\.'llie \!lC 



























te~d<d'"-' 1'<A[..i,:s-: Ch~ 
;;"?'* h>:4t~~r: '~<:,net>?f~ 
Reevesville school 
CLY 




1 3 2Gc 
SFR -11 De 
Sf'? .-S00c 
SFE/T i90Gc 









SFF l 9 l 















Reeve:;;ville- Baptist ::h. Cern ':EM 1835c 
SFP 18'1Sc 
st. Matthews Be.pttst Church !.:EM wnK 
Higby B'..l..lldLn'j 





























41;9 l 59 
61 t 
429 613 
















4 29 6 34 
4.29 635 













42~ t Sf 
47;. E 52 
42? ASJ 






















































!'L Main St. 
~. Mair. St, 
N. Mal.n Sit. 
N. Mait'l St. 
N. Mai;, St. 
N. Main St., 
n. Haic ,s.-
N. MaLL St .• 
N. Main St.. 
N. Ma:ln St. 









N. Ra1lro4d Ave. 
N. Ra;.lcoac Ave. 
Mlll St. 
s. Ma.1n St.. 
s. Ma:..n St. 
s. Ra:..lro&O Ave. 
S. Railroad Ave. 
s. Railroad Ave, 
S, Mai;; St., 
s. Main S:-. 
S. Main S':. 
S. Hair. St.. 
Beacr: St .. 
S. Mctln S~. 
s. Mdin s~. 
s, Ma~:--, s:... 
S. Main St. 
P-ldge St., 
~7? R;_dge s~. 










Hig!Yway 7 8 
R:ce Rd. 
Ca!r,pbe:;.: R::i. 











































































































Browr.:..ng House SFR 
SF'f'l: 
DJ.Cley Ho:.~s-e SFR 
SfR 























































19 2 Sc 
1945c 



























4.40 30. OiJ 
44C 30.01 
4 40 3 3 
440 34 












440 4 7 
440 4!:\ 
44C 49 
4 4G 50 
4-4C 51 
44C Si 










































carnpt>t; ~ .L 
f-!lghway 
Tw Ln Lake Dr_ 





Hill .Branc:h Rd. 
fLtdgP. Rd. 
HlJjf'w~y t>l 


























Indian Pteld Cir, 034-00-00-045 
Indian r1cld ca. CJ4-00-00-C4S 
Hlghway :5 N 031-00-JO-Ue? 
rarmcr;; Market Rd. 033-0C-DC-
May st. 
May SL 
Highway l;; S 
Highway 15 S 
Highway 15 S 
Pine Grave Rd. 
2nd Texas Rd, 
Highway 15 S 
2nd Texas Rd. 
2nd Texas Rd, 
Alonzo f<d. 
Wes t.bury Rd. 
2nd Texas Rd. 
Leqare Rd. 
Raysor St-. 
Wind hem Rd. 
N. Pdrler Ave, 
N. f>e.!."ler Ave. 
Mt. Z.;.on R::!. 
M~. Zion Rd. 
H1ghway 15 r.; 
H.t'jhway :5 ;.; 
Deep WC>ods Rc:. 
S:he:-ry :...n. 
Hiqhway :5 N 
N. Parle: Ave, 
H:egt:way :. 5 N 
Highway :5 N 
Highway 15 :; 



































St. George Vl.C NR 
St. Ge-orge VlC NR 
st. George vl:::-
St. Georq£< ·:;;.::: 
St-. George 
S':. Geo;:"g-e VlC 
St. Gec-,:;:qe v ;.:; 
St., George v1c: 
5~. GeCl:rg-e VlC: 
St.. Gec:"qo-. vu:: 
Grover v:;,c 
S':. George vtc 
St.. George v1c 
St, Geo::-tfe VlC 
Ccover VlC E 
st. George v 1c 
St.. George 
St. George Vl.c 
s-:.. Georqe Vic 
St., George 
s:.. Geo:::ge 
St.. Ge'2:Cge VlC 
SL George v;.c 
St.. Geo:::se vJ-c 
St, Georqe v::.c 
s::. George v:,;: 
S-':, Georqe 'J :,:; 
S:.-. George -.:::.c 
s~. Gecrs;e 
s~. G"::c::-ge v:.c 
s-:, G<ecrge v.1c 
St. Gecrge v:c: 
St-. Gecrge '-ll.:: 















i 9 J0.; 
!(!;:; 
l /DCc 
Sharott Mel-~hodt9t Church Cum CEH 
l 35::: 
19CC.::: 
1 Y JSc 
:1.846:.' 
Indian F;;.eld 'l'aber:~acle 
Indian f'ield Camp., 'tents 
Buck Spru':gs Cemetery 
Dt.:rr Fa.tily C'emetery 




W-:d t-ers House 
St. Mark BaptLst Chu;:ch 
We:!tbury He:use 
Pine Grove School 
Good Hope Cemetery 
Mt, Zion BaptlSt Ch, Cem 
Wlmberly Houge 
St:.. Ja:>ieS Cemet"eC'{ 
1\aqers: Hcun.0 
>Vegecs H-ouse 
L>.d.;.ar Fie~d swamp Erldqe 
s:.rnc:>s Hc,-.:se 









































: 'J l Sc 
unk 








































440 :. 33 
440 177 
440 195 





4 4(l I~>: 
44C 7l3 
44-C 1: 4 
440 715 
44:0 716 
<4C : n 
440 7:;: 8 
-440 719 







440 7 27 
440 728 
443 729 
440 7 30 
440 731 
440 7 :;: 
440 7 33 
440 7 34 
440 7.35 
HJ 736 
44C 7 37 
440 138 






















































GUS• Brar·ct; Fd. 
By :cO f'6:t'r'• Hd. 
By-t"d Fi!\::m fkl. 
N. t>&rler lw.s-. 
N. Ave 







}L r-ur~f:=r Avs. 











sr;; Rai1road Ave. 
sw Railroad ;,ve. 
sw Railroad Ave. 
SW Ka1lro~d Ave. 
















S. Pa:::-lc-r Ave. 
S. Pa:-ier Ave. 
s. Pa::le.r Ave. 
S. Pa:-ler Ave. 
s. Pa~l<?:: Ave. 
NW Ratlroad Ave. 









































St .• (iUOC'jti 'J~.'; 
















St .. George 
.St. Gecrge vic 
St. Gecrge v1c 
St. ::#ecrq& t:1c 
St, Gecrge Vl.C 
S~:. George 
St., Geo::;;e 
O~B-02-02-006 St. George 
OSB~O:Z-02~009· St., Geot·ge 
058-02-01-0lB St~ Geor9e 
014-14-~5-003 St. George 
045-:4~19-00B St. George 
045-14-18-013 s-::.. George 
C45-;4-:9-002 St. George 












































Col Lns Ice House 
George, ;arr,es, House 





C:.:od Hcpe Bar::~:..st. :::h..;rch 
G;cube:: Hotel 
























SF& ~ 5c 
Sf'R 19::+:: 
SFP l4J0c 













































440 7$S.OO 224 








4 40 16 
44G 7€·4 
4 40 765 
440 766 























44C 776 201 
440 n:.oo z-o:; 
44C 77i .0:. 200 












4 40 7 90 
440 79: 
4 4C 7 92 





























































NE R<1H l::oad Ave. 
NE Railroad Ave. 
N. f'arler Ave. 
N, Parler Ave. 
tL Parler Ave. 
N. Parler Ave. 
N. Parler At.'e. 
tL Parle-:::- Ave, 
N. Pa:::ler .~ve, 
N. Parler A·;;e, 
Ii. Parler ,'l,-,•e. 
N. Parle!:' Ave, 
N. Parlee Ave. 
N. Pa::ler Ave. 
N. Pctrler Ave. 










































































St .. George 
S<:. GecrJe 








Jorche$t.Pr Cott-on :;il Co, 
HBr-t. House 















St. George Fre;.":~ht Platf:c:rm 
Harm:::my :_.odge 


























C"CH 19 2 Sc 
STC 
St.. Georqe Methodist --:::::urch ern; 
Wtde::t.z Dep~. S~ore 














:_ 9 2 2c 
: '7 ?-3c 
:.91Cc 






440 3: j 




































44J B ,J0 13 
440 BJS.OO :6 
448 835.DC lC 
440 a::s.oc 
440 835.00 1 
440 83S.OC 8 
440 B3? .00 6 
440 f:!35.00 5 
440 035.00 3 
440 B3S.CO 318 
44C B3S.OC 314 
44Cr 83S.C1 
44.0 835.01 32C 
440 835.01 316 
440 63:5. c l 504 
440 83t 



































N. Parler Ave. 
ti- P$:tle:: Ave: 
tL ?¢r1er A<•r:;, 
t-L Pacler Ave, 
N. Parler Ave, 
tL Parler Ave. 
N. Parler Ave. 
















Behl::. r.g Ct,. 
B(thli!~<j Ct.-. 
Ber,ling ct.. 


























tL Met.t:;; s~. 






c 4 > ---10 -o 4: ~ocr 












































































Sf'P 19 3S::: 
SF:R i0:;: 
SF? 192$c 
Cooper House SFP 19:2 
Dav::s Ho<.tse 
A~chor C~rp. Employee~' Use SFR 
Anchor Ccrp, t;w.ployefts' Hse SFF: 
Anchor corp. Employees' Hse SFF 
Anchor Corp. Employees' Hse Sf'R 
Anchor Corp. Employees' Bse .5FR 
1 9 5::-




19 4 3 
1943 
Anchor Corp. Emp-loyees' Hse StR 1943 
Anchor coq;:. Ell".ployees' Hse SFR 1943 
Anchor Corp. Employees' Hse SFR 1943 
Anchor Ceq:,, £(r,ployees' Hse SFr< 194 
Anchor Corp. Employees• Hse SFR l'S 43 
Anchcr cccp. Employees' !1se SF? :..943 
Anct-.or Corp. £rnployees' lise SFR :943 
Anchor Corp. Employe~s' Hse SFh 1'143 
Anchor Corp. Employees' Hse SFR :i943 
Anchor C.>:J::p. Employeeg' :tse SFR ';.943 





































:9 C Sc 
l G-Cc 
10:::' 











441} 9 J l 
440 9 32 
uc 9 33 


































49i. 7. 02 
491 7.03 
491 9 
49: l 0 
49.: 11 
4 91 12 
491 13 




4 91 1 8 
491 
491 2C 




























.;;s:;. 10B.0G 4500 
H¢>t':Se:.hoe Loop 
ML< 2.ion Kd, 
.St. Mark Bowm!Hl 
Cow~:ai l Ed. 
0/1-C'J-GG-02 
Old .St. George Rd. CSf-00-00 
W1nningham ~d- C32-0C-00-135 
Hart.zoq Balley ?;:; 044-C·G~00-C3: 





Highway 15 N 
Gavins Rct. 
tllanch Dr. 
Mt. Zi.or: Rd. 
Bishopville Rd. 
Gum Branch FO. 
S'Jgar Hill Rd. 
Old Spell Ed. 
Htqhway 15 S 
























St. Gcorqc v:c 







St .• Gec,;:-q-e VH:: 
St. Geot"q<e Vl~ 
Byrds V1C E 
Byrds vic 
Grover v::_c 
St.. Geor-g& VlC 
S:., George v ::.c 
Byrds v:.c 
Byres v-ic 
St. George Vlc 
s:., Geocge v.tc 
ROSlnville VlC 
St~ Geo::ge 












S"Jmmerville VlC NR 
Su~~~ville vic NR 
Sumrr.er-ville vic NP: 
Summerville vic NR 
Surr.merville Vl.C NR 
Sllm.JT.erv:d;.e vic NR 
St:.mmerville VlC NP 
Surr-.merville ~H<_ 
S~r:w.'.e::-v;;.l:.e vic Nfl 
Sut'\rnerv.:.lle v:.c NR 






));:;,::::ht~::>tel: L~:mber GiJ., Hc;:~O>e 
f:i&dham BOU!10 SFP: 
Sb.Leder HO<.'se SFR 
Dorch&s':.er Lumber Co. House SI'R 
Ir.dian Field Met;h. Ch. Cew CEM 
Moote.t~Murray Cemetery CEM 
l)e-erfield Plt:.. House 






Bl:..e Spring Farm 


























l 8 7 ;, 
t8 70 
Hiddlet.on Place~ Landscape GAF 1'741 
Middleton Spring House SPC 1 i0Gs 
Middleton Place, Tomb CEM 1787 
Ml.dd:eton Place R:tce- Mlll MZZ.. l7CO& 
Middleton Place Barr.yard BRN 1-~ 57 
Midd l.eton Place Tenant. B.se DUP l B I Sc 
Newington Plantation Sl'!' 175Sc 
Fort Dorchester S..,.,.. :IS?c 
St. Gecrqe's Dorc:heater ·-:hu SITE l.7S~ 
St. -George's Parish Cerr. CE.H 1772t: 










State Park Rd. 
State Park Rd. 
State Park Rd. 
St.ate Park Rd. 161-00~CC-OJC, S\.rr.mervlllot· v1c t.;R Old Dorcheso:er Wttar!: 
same as Site 4910875 
SIT! _:_ 740c 
Old Tr:ol.:.ey ?d. 
Old trolley F.d. 
Old Trc.:.ley Rd. 
Cld Orar:geburg Rd., 144-VG-CC-














Sane as S:.t.e 491CBS8 
S~:ne a& s.:::e 4910?57 
Same as S1~e 4910956 
same cs Stt~ 491085S 
Sa~e as Site 4910850 
samn &s Slte 491086 
Same as Site 4?l086 
Sam~ a$ Site 49:0864 
Same as Site 4910866 
Same as sn.e 4910865 
Mt. Boone Cerr,eter:/ 





Ash~ey ~.tV"er Read Lockou:. TOW 




19 3 7 ':: 





4 91 : 7 ') 
4 91 St. 
o: 851 
4 91 58' 















491 86? 225 
491 863 219 
431%4.00 255 

























































456 l 7: 
496 172 
49£ 173 





















Old Trolley Rd. 
ctd Tr-olley f<d. 














14 s~ot ~(,;;-a or 
145-0&-00-0:>7 
aacons B::::::dge Rd. 14.5-0S-06-0lC 
BttCOh$ Bndge Rd. 145-06-05-009 
Hiles J&!Ylis'";;n Rd. 154-CL:>Q-0-





Bacons Bridge Pd. 
Bacons Bridge- Rd. 
Old Trolley Rd, 









Old Ora!lgeburq Rd. 152-ll-04-011 
Tupperway Rd. 144-07-07-0C£ 
Tupperway Rd. 
Boone Hill Fd. 
Boone HilJ Rd. 
Boone H:tll Rd, 
Boone H1.-ll Rd. 
Boone- H_:.ll PC. 
Dcrchest.er Rd. 






























l (J 7,7c 
7Jc 
2-6c 
:9 2 Sc 
l 52 Sc 
1 ;fOe 
ls-
10 2 Sc 
Sur.m:erv,;_:_:.e v:ic NP White M<$"ettng Houae cemeter C£~ 





























1 '7 JSc 
SFR l : Oc 
STO/? l7-2Sc 





Bacons Bridge Rd. l SG--00 -00-007, C S;.ar..mervi lle vic Bacons Bridge Dam WA':' 
S. Main St, 
s. Main St. 
Marion Ave. 
Marion Ave. 
S. Mair. St. 






Holly :in;'; Rd. 
Cld Co~~try Cl~b 
Tea Fa!:'r.: Ed. 
W. Walker ::r. 
·rea Far;; Rd. 
Bo-one P.lll Rd. 
W. wa::ker Dr, 
Boone H1:: Rd. 






























.Jedt-urg Presbyenan /;;nape~ CEU 
SF·R 













15 l Gc 
19 20c 








::; : S::: 
1 e 1 
4'nS 182 
4'16 ; B S 
4 ;)6 l 
4'/6 lED 































490 2 2 3 
496 224 
49-6 225 
4 /S 226 
4 96 2 .,.., 
406 2/B 
4S& 2 2-0! 
49£- 2 ::.o 

















































G~ergeburq Rd. 13~-CB-0~-04~ 
C;ld <>rhE(j£:b_;ro Fd ~ 
Cent::&l Avv 
Or.ar:']ci:urg Rc!. 12E~0C-00~D24 
Old orangeburg !26-0~-co-c~: 






E. Luke Ave. 
W. !,Uke AVE. 
W. t,uke Ave. 
'ii. Luke Ave. 
N. Hick<:ny s~. 
w. Luf;e A"-"B. 
W. :"uke Ave. 
'.i. LAJkt:- Ave. 










Bryan s~. :37-S2-0:-J;5 
2nd North SL. WesL !.37-0?-D:-Oli 
!.st North St.. West 1J7-C2-C4-C09 
1st North St. West 137-02-04-DDf 
1at Non:;; S~. West !37~C?-C4-0C~ 
1st North St. West U7~02-C4-C12 
lst No:rtr, St. West 137-82-04-Cl<::-
N. Lacrel SL. 
N. La:...re-1 -St". 
N. Cedar St. 
N. Ced&r St. 
N. Sedat· St. 






:.37 -CJ-CB-GC :;_ 
1st No:t~ s~. Wes~ 137-C'-OB-OCl 
N. Magnc:1.a. .St:.. 
:s:ocker :.r .• 
N. Cedar S:.. 
N. G\.!n'. St. 
































































: S 2 Sc 
~ '): L-




1 9 JC :: 
18 :JOe 
; SSfic 
















49'1 253.00 1005 
, 01 10C3 
496 £S3.C2 
4% 254 :ce 
496 255,:)0 160 
4% .z~,S.Gl 100 
496 i55.U2 HHJ 
496 .iSf, .00 215 
496 7S6.01 215A 
496- 25£,02 215-












4 S6 2 69 
496 270 
4'16 2"11 


























































2 1 G 
2J5 
:Sotlot.ly s.~· .. 
2nd North St. £as+:. 
N. Maqncl 5t:. 
N. Rlckory S~. 220-.5-00-C~. 
5th r-:or'th St. We;;", U;> l S~:Z:-007 
-Jrnhrun St. 













Ce rma n t-own Rd • 
Sim."TTOtUI Ave. 
SirP.li\.on~ Ave, 







'Sth North St. west 130-l:J-C0-039 
W. R~chardson Ave. 137-C7-03-C07 
w. Rlchardson Ave. :37-07-03~008 
w. P1.ofiardscn Ave. 137-01-04-CC3 
w. R:chardson Ave. 137-07~02-COf 
W. Rt~nard~on Ave. l37-07-04-CC1 
s. P;.ne St. 137-06-lD-007 
2nd sou~h st. west 137-07-04-009 
S. Cedar St. 137-0l~04w0Qt 
s. Magnol~a St. 137-07-:e-cos 
E. Richardso;, Ave. 137-07~:6-o:;; 
E. Richardson Ave. l37-C7-l1-0Dl 
£. Richardson Ave. 13'-07-17-0:;: 
£, Alchardson Ave, 137-07-:6-GCi 
E. Rlchardaon Ave. 137-07-:6-CC7 
s. Gum st.. ::n-e:7-:e-oo-::. 
E. Doty .:;ve. L17~07-:6-C04 
E. Doty Ave. l37-C1-:6-0CJ 
E. Dcty !•se. :._37-0/-:6-CCi: 
S, Hagn<:>l.J.a St-. 13/-:J"i-16-0C·: 
£:. Dct.y Ave, :37-Cf··l: •. c::;.; 
s. Mag~~l!a s~. 137-~7-::-o~s 
s:. Magno~ta $~. ::rt-CI-~6-Cl 
S. Magnolia S~ :37-JJ-:&-SlC 
s. ~lisncl::.a st. 
s. Mag:1clia St-. 
s, Magncl.i.:, s::. 
S. Magnolia St. :37-C~-:7-0CS 
2nC Scuth St. Sasr- '!_]i-07-17-CGB 
,::,, G\.4.'1'. St. 
S, G...:.'t\ St-. 
SuMf:.:Br·,;; :1e 
$umno-:v ;, ~ lc 
S;.:mtrHYf"V.ille 
SJmmerv::.:er 







Surr .. -uer·.r;.l2e 
Suwsnen,ille 

























































l 'J;: S:: 
:_ ~~ Sc 
: 0; 






SFR l 8fCc 








































4 9€1 J 19 
490 ];(:J 







































































Jrd South SL. W0$t 137-C7-G0-0ll 
Jrd South 
s. Me.:tn .St. 
s. Main St. 
5. M.ttin St .• 13-7-07-C9-004 
S. Main St. 137-C?-09-003 
S, Cedar S~ .• 
s. Cedar St, 
s. Cedar St. 
137 ~Of -0 7-02 3 
l 37-07-0 2-004 
w. iUchard.son Ave. 137-CJ'7-G7-C2Ci 
W, Ficha:n:i;;;on Av>+. 137-07-07-0lt:< 
W. Richardson A.ve. 1J7-C7-C7-0lB 
w. Riohard~an Ave. 137-C?-05-0~1 
136 W. ~ichardmon Ave. 137~07-05-002 
128~132 W. R:tchardso0 Ave. 137-07-05-003 
143-147 Central Ave. 
139 '=entral Ave. 
127-135 Central Ave. 
l2C-:24 Central Ave. 
125 Central Ave. 
219 s. Cedar St. 
106-114 S. Ma.:.r. St. 
116 S. M&ln St. 
126-134 s. Ma:tn s+ 
140 
133 
s. Mean St. 
s. Ma:tn St. 
121-125 S. Ma~n St. 
s, Main S't.. 














E. Richardson Ave. 137-07-11-009 
E. Richardson Ave. 137-07-11-008 














E. Doty Ave. 
E. Doty Ave. 137-07-11-003 
2nd Sout~ St. East 137-0?~:D-Gll 
2nd Scuth St.- East 13?-1 1-01-002 
S. M~in St. 
S. M.:n..r. St. 
S. Magr.clie e.:., 
S. Magno:1_a s:.. 
S. Megnol ia St, 
S. Maqnclie. s:.. 
S. GlL"". St. 
s. Gur:t 5-::.. 
S. Gurn St. 
S. Gut:: St. 
S. Millfi St.. 
s. :...evrel St. 












































S!:!b Lannea>J Hcus>e Sf'R 
922 
SHO Dcr:::henter. Ceca Cola PJ.ant c::;JM : 9 .~ >;:c 
SHD Caut.h$n' s Hardware 
SHD 
SHD Kornahrens Hardware 
SliD Bank cf scmme;:ville 
SHD 
SHD Tuppers Pharmacy 





SH:C Si::es Ra.r1ge 
SHD 
SHD Gwer-.:.n fhnldl.:'lg 
SHD Guer:.;;'s D:r:ug St.ore 







SHC CPW Cistern 
SHD Cryst.;'ll !ce House 
Slit 
SHD 







SH::: AZ6le~ Park 
sH:' 









































































4 9~ 4 4 4 
496 44~":1 
49~ 446 


























































496 467,Cl 224 
496 46!LOO 230 
496 468.01 228 
496 469.00 316 
496 469.01 316 
496 4.69.02 lll 
496 470.00 705 
496 410.01 705 
496 470.02 711 
496 470.03 705 
496 47C.C4 7C5 
496 470.05 705 
496471 ::2 




















St.h South St. WDs-t :J7~1G<J:5-0')l 
5th South $;:.. West U7-i0~-C-3-GlS 
S. Main St. 1J7-1C-GJ-0C9 
s. Main St. l37-1C-OJ-02C 
6th South St. West 137-10-02-Gl? 
Rutherford St. 

















W. Hampton St.. 
w. Hampton St. 













w. carolina Ave. 

































13 7 -l 0-13 ~ GC: 2 
137-10-D-002 
137-10~13-002 
S. Main St. 137-lC-07-004 
S. Main St. l37-10-C7-0C4 
S. Main SL 137-10-C7-0C4 
S. Main St. l37-l0-C7-0C4 
S. Meln St. 137-10-07-004 
S. Me.ln St. :37-1C-07-CG4 
6<:h Sout:-?1 St., Eas"t :31-lG-0i-Ci01 
S. Main St.. :.>i-lC-06-007 
S. Hell)"; St. 137-lG-Cb-:)07 
7c:t, So-...:~h St. East: l3/-1C-07-0C.5 
S, Ma~n St., 137-lC-OE-DlC 
s. Ma:..r; St-. D7-lC-OS-OJ4 
w. Rlct~land st. 
Richland Ave, 
s. Hampton St. 
~. Hamptc:~ st.. 
w. Caro:~na Ave. 
w, caro::na Ave. 
w. :a~o:ina Ave. 


















































SHD r-~erry Oaks 
Sh{) 
SHD Clsher House 







SHD Gelzer Hcuee 
SHD Celzer House 
SHD Gelzer House 
SHD 






SHD Lore House 
SHD Rhett Hcuse 
SHD Pricleau House 
SBD 
SHD C~rolina !r.n Annex 
SHD 
SHD Boyle House 
SHD 
SHD Purcell Ho-w.~e 
SHD 


































i 6 i:c 
18 96c 
; 94Dc 























SHD Brown± ield Academy .SCH 
SHD St. ?aul's Ep~scopal Church CHU 
SHD s~. Paul's Church Cemetery CEM 
sgp St. Paul's Par~$h House CHU 
l82:ic-






SHD Skinner House 















SHD !cwn Hall 






Si"R 1 Y J5c 



























































496 501.00 114 
4% SOl. 01 20(} 












496 509 116 
496 510 110 
496 511 202 
496 ;)12 20$ 


















































































W. Carolina Ave. 
w. Carolina Av~. 






w. C:aro1ina f;ve. 
W. carolina Ave. 
W. Carolina t-.ve. 




S. Magnolia St. 
S. Magnolia St.. 
s. Magnol.1a St. 
s. Magnolia St. 
s. Magnolia St. 































4th South St. East 137-11-07-007 
4th south St. East 137-11-07-001 
S. Magnolia St, 
3rd south st. Sast- 137-11-02-002 
s. Main st. 
S. Main St. 
s. M<un St. 
s. Matn st.. 
s. Main st. 
S. M.:tin St. 
S. Mai:1 St. 
s. Main st. 
s. Main St. 
s. Ma.:.n St. 
s. Main St., 
s. Main St.. 
s. Main St. 
s. Main St. 
s. Ma:;.n St.. 
s. Ma:rn S<:.. 
s. Main St. 
s. Main S<::. 




































Sumrnerv i lle 
summervi.lle 
summerville 
sum:·nerv i 11 e 





























.SH~J Sii.,C!hS HCU20 
SHD 
.SHD 





SHD Magnolia co~ta1e 
SHO 
SHD Fine Forest Gate 
SHD Pine rarest Gate 




SHD Palmetto ,:ott..ag.e 
SHD Cuthbert House 
SHD 
GHD Hartz House 























































l r, 3Gc 
i890c 










































SHD Saspot:t.as HOU$e 
SH!:.' 







SFR 18 9 5c 
SFR 19 3Sc 
SfF ~920::; 
SFR 1870c 






























496 552.00 626 





49t" S$5. 00 603 
496 555.01 6D5 
496S:J5.02 603 
49'6 555.(13 104 
490 555.;)4 106 
4:96 )56.00 609 




"', care Lena Ave 
E. Cur:-.::;;2,ln& Ave. 
E. CArolina Ave. 
W. Dot.y Ave. 
Oak :St.. 
w. Caroliha Ave. 
w, carolina Ave!:, 





W. ihchardson Ave. ~:il-02-:4-0:)1 
w. r:ich.ardson Ave, 137-0d-14-007 
w. :Ri:::hardson Ave. 137~0:0'~14-007 
s. Palmetto St.. 
s. ?al:net.t.c St. 
13'7-02-14-VC-; 
137-02-H-007 
w. Rl-chardscn P;ve. 137-02-14-003 
W. R;.chardson A\re. 137-CL-14-003 
s. Pillttetto St-. 
s. W<tlnut St. 











































4 36 596 
4$6 597 














































N. M<l.:tn St. 
lst North St. we~t 130-14-04-029 
1st North S~. West 130-14-04-019 
1st North SL We:s~ 1_30.,.14~03-01:': 
lgt North St. West 130-14-03-012 
1st Nor'Ch St. Wes':: 13G-14-C4-CC5 
1st »ort.h St. Wes<:;. 13)-14-03-0C.";; 
1st North St. West. :30~13-00-IJ{;,( 
N. Maple St. 
N. Maple St, 
w. Luke Ave. 
W. Luke Av-e. 
W. Caroi1na Ave. 
w. ":.arclina Ave. 
w. Carolina Ave. 







:J7...,iJ2-13 ... :f05 
w, Richardson Ave. 137-02-13-006 
s. Walnut St~. 
w. RiGhardscn Ave. 137-02-17-0Cl 
w. Richardson Ave. 137-02-17-002 
w. Richardson Ave. 137-02-17-003 
w. R~chardscn Ave. 137-02-10-0C7 
Cypress St. 1.)7 -02-11-006 
O•k S~. l37-0~-ll-OC5 
w. R~chardscn Ave. l37-02-l6-0C' 
W. Dcty Ave. :37-C2-~C~01 
w. Dot.y Ave, '37-0<:-:C:-0:? 
w. R1chardso~ A~e. :JC-:3-0C-014 
w. Rtchardso~ Ave. 130-!3-CC-027 
w. Rlchardscn h'H::.. l3C<3-JO-C2t: 
w. f!::._chardso~ Ave. :37-0;?-lC-Ol: 
W, R1~nardson Ave. :37-02-:C-004 
W. Ri~hardson Ave. 121-02-!0-003 
W. Richardson Ave. 13~-:3-0C-0:2 
W. R~chctrdson Ave. l3C-i3-00-0:l 
P1gea:1 Bay Ri:.l. 
P ;.gee;; Ba_y Rd. 
P:l.C'jeon Bay Rd. 
Melllche.mp Rd . 








SuMme:·v "- .. : l e 
5UFJ'!\erV1lle 
SU!ftm<'Lt'tt: l_ le 
Sum:·:1erv 1lle 

















































SHD ~aBellla co~~~ge 
SHC' 
SHD 
SHD St!tlt~b:sry '!'heater 




















SHD Rlchardson-Dcar House 
SHD 
SHe Kinloch Home 









































} 2 S Jc 
; 9 l0c 







l; 3 Sc 
l <; _;; Sc 
H!90:::: 
i890::: 
1 S 1 Sc 
1890c 












































531 91'i 1908 
531 973. !)i) 9:221 
5J1 97:L01 9221 
$11 974 153 
531 9-75 205 
S<J.l 916 






$31 9ffb 130 
531 9Eil 
531982.00 919 
531 98"2.J1 :118 
S31 90:5 874 
531 9f!7 242 
531 988.00 289 
s:.n 98iJ.Ol 289 
531 9139.00 181 
531 999.01 181 
















a:c:- iarwoc.-:l ;_,n' 
Br:lorw:rJd :Ln. 
k, Carollna Ave. 





Old 0rengnburg Rd. lJS-l3~-GO~LC7 
Oid Cranqoburg kJ. 13£-13··00-\:01 
old Crat1qecux-g Rd. lJt:-00-DC,-179 
cont::.rct~ J:we. 13&-~6-00~ 
Centzal ;,vn. 
central Ave. 
s. kain St. 
Gall as haw R:J. 
St. Mark Bowman 
::35~16-()() .. 
145-Gl-08-\'02 
Crur.p MfH~t.ing GH. 006-0t•-00-GGS 
Camp Meeting C::.r. 006-00-00-U08 















oc7-oo .. oc-o67 
Frcvid•nce Ln. 003-00-0C-0;7 
Duncan ::nape! Rd, C03-00-00-0D9 
C"uncan -::-h..,pe;. Rd, 003-00-0C-003 
DutH::::-an Chape: Rd. OC3-0C-OG-OOJ 
Dur.car. Chapel Rd. o:U~DC-GO-CGS 
Dunca:! Ct'.ope: Fd COB~00-00-070 
Duncan Chbpe.i Ro. 008-0G-00-0ZS 
Wedthers Farr, Rd. 004-00-00-C3! 
Weathers F.'!r:tt• Rd. 004-00-00-C2£ 
Weathe~s Fa~ Rd. 004-00-00-040 




Duncan Chapel Rd. 
Hiqh-way 178 


































































Snady Grove Campgz:., Tents CAB Jrdt 
Shady Grove Heth Church 
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